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Antonio Villalón Huerta

Information and its related technologies are a critical asset to protect for people,
organizations and even whole countries. Our dependency on information tech-
nologies increases every day, so their security is a key issue for our wellness. The
benefits that information technologies provide are questionless, but their usage
also presents risks that, linked to our growing dependency on technologies, we
must mitigate. Advanced threat actors are mainly categorized in criminal gangs,
with an economic goal, and countries, whose goal is to gain superiority in strate-
gic affairs such as commercial or military ones. These actors exploit technologies,
particularly cyberspace, to achieve their goals.

This PhD Thesis significantly contributes to advanced threat actors’ categoriza-
tion and to the detection of their hostile activities. The analysis of their features
is a must not only to know better these actors and their operations, but also to
ease the deployment of countermeasures that increase our security. The detection
of these operations is a mandatory first step to neutralize them, so to minimize
their impact.

Regarding characterization, this work delves into the analysis of advanced threat
actors’ tactics and techniques. This analysis is always required for an accurate
detection of hostile activities in cyberspace, but in the particular case of advances
threat actors, from criminal gangs to nation–states, it is mandatory: their activities
are stealthy, as their success in most cases relies on not being detected by the
target.

Regarding detection, this work identifies and justifies the key requirements to
establish an accurate response capability to face advanced threat actors. In addi-
tion, this work defines the tactics to be deployed in Security Operations Centers
to optimize their detection and response capabilities. It is important to highlight
that these tactics, with a kill–chain arrangement, allow not only this optimization,
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but particularly a homogeneous and structured approach, common to all defensive
centers.

In my opinion, one of the main bases of my work must be the applicability of
its results. For this reason, the analysis of threat actors’ tactics and techniques is
aligned with the main public framework for this analysis, MITRE ATT&CK. The
results and proposals from this research can be directly included in this framework,
improving the threat actors’ characterization, as well as their cyberspace activities’
one. In addition, the proposals to improve these activities’ detection are directly
applicable both in current Security Operations Centers and in common industry
technologies. In this way, I consider that this work significantly improves current
analysis and detection capabilities, and at the same time it improves hostile op-
erations’ neutralization. These capabilities increase global security for all kind of
organizations and, definitely, for our whole society.
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Modelado de Actores Hostiles Avanzados: caracterización,
categorización y detección

Antonio Villalón Huerta

La información y los sistemas que la tratan son un activo a proteger para personas,
organizaciones e incluso países enteros. Nuestra dependencia en las tecnologías de
la información es cada día mayor, por lo que su seguridad es clave para nuestro bi-
enestar. Los beneficios que estas tecnologías nos proporcionan son incuestionables,
pero su uso también introduce riesgos que ligados a nuestra creciente dependencia
de las mismas es necesario mitigar. Los actores hostiles avanzados se categorizan
principalmente en grupos criminales que buscan un beneficio económico y en países
cuyo objetivo es obtener superioridad en ámbitos estratégicos como el comercial o
el militar. Estos actores explotan las tecnologías, y en particular el ciberespacio,
para lograr sus objetivos.

La presente tesis doctoral realiza aportaciones significativas a la caracterización
de los actores hostiles avanzados y a la detección de sus actividades. El análisis
de sus características es básico no sólo para conocer a estos actores y sus opera-
ciones, sino para facilitar el despliegue de contramedidas que incrementen nuestra
seguridad. La detección de dichas operaciones es el primer paso necesario para
neutralizarlas, y por tanto para minimizar su impacto.

En el ámbito de la caracterización, este trabajo profundiza en el análisis de las
tácticas y técnicas de los actores. Dicho análisis siempre es necesario para una
correcta detección de las actividades hostiles en el ciberespacio, pero en el caso de
los actores avanzados, desde grupos criminales hasta estados, es obligatorio: sus
actividades son sigilosas, ya que el éxito de las mismas se basa, en la mayor parte
de casos, en no ser detectados por la víctima.

En el ámbito de la detección, este trabajo identifica y justifica los requisitos
clave para poder establecer una capacidad adecuada frente a los actores hostiles
avanzados. Adicionalmente, proporciona las tácticas que deben ser implementadas
en los Centros de Operaciones de Seguridad para optimizar sus capacidades de de-
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tección y respuesta. Debemos destacar que estas tácticas, estructuradas en forma
de kill–chain, permiten no sólo dicha optimización, sino también una aproximación
homogénea y estructurada común para todos los centros defensivos.

En mi opinión, una de las bases de mi trabajo debe ser la aplicabilidad de los
resultados. Por este motivo, el análisis de tácticas y técnicas de los actores de la
amenaza está alineado con el principal marco de trabajo público para dicho análi-
sis, MITRE ATT&CK. Los resultados y propuestas de esta investigación pueden
ser directamente incluidos en dicho marco, mejorando así la caracterización de los
actores hostiles y de sus actividades en el ciberespacio. Adicionalmente, las prop-
uestas para mejorar la detección de dichas actividades son de aplicación directa
tanto en los Centros de Operaciones de Seguridad actuales como en las tecnologías
de detección más comunes en la industria. De esta forma, este trabajo mejora de
forma significativa las capacidades de análisis y detección actuales, y por tanto
mejora a su vez la neutralización de operaciones hostiles. Estas capacidades in-
crementan la seguridad global de todo tipo de organizaciones y, en definitiva, de
nuestra sociedad.
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La informació i els sistemas que la tracten són un actiu a protegir per a persones,
organitzacions i fins i tot països sencers. La nostra dependència en les tecnologies
de la informació es cada dia major, i per aixó la nostra seguretat és clau per al
nostre benestar. Els beneficis que aquestes tecnologies ens proporcionen són in-
qüestionables, però el seu ús també introdueix riscos que, lligats a la nostra creixent
dependència de les mateixes és necessari mitigar. Els actors hostils avançats es
categoritzen principalment en grups criminals que busquen un benefici econòmic
i en països el objectiu dels quals és obtindre superioritat en àmbits estratègics,
com ara el comercial o el militar. Aquests actors exploten les tecnologies, i en
particular el ciberespai, per a aconseguir els seus objectius.

La present tesi doctoral realitza aportacions significatives a la caracterització
dels actors hostils avançats i a la detecció de les seves activitats. L’anàlisi de
les seves característiques és bàsic no solament per a conéixer a aquests actors i
les seves operacions, sinó per a facilitar el desplegament de contramesures que
incrementen la nostra seguretat. La detección de aquestes operacions és el primer
pas necessari per a netralitzar-les, i per tant, per a minimitzar el seu impacte.

En l’àmbit de la caracterització, aquest treball aprofundeix en l’anàlisi de lestàc-
tiques i tècniques dels actors. Aquesta anàlisi sempre és necessària per a una cor-
recta detecció de les activitats hostils en el ciberespai, però en el cas dels actors
avançats, des de grups criminals fins a estats, és obligatòria: les seves activitats
són sigiloses, ja que l’éxit de les mateixes es basa, en la major part de casos, en no
ser detectats per la víctima.

En l’àmbit de la detecció, aquest treball identifica i justifica els requisits clau
per a poder establir una capacitat adequada front als actors hostils avançats.
Adicionalment, proporciona les tàctiques que han de ser implementades en els
Centres d’Operacions de Seguretat per a optimitzar les seves capacitats de detecció
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i resposta. Hem de destacar que aquestes tàctiques, estructurades en forma de kill-
chain, permiteixen no només aquesta optimització, sinò tambié una aproximació
homogènia i estructurada comú per a tots els centres defensius.

En la meva opinio, una de les bases del meu treball ha de ser l’aplicabilitat dels
resultats. Per això, l’anàlisi de táctiques i tècniques dels actors de l’amenaça està
alineada amb el principal marc públic de treball per a aquesta anàlisi, MITRE
ATT&CK. Els resultats i propostes d’aquesta investigació poden ser directament
inclosos en aquest marc, millorant així la caracterització dels actors hostils i les
seves activitats en el ciberespai. Addicionalment, les propostes per a millorar la de-
tecció d’aquestes activitats són d’aplicació directa tant als Centres d’Operacions
de Seguretat actuals com en les tecnologies de detecció més comuns de la in-
dustria. D’aquesta forma, aquest treball millora de forma significativa les ca-
pacitats d’anàlisi i detecció actuals, i per tant millora alhora la neutralització
d’operacions hostils. Aquestes capacitats incrementen la seguretat global de tot
tipus d’organitzacions i, en definitiva, de la nostra societat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Since ancient times, information has been a valuable asset to protect and also
a main target to gather. Nowadays not only information, but also information
and communication technologies are a valuable asset for people, organizations
and societies. For our daily basis, we rely on the interconnection of devices and
their accessibility, in what is usually called cyberspace [447]: a global domain
within the information environment consisting of the interdependent network of
information technology infrastructures and resident data, including the Internet,
telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and
controllers.

The high benefits cyberspace –in fact, technology– has contributed to are ques-
tionless, but also are the risks it introduces. Threat actors such as foreign coun-
tries, terrorists groups or organized crime, are well aware of the exploitation of
cyberspace to achieve their goals, from cyber crime to cyber war. For them, the
risks of working on the cyberspace are low, and the achieved benefits are high. In
fact, as [130] stated years ago, cyberspace is the new front line, and the Pentagon’s
term for cyberspace is the fifth domain [140], which represents the battlefield In-
ternet has become. After land, sea, air and space, cyberspace is a domain where
hostile operations are performed.

This work focuses on advanced threat actors. They have the knowledge, the
resources and the intent to achieve their goals through cyberspace. We must face
two kinds of advanced threat actors: nation–state and non–state ones. Nation–
state actors perform targeted operations, most of them strategically motivated,
while non–state actors have operational goals, most of them economical. When
dealing with strategic operations, cyberspace exploitation is the most common
activity for nation–state actors. Regarding non–state actors, Human Operated
Ransomware is the most common threat to all organizations, including critical
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infrastructures (where their impact can be very high).

The modeling of advanced threat actors is a key component of counterintelli-
gence activities, so it is a must for the prevention, detection and neutralization of
hostile operations. These activities are the core ones for Security Operation Cen-
ters (SOC) all around the world. To successfully perform them, it is mandatory
to define models to globally describe advanced threat actors, from their sponsors
to their lower level indicators. The goal of such models is to help analysts to iden-
tify threat actors, their activities, their targets and their tactics, techniques and
procedures. Although many efforts in this direction have been done, the problem
is not fully addressed and different current approaches must be improved. For
example, in the case of tactics and techniques, the MITRE ATT&CK framework
is the main reference nowadays, but it presents relevant problems that can hinder
the analysts’ work, such as a plain structure for all techniques inside each tactic or,
more important, the incorrect usage of basic concepts when dealing with tactics
such as reconnaissance.

Facing advanced threat actors is not an easy task. A deep knowledge about their
goals, tactics and techniques and even about their tools is required. This work
delves into the characterization of advanced threat actors by analyzing their tactics
and techniques, this is, their modus operandi. Through a better characterization
of advanced threat actors and their techniques, the detection of hostile operations
is improved. The modeling of techniques provides an in–depth understanding
of cyberspace operations and a valuable intelligence which is hard to modify by
advanced threat actors. In this way, this dissertation improves the knowledge
about advanced threat actors and their activities.

In addition to the modeling of advanced threat actors, to detect and neutralize
their activities an accurate monitoring and response approach is also mandatory.
From an intelligence perspective, data from multiple sources must be acquired,
processed and analyzed in order to establish a monitoring capability. This work
not only provides an intelligence–driven approach to the detection of advanced
hostile activities, but also a detection and response arrangement of tactics to
improve defensive capabilities. These contributions ease the early detection of
hostile activities in all kind of organizations, thus improving their global security.

1.2 Goals and contributions

The goal of this dissertation is to provide accurate approaches for the analysis of
advanced threat actors and their operations. This work must improve the knowl-
edge about elements such as sponsors, goals and objectives, strategies or tools, but
particularly about the tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) executed by these
actors. TTP are the key element for the planning and execution of prevention,
detection and response activities for two main reasons:

• TTP are the higher level observable to extract from a targeted infrastructure.
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Other high level features of a hostile operation, such as strategy or goals, can
not be directly observed, so they must be inferred with a given probability.

• TTP are the observable which is harder to modify for hostile actors. Low
level indicators, such as IP addresses or network domains, or even tools, can
be easily modified by advanced threat actors, so their usefulness for detection
is limited.

Being tactics and techniques the most relevant element for cyberspace defense,
this work delves into the characterization of advanced threat actors by focusing
on their TTP; particularly, three key tactics and their associated techniques in
hostile cyberspace operations are dissected: delivery, persistence and attack (this
is, operations linked to interruption or manipulation). In the modeling of all of
them, this research follows a logical structure that can be easily expanded and
adapted to main current frameworks, such as MITRE ATT&CK. In this way, the
main results for this work can be directly used in commonly accepted industry
standards, providing practical real world results to the community.

Characterization of advanced threat actors is a must for their analysis but,
particularly, for their detection. It is important to highlight that detection and
response are the final goals of defensive mechanisms, from people to technology.
Regarding detection, the arrangement of tactics to enable an accurate detection
capability, in the form of kill–chain, is presented: SOC Critical Path. This is a
especially relevant contribution, as this novel model provides defensive center not
only a set of mandatory tactics, but also a continuous improvement approach to
increase global security. In addition, the key requirements for an accurate detection
based on tactics and techniques are identified. As stated before, TTP are the most
relevant observable to detect hostile activities, and thus to respond to them.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• To analyze and dissect key tactics for hostile operations performed by ad-
vanced threat actors, providing taxonomies for them. This contribution sig-
nificantly improves not only the knowledge about advanced threat actors,
but also their identification, thus providing accurate detection capabilities.

• To improve the main framework for the analysis of advanced threat actors’
tactics and techniques, MITRE ATT&CK, easing not only the detection
of these tactics and techniques but also the identification of hostile actors’
capabilities.

• To identify the key requirements for an accurate detection of hostile activities
regarding advanced threat actors; the stealthiness of these activities makes
them harder to detect, so different approaches for an improved detection
scheme following common intelligence models are proposed.

• To define the mandatory tactics to detect and respond to security incidents,
providing a novel arrangement for them in the form of kill–chain model. This
common set of tactics allows defensive centers the planning and continuous
improvement of their work.
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1.3 Thesis outline

In this section the dissertation’s outline is presented. This introduction chapter is
complemented with background and state of the art sections, in order to clarify
concepts about the definition, characterization and detection of advanced threat
actors. In further chapters, I delve into the characterization and detection of
advanced threat actors, as stated before: analyzing some of their key tactics and
techniques and detecting the key requirements for their detection, as well as a
novel detection kill–chain model.

In chapter 2 a classification approach for techniques linked to delivery is pro-
posed. Delivery is a key stage for offensive cyber operations because it defines
the initial access to a target, this is, the actions that a threat actor performs to
gain an initial foothold into a targeted infrastructure. It is the first moment in
which a hostile actor and its target establish a real contact. The proposed analysis
and classification approaches significantly reduce the amount of effort needed to
identify, analyze, and neutralize hostile activities from advanced threat actors, in
this case in their initial access stage.

In chapter 3 a taxonomy for Persistence techniques is presented; as with De-
livery, Persistence is a key tactic in offensive cyberspace operations: keeping its
presence in the targeted infrastructure over time is a main goal for the threat ac-
tor. This research allows the detection of novel techniques and the identification of
appropriate countermeasures to face them. A novel concept, persistence point, is
presented as the basic element for the proposed structure of persistence techniques.
The identification of these persistence points is a useful tool for the detection of
persistence in novel platforms and technologies. As with the previous tactic, the
main goal here is to ease the work of identifying, analyzing and neutralizing hostile
activities.

To end with the characterization approaches, in chapter 4 this work goes one
step further common complex operations and delves intro destructive and manip-
ulation ones (Cyberspace Attack or Computer Network Attack, CNA), proposing
a taxonomy for tactics and techniques for these operations. Cyberspace Attack
actions are today a major threat, especially for cyber physical systems. They
are usually linked to state-sponsored actors, and they are much less analyzed
than Computer Network Exploitation activities (CNE), those regarding intelli-
gence gathering. While in CNE operations the main tactics and techniques are
defined and well structured, in CNA there is a lack of such consensuated ap-
proaches. This situation hinders the modeling of threat actors, which prevents
an accurate definition of counter measures to identify and to neutralize malicious
activities. The novel proposal presented here significantly reduces the amount of
effort need to identify, analyze, and neutralize advanced threat actors.

After the contributions to the modeling of advanced threat actors, and dealing
with the detection of hostile operations, I define a defensive kill chain approach
where tactics for teams in charge of cyber defense activities are structured and
arranged. This novel model, SOC Critical Path (SCP), is detailed in chapter 5
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as a technology–independent approach that provides an arrangement of manda-
tory steps, in the form of tactics, to be executed by Computer Network Defense
teams to detect hostile cyber operations. By adopting this novel model, defensive
teams increase the performance and the effectiveness of their capabilities through
a common framework that formalizes the steps to follow for the detection and
neutralization of threats. This proposal can be used not only to identify detection
and response gaps, but also to implement a continuous improvement cycle over
time.

To improve the detection capabilities of defensive teams, in chapter 6 the re-
quirements for an effective detection of advanced threats through indicators of
compromise are analyzed. Given that current Cyber Threat Intelligence sharing
focuses on atomic and computed indicators that are expressed in machine–readable
formats and that are easily loaded into security devices, I analyze the benefits
and disadvantages of this tactical intelligence sharing. These indicators are easily
avoided by advanced threat actors, so their usefulness is very limited, especially
in terms of time of life. I analyze why higher level indicators, those linked to op-
erational intelligence and expressed as tactics, techniques and procedures, are not
widely used, identifying key requirements for a successful detection, specification
and sharing of these indicators. As these operational indicators provide high value
intelligence, their detection, specification and sharing improves detection maturity
for defensive teams, thus improving the protection of organizations.

After all the main contributions of this work have been presented, in chapter 7
I discuss the different solutions and their role in the characterization, categoriza-
tion and detection of advanced threat actors. I analyze how this work improves
defensive capabilities and helps organizations to prevent, detect and respond to
advanced threat actors, thus improving global security for organizations.

Finally, in chapter 8 the main conclusions of this work are presented, particularly
those regarding the characterization of advanced threat actors and the detection of
their hostile activities. In this final chapter the main conclusions of my contribu-
tions are exposed, highlighting that advanced threat actors, both state–sponsored
and non–state, are a real risk for most organizations, as cyberspace provides enor-
mous benefits for these actors.

1.4 Background and state of the art

1.4.1 Information Operations

Information Operations (IO) are defined [447] as the integration of specified ca-
pabilities involving information and information systems; more specific definitions
refer to actions taken to affect adversary information and information systems
while defending ones own information and information systems. IO capabilities
are categorized in either core (the ones which are essential to the conduct of IO
by providing critical operational effects or preventing the adversary from doing
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so), supporting (those which provides additional, though less critical, operational
effects) or related (those which contribute to the accomplishment of the IO mis-
sion).

IO core capabilities are the following ones [425]:

Electronic Warfare (EW). Any military action involving the use of electro-
magnetic and directed energy to dominate the electromagnetic spectrum or
to attack the enemy; EW comprises three major areas of activity [238]:

Electronic Attack (EA). Activities involving the use of electromagnetic
energy, directed energy, or anti–radiation weapons to attack personnel,
facilities, or equipment with the intent of degrading, neutralizing, or
destroying enemy combat capability.

Electronic Protection (EP). Activities involving passive and active means
taken to protect personnel, facilities, and equipment from any effects
of friendly or enemy employment of electronic warfare that degrade,
neutralize, or destroy friendly combat capabilities.

Electronic Warfare Support (ES). Activities involving actions to search
for, intercept, identify, and locate or localize sources of intentional and
unintentional radiated electromagnetic energy for the purpose of im-
mediate threat recognition, targeting, planning and conduct of future
operations.

Military Deception (MILDEC). Actions executed to deliberately mislead ad-
versary military decision makers as to friendly military capabilities, inten-
tions, and operations, thereby causing the adversary to take specific actions
(or inactions) that will contribute to the accomplishment of the friendly
mission.

Computer Network Operations (CNO). Capabilities to attack adversary com-
puter networks, defend our own and exploit enemy computers to enable in-
telligence gathering. CNO comprises three main activities:

Computer Network Attack (CNA). Actions taken through the use of
computer networks to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information
resident in computers and computer networks, or the computers and
networks themselves; from its own definition, CNA operations are those
regarding more or less destructive actions against a target.

Computer Network Defense (CND). Actions taken through the use of
computer networks to protect, monitor, analyze, detect and respond to
unauthorized activity in own information systems and computer net-
works1.

Computer Network Exploitation (CNE). Actions taken to enable op-
erations and intelligence collection capabilities conducted through the

1Please note the term “respond” in this context; it could range from a passive information
assurance tool, such as a firewall, to an active response against an intrusion.
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use of computer networks to gather data from target or adversary auto-
mated information systems or networks. As [414] states, CNE is about
computer espionage: about gaining access to a computer systems and
retrieving information from them.

Psychological Operations (PSYOP). Planned operations to convey selected
information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions,
motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign govern-
ments, organizations, groups, and individuals [238]. In modern doctrines,
PSYOP is referred as Military Information Support Operations (MISO).

Operations Security (OPSEC). The process of identifying essential elements
of friendly information and taking measures to mask them from disclosure to
adversaries, to determine if friendly essential intelligence can be associated
with adversaries operations.

In addition to these core capabilities, IO Supporting Capabilities provide addi-
tional operational effects: Information Assurance (IA), Physical Security, Physical
Attack, Counterintelligence (CI), and Combat Camera (COMCAM). Related Ca-
pabilities of Public Affairs (PA), Civil-Military Operations (CMO), and Defense
Support to Public Diplomacy (DSPD) contribute to the accomplishment of the
IO mission. With the exception of counterintelligence, an issue that is mandatory
when dealing with threat actors and that will be covered in this chapter, the focus
of this work are not these additional IO capabilities, either supporting or related,
but the core ones.

1.4.2 Cyberspace Operations

Cyberspace Operations (CO) are defined as [625] the employment of cyberspace
capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through
cyberspace. CO is a broader term than Computer Network Operations, as it
comprises not only pure CNO but all the capabilities inside IO in or through
cyberspace, such as Electronic Warfare or even Psychological Operations. [450]
identifies and defines the following Cyberspace actions:

• Offensive Cyberspace Operations.

Cyberspace Attack. Cyberspace attack actions create noticeable denial
effects (degradation, disruption or destruction) in cyberspace or ma-
nipulation that leads to denial effects in the physical domains. Cy-
berspace Attack includes actions to deny or manipulate the services of
IT infrastructure or the information they handle.

Cyberspace Exploitation. Cyberspace exploitation actions include mili-
tary intelligence activities, maneuver, information collection, and other
enabling actions required to prepare for future military operations. Cy-
berspace exploitation includes activities to gain intelligence and sup-
port operational preparation of the environment for current and future
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operations through actions such as gaining and maintaining access to
networks, systems, and nodes of military value; maneuvering to posi-
tions of advantage; and positioning cyberspace capabilities to facilitate
follow–on actions.

• Defensive Cyberspace Operations.

Cyberspace Security. Cyberspace security actions are taken within pro-
tected cyberspace to prevent unauthorized access to, exploitation of, or
damage to computers, electronic communications systems, and other
IT, including Platform IT, as well as the information contained therein,
to ensure its availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and
non repudiation. Cyberspace security actions occur in advance of a spe-
cific security compromise and protect from threats within cyberspace by
reducing or eliminating vulnerabilities that may be exploited by an ad-
versary and/or implementing measures to detect malicious cyberspace
activities.

Cyberspace Defense. Cyberspace defense actions are taken within pro-
tected cyberspace to defeat specific threats that have breached or are
threatening to breach the cyberspace security measures and include ac-
tions to detect, characterize, counter, and mitigate threats, including
malware or the unauthorized activities of users, and to restore the sys-
tem to a secure configuration.

Nowadays, most advanced threat actors sponsored by nation–states are able to
launch Offensive Cyberspace Operations, which include not only offensive CNO
(CNA or CNE), but also other offensive IO operations through cyberspace, such as
Electronic Warfare [393] or even PSYOP [159] [155] [317], what literature defines
as cyber enabled PSYOP [367].

1.4.3 Intelligence

NATO [454] defines intelligence as the product resulting from the directed collec-
tion and processing of information regarding the environment and the capabilities
and intentions of actors, in order to identify threats and offer opportunities for ex-
ploitation by decision–makers; the same work also defines the intelligence cycle as
the sequence of activities whereby information is obtained, assembled, converted
into intelligence and made available to users. Although there are different versions
of this cycle, its approach can be summarized by considering the following five
steps:

1. Direction. Determination of intelligence requirements, planning the collec-
tion effort, issuance of orders and requests to collection agencies and main-
tenance of a continuous check on the productivity of such agencies.

2. Collection. The exploitation of sources by collection agencies and the de-
livery of the information obtained to the appropriate processing unit for use
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in the production of intelligence.

3. Processing. The conversion of information into usable data suitable for
analysis.

4. Analysis. Integration, evaluation, interpretation, etc. of information to
turn it into intelligence: a contextualized, coherent whole.

5. Dissemination. The timely conveyance of intelligence, in an appropriate
form and by any suitable means, to those who need it.

In figure 1.1 the intelligence cycle as exposed in [449] is shown; in this work, the
authors define a sixth step: evaluation and feedback –at the centre of the figure–:
the disseminated intelligence feeds a new iteration of the cycle.

DIRECTION

COLLECTION

PROCESSINGANALYSIS

DISSEMINATION

Figure 1.1: Intelligence Cycle

Intelligence (as a product) is regarded as the final result of a set of actions,
which are sequentially launched; this set of actions, the intelligence cycle, is a
simple explanation of a complex process, which is also defined as intelligence (as a
process). It starts when someone (an authority, a government, etc.) has particular
information needs in order to make the best decision about a particular subject.
At this point the cycle starts first by identifying the requirements and planning the
acquisition of the information to be processed and analyzed in order to generate
intelligence.

Once planned, the next stage is to acquire information, and this acquisition can
be performed through different intelligence collection disciplines [80], commonly
referred as “the INTs”; the essential elements of these INTs are not formally de-
fined [139], and neither they are consensuated between authors, but they define
the families of sources the information can be gathered from: a simple public web-
site, a satellite, an intercepted artifact, a mole, etc. These intelligence collection
disciplines are discussed in this section.

Once the relevant information has been gathered, processing and exploitation
turn it into a form suitable for the production of finished intelligence [520]; this
stage includes tasks such as decryption, translation or data conversion and, as a
part of the cycle, it is a requirement for the next one: analysis, in which the intelli-
gence, the final product, is generated. This analysis must include the information
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gathered and processed no matter which collection discipline it comes from. In
this sense, it is possible to refer to all–source intelligence, defined [38] as the in-
telligence products, organizations, and activities that incorporate all sources of
information and intelligence, including open source information, in the production
of intelligence.

Finally, once the intelligence as a product has been generated, it is delivered
to and used by the customer, the entity which had the information needs stated
before, in a suitable form for its use and by a variety of means. This product will
be used to help the decision making process and, possibly, to start a new iteration
of the intelligence cycle.

Intelligence gathering disciplines

As stated before, intelligence collection disciplines are not consensuated between
authors, a fact that motivates different discussions. There are five commonly
accepted disciplines by the US Intelligence Community [376] [377] [482] [138]:
geospatial (formerly imagery) intelligence (GEOINT), signals intelligence (SIG-
INT), measurement and signatures intelligence (MASINT) –which includes tech-
nical intelligence or TECHINT–, human intelligence (HUMINT) and open source
intelligence (OSINT).

Imagery intelligence, IMINT, is defined as the technical, geographic, and in-
telligence information derived through the interpretation or analysis of imagery
and collateral material [109], and it is considered inside GEOINT in many works
[509] [139], although it is also considered as an independent discipline in many
others [235] [110]. Most references consider GEOINT as the integration of IMINT
and geospatial information [448] [109]. For this reason, in this work I will deal
with GEOINT as a global discipline comprising IMINT. It is important to note
that, strictly, no collection system collects GEOINT [137]: geospatial information
is collected via IMINT, OSINT, SIGINT, HUMINT, MASINT, etc.

The role of TECHINT, intelligence gathered from the collection, processing,
analysis and exploitation of data and information pertaining to foreign equipment
and materiel [58], is much more discussed topic. It is considered inside MASINT
by the references which identify only five main disciplines and by some US military
works. However, it is considered a discipline by itself in many references [110] [305],
and other works identify TECHINT as all intelligence gathered from technical
sources (vs. human sources) [250] [568] [158] [307]. Other authors, such as [271],
differentiate between main sources and smaller sources for intelligence gathering
disciplines. A discussion about those disciplines and their consideration can be
found at [552]. In addition to these differences, there have been also some efforts
to add new intelligence collection disciplines to the list, such as those proposals
in [608], [196] or [41], generating even more confusion into the community.

This work will not enter into the discussion about which disciplines have to be
considered: I will simply deal with the five well–accepted disciplines. TECHINT
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will be included inside the MASINT discipline and, in the same way, IMINT will
be included inside GEOINT, although highlighting that imagery intelligence plays
a key role in the cyber battle space (much more than GEOINT, as cyber is a
domain of conflict not directly related to GEO in many cases). In summary, the
following five disciplines are considered, without detailing subcategories for the
purpose of this work:

Human Intelligence (HUMINT). Intelligence collected and provided from hu-
man sources [449].

Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT). Intelligence gathered from geospatial data
through the application of geospatial techniques and by skilled interpreta-
tion, in which the location and movement of activities, events, features and
people play a key role [154]. As stated, in this work IMINT is considered as
a part of GEOINT.

Measurement and Signature Intelligence (MASINT). Technically derived
intelligence that enables detection, location, tracking, identification and de-
scription of unique characteristics of fixed and dynamic target sources [377].
As stated, it includes TECHINT, intelligence gathered from the collection,
processing, analysis and exploitation of data and information pertaining to
foreign equipment and materiel [58].

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT). Intelligence produced by exploiting foreign com-
munications systems and non communications emitters [449], which com-
prises three subcategories: communications intelligence (COMINT), elec-
tronic intelligence (ELINT), and foreign instrumentation signals intelligence
(FISINT).

Open Source Intelligence (OSINT). Intelligence gathered from publicly avail-
able information that is collected, exploited, and disseminated in a timely
manner to an appropriate audience for the purpose of addressing a specific
intelligence requirement [666].

Counterintelligence

Previously, I have referred to counterintelligence (CI) as an IO Supporting Capa-
bility, those that provide additional operational effects. [238] defines CI as Infor-
mation gathered and activities conducted to identify, deceive, exploit, disrupt or
protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations
conducted for or on behalf of foreign powers, organizations or persons or their
agents, or international terrorist organizations or activities; in [190] John Ehrman
presents some competing definitions of the term. When dealing with CI, Spanish
Law [239] refers to the actions to prevent, detect and neutralize the threat, being
this threat in the form of foreign services, groups or persons.

What seems clear from the different approaches to CI is that it is defined by a set
of actions (information gathering, tactical activities, etc.) conducted to counter
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(prevention, detection, deception, neutralization, etc.) hostile intelligence activi-
ties from an adversarial threat such as foreign services, organizations or persons.
CI is directly linked to intelligence (in fact, some works [187] differentiate be-
tween positive intelligence and counterintelligence under the “intelligence” umbrella
term). It is also linked to information assurance [573], although it is mandatory to
distinguish between counterintelligence and security measures: security measures
are defensive devices applied as protection against the things which counterintel-
ligence seeks knowledge of, and they relate directly to the item to be secured,
denying or inhibiting access to particular information, material or areas [633].

CI is a field much less structured than intelligence, maybe because of the fact that
it has been considered the most complex and least understood of all intelligence
disciplines [233]; although there have been some efforts to establish a CI process,
it is not as structured as the intelligence cycle. In what authors agree is in the
fact that CI can be offensive and defensive, and of course both approaches have
to be coordinated and integrated to achieve global goals. Defensive CI includes
all actions taken to identify and counter intelligence activities from an hostile
threat; it is directly related to security measures [498] (in fact, there is some
confusion between CI and security [497]), to knowledge gathered about threats, to
risk assessment, etc. in summary, to the prevention and minimization of the threat.
On the other hand, offensive CI is defined [640] by interactions with the adversary
to directly collect information about their intelligence collection operations or to
deceive them.

CI comprises four principles [497] [498]: to deter, detect, deceive and neutralise
the opposition’s efforts to collect information, regardless of why this data is col-
lected; defensive CI is linked to deterrence and detection, while offensive CI is
linked to detection2, deception and neutralization.

Words of Estimative Probability

When dealing with intelligence concepts, as well as with security ones, in most
cases it is very difficult (almost impossible) to have a complete certainty about a
particular fact. For this reason, analysts must deal with probabilities and confi-
dence levels: as an example, it is mandatory to attribute an operation to a certain
actor with a high/medium/low confidence level. This degree of confidence is de-
fined by multiple parameters, such as source integrity, external facts analysis, etc.,
and in many cases analysts tend to use terms such as “very probable”, “low proba-
bility” or “high confidence”. These vague terms have different meanings, depending
on the analyst that is using them, and they can be also understood in multiple
ways, depending on the receiver of the intelligence as a product.

To address this situation, in 1964 Sherman Kent [326] stated the concept of
Words of Estimative Probability (WEP) or Language of Uncertainty (LoU). The

2Please note that detection can be both defensive and offensive; the offensive side would be,
for example, the hunting for intruders: the so called threat hunting.
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goal of WEP is to set forth the community’s findings in such a way as to make clear
to the reader what is certain knowledge and what is reasoned judgment, and within
this large realm of judgment what varying degrees of certitude lie behind each
key judgment. Sherman Kent, one of the fathers of modern intelligence analysis,
was trying to fill the gap between common expressions in natural language and
their associated statistical probabilities in a manner that, no matter who reads an
intelligence report, the interpretation of the words is the same. In table 1.4.3 the
relationship between probability ranges and the right proposed words to express
those probabilities in a non–numeric manner is presented, as in Kent’s original
work.

Table 1.1: Sherman Kent’s Words of Estimative Probability.
100% Certainty

The
General
Area of
Possibility

93% give or take about 6% Almost certain
75% give or take about 12% Probable
50% give or take about 10% Chances about event
30% give or take about 10% Probably not
7% give or take about 5% Almost certainly not

0% Impossibility

If we simplify a lot, this approach can be seen only as the clarification of the
meaning of some words. However, specifying this correct meaning and associating
it with probabilistic terms (this is, with numerical terms) is a must if we want to
deal with real intelligence; in fact, a vaguely defined terminology which leads to
confusion has been identified as a main problem when referring to cyber threat
intelligence [387].

In addition to WEP, when dealing with intelligence information it is mandatory
to consider the intelligence source and information reliability rating systems used
in intelligence analysis. Usually, those systems rate both the reliability of the
source and the information itself. For example, [451] defines the methodology
used by the United States Army to rate both of them. In its appendix B we can
find the matrices to rate source reliability, ranging from Reliable (A) o Unreliable
(E), and information content, from its highest degree of confidence (1) to its lower
one (5), including a level indicating that no determination can be done about the
information. Both matrices are shown in tables 1.4.3 and 1.4.3.

1.4.4 Cyber intelligence

In this context of intelligence concepts, it is a must to refer to cyber intelligence,
a vague term used in the cyber arena. Cyber Intelligence, CYINT or CYBINT,
is somewhat related to cyberspace, a concept that as stated before has no sin-
gle definition. While HUMINT is considered as intelligence from human sources,
CYBINT concept can not be the equivalent, intelligence from cyberspace. The
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Table 1.2: Evaluation of Source Reliability.
A Reliable No doubt of authenticity, trustworthiness, or

competency; has a history of complete reliabil-
ity

B Usually Reliable Minor doubt of authenticity, trustworthiness,
or competency; has a history of valid informa-
tion most of the time

C Fairly Reliable Doubt of authenticity, trustworthiness, or
competency but has provided valid information
in the past

D Not Usually Reliable Significant doubt about authenticity, trust-
worthiness, or competency; history of invalid
information

E Unreliable Lacking in authenticity, trustworthiness, or
competency; history of invalid information

F Cannot be Judged No basis exists for evaluating the reliability of
the source

term is generally used to convey the idea of widely scoped and better qualified
knowledge of actual or potential events regarding cyberspace that may endanger
an organization [77]. CYBINT can not be considered a collection discipline, but
an analytic one: this is, with its focus on the analysis stage of the intelligence
cycle, relying on data collected from the information gathering disciplines stated
before [27] [557] (SIGINT, HUMINT, MASINT, OSINT and GEOINT).

In 2011 Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA) published [201] the
first formal and high level approach to the “emerging discipline” of CYBINT, pro-
viding a framework to approach to the development of intelligence in the cyber
domain and stating it as a new discipline in the Intelligence Community, but
without providing an accurate definition of the term. The same year some authors
stated the earliest definitions of cyber intelligence. In [481] Pythagoras Petratos
defined it as the process of obtaining specific types of valuable information and
knowledge trough the Internet. Pythagoras Petratos also defined [609] cyber intel-
ligence, as the process of collecting, relating, analysing, and reporting information
about a topic, an organization or a person, from sources available on the internet
and other open sources. These initial definitions make a clear reference to intelli-
gence gathered from Internet, and have been superseded during the decade with
more accurate terms that fit better the concept that today we have about cyber
intelligence.

With the early concept of intelligence from Internet, in 2012 Matthew M Hurley
discussed [282] what cyber intelligence is, differentiating “from” and “for” cyber,
depending on the scope of the information gathering activities, the means em-
ployed to carry them out and the final purpose they serve. Intelligence “from”
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Table 1.3: Evaluation of Information Content.
1 Confirmed Confirmed by other independent sources; logical in

itself; consistent with other information on the sub-
ject

2 Probably True Not confirmed; logical in itself; consistent with
other information on the subject

3 Possibly True Not confirmed; reasonably logical in itself; con-
sistent with other information on the subject

4 Doubtfully True Not confirmed; possible but not logical; no other
information the subject

5 Improbable Not confirmed; not logical in itself; contradicted
by other information on the subject

is knowledge produced through the analysis of any valuable information collected
within or through cyberspace [77], while intelligence “for” refers to capabilities to
enable cyberspace operations regardless of the source, method or medium: this is,
different collection disciplines providing valuable intelligence to these operations.

In 2013 [54] stated that CYBINT should not be limited to an understanding of
network operations and activities, but should include the collection and analysis
of information that produces timely reporting, with context and relevance to a
supported decision maker. Although yet undefined, what was clear is that the
term refers to a multifaceted approach to framing, thinking about, and reacting
to cyber adversarial activity, not only regarding intelligence from cyber space.

Although still in 2020 there is no consensus about a formal CYBINT defini-
tion (some discussion can be found at [316], [557] and [77]), a useful and simple
approach was proposed in [618], which defines CYBINT as the acquisition and
analysis of information to identify, track, and predict cyber capabilities, inten-
tions, and activities that offer courses of action to enhance decision making. This
definition fits well in what is usually understood as CYBINT, as the product de-
rived from the analytic discipline, focusing in cyber intelligence for cyberspace
but also including intelligence gathered from cyberspace, as long as it is useful for
cyber activities. Really, when we refer to intelligence gathered from cyberspace to
satisfy information needs outside this battlefield, we could simply refer to classical
collection disciplines. For the purpose of this work, this definition will be used.

In addition to CYBINT, a term that is usually used among the information
security community is Cyber Threat Intelligence, or CTI, first defined [397] as
evidence–based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implica-
tions and actionable advice, about an existing or emerging menace or hazard
to assets that can be used to inform decisions regarding the subject’s response
to that menace or hazard. CTI focuses [142] on all source intelligence about
threats: programs, intentions, capabilities, research and development, tactics, tar-
gets, operational activities and indicators, potential impacts, infrastructure and
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data, characterization, structures, etc. The term is also used without the cyber
prefix –this is, Threat Intelligence or TI–, and its goal is [148] to help organizations
in recognizing the indicators of cyber attacks, extracting information about the
attack methods, and consequently responding to the attack accurately and in a
timely manner.

CTI can be considered as a subset of CYBINT: CYBINT includes CTI, but
CTI does not represent all the elements of CYBINT [195]. While CTI focuses on
the single analysis of threats, cyber intelligence includes this analysis, but also the
analysis of areas such as geopolitics, military or diplomacy; CTI, from its definition
to its goal or its components, focuses on threats, not in their external context.

Both in CYBINT and in CTI it is possible to identify different levels to deal with;
in fact, it is possible to identify these levels in all intelligence–related activities.
Each of these levels refers to intelligence (CYBINT o CTI) with a specific goal,
time of life, type of product, etc., and they are defined as follows [54] [308] [9]3:

Strategic. Level at which an actor determines global strategic security objectives
and guidance, and develops and uses resources to achieve these objectives.
In the cyber domain, strategic intelligence provides knowledge to understand
threats and risks at a senior management level: main actors and their mo-
tivations, victims and their relations, links to geopolitical events, etc. The
final product is usually in the form of written reports with a long lifetime
and a non–technical approach, about who and why.

Operational. Level at which campaigns and major operations are planned, con-
ducted, and sustained to achieve strategic objectives within theaters or other
operational areas. In the cyber domain, operational intelligence provides
knowledge about the context and trends of past incidents [400]: tactics,
techniques, patterns, actor profiles, etc. The final product is in the form of
short written reports with a medium lifetime, about how and where.

Tactical. Level at which battles and engagements are planned and executed to
achieve military objectives assigned to tactical units or task forces. This
is the most basic form of intelligence, and in the cyber domain it provides
knowledge about the identification of threats targeting the infrastructure
in the form of hashes, IP addresses, domains or detection rules. The final
product is in the form of low–level indicators in a machine–readable format,
such as Yara rules, IDS signatures, OpenIOC indicators or blacklists. All of
them are suitable to load in different security devices; tactical intelligence
has a short lifetime and tries to answer what is happening or what is to
happen.

Finally, a term not widely used among professionals but commonly accepted in
mass media is cyber espionage, a concept also related to CYBINT that, as its
name implies, refers to espionage activities performed through the cyberspace: the

3Other works [548] [426] [360] change the definitions and layers of tactical and operational
levels of intelligence, while others [442] include a fourth level, called technical, at the lowest part
of the heap.
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covert gathering of information through computers and networks, a very similar
concept to what in military doctrine is called Computer Network Exploitation
(CNE).

Cyber counterintelligence

The same way today we refer to cyber intelligence, in our “cyber” approach many
works refer to cyber counterintelligence (CCI), being this a concept a that has been
developed in conference papers, master thesis and post graduate studies especially
since 2010 [184]. A literature companion can be found on [183].

CCI is defined [184] as a subset of multidisciplinary CI aimed at deterring,
preventing, degrading, exploiting, and neutralising adversarial attempts to collect,
alter or in any other way to breach the confidentiality, integrity or availability of
valued information assets through cyber means. Although we could discuss the
goals, for example, by including identification or penetration of adversarial threats,
this definition focus on the obvious key concept for CCI: the cyber means. CCI is
a part of CI as a multidisciplinary concept or approach, in this case focusing on
the “cyber” field.

As in classical CI, CCI can be both defensive and offensive, with the same
principles than in CI: while defensive CCI is linked to deterrence and detection,
offensive CCI is linked to detection, deception and neutralization. For example,
Threat Intelligence is a defensive CCI type effort [185], while Threat Hunting is
an offensive one. In [187] Petrus Duvenage et al. propose a CCI approach that
combines both offensive and defensive views into a single process. A maturity
model for CCI is presented in [302] and [303].

1.4.5 Threat modeling

A threat is defined [603] as any circumstance or event with the potential to
adversely impact organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or
reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, or the Nation
through an information system via unauthorized access, destruction, disclosure, or
modification of information, and/or denial of service; in this reference the authors
identify four types of threat sources:

Adversarial. Individuals, groups, organizations, or states that seek to exploit the
organization dependence on cyber resources.

Accidental. Erroneous actions taken by individuals in the course of executing
their everyday responsibilities.

Structural. Failures of equipment, environmental controls, or software due to
aging, resource depletion, or other circumstances which exceed expected op-
erating parameters.
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Environmental. Natural disasters and failures of critical infrastructures on which
the organization depends, but which are outside the control of the organiza-
tion.

As they represent the only deliberate ones4, for the purpose of this work I will
focus on adversarial threats, this is, on threat actors; more specifically, I will focus
on advanced threat actors, those defined in the previous section, which are able
to perform a full range of offensive cyber operations, from CNE to PSYOP, and
which seriously impact in the target information, infrastructure or reputation.

A model is defined [76] as an abstract representation of some domain of hu-
man experience, used to structure knowledge, to provide a common language for
discussing that knowledge, and to perform analyses in that domain. Models are
mandatory in order to better understand and discuss abstract entities, represent-
ing and structuring common knowledge and experiences, and allowing analysts to
profile attackers, from their goals to their TTP. They are used in many fields of
investigation, from health to telecommunications or human behaviour.

Once threat and model have been defined, we can consider threat modeling in its
simplest definition [567] as using models to find security problems. It is difficult
to establish a single global definition for threat modeling, as it refers to threat
agents, to risks or to techniques regarding requirements specification or design
analysis [566]. In any case, it is considered a process whose goal is to mitigate
security risks. [458] defines threat modeling as the formal process of identifying,
documenting and mitigating security threats to a software system.

Threat modeling has multiple benefits for analysts and defenders. The main
one is that, by using abstract models, it allows those analysts to be independent
of specific technologies or systems, thus facilitating a global definition of secu-
rity requirements and the implementation of defense mechanisms [429]. In fact,
threat modeling is about risk evaluation, a task that facilitates the prioritization
of security initiatives and its associated budget in each case.

Three well defined structured approaches for threat modeling can be identified
[567] [76]:

System–Centric. Models the system, data and boundaries in the environment
and then determines what threats are relevant. This is, by far, the most
used approach while doing threat modeling.

Asset–Centric. Identifies the organizational assets that could be affected by
threats, characters the threats that could affect those assets and situates
the assets in terms of systems. While asset centric modeling seems a logical
approach, it presents a complex problem: the identification of the relation-
ships between assets and threats [567], so asset–centric is not a common
(neither recommended) approach.

4Please note that structural threats, while referring to depletion, are not considered inside
deliberate actions but inside infrastructure failures.
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Threat–Centric. Models the threat, generally or specifically, and then applies
the model to a relevant environment. This approach is not considered effec-
tive because of the gap between attackers and what they really want to do,
thus not leading to reproducible results.

Many threat modeling methodologies have been developed over time; from
STRIDE (Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of
Service, and Elevation of Privilege), defined in 1999 and adopted by Microsoft
some years later, to PASTA (Process for Attack Simulation and Threat Analysis)
or ATASM (Architecture, Threats, Attack Surfaces, and Mitigations). Most of
them have been primary used to find security flaws in the development of new
products or systems [615] [673] [5] [538]: this is, a system–centric approach, the
most common one used to threat modeling. In fact, [567], a key reference in the
topic, recommends not to use attackers or assets as the center of the threat mod-
eling process. A summary and analysis of some of threat modeling methodologies
can be found in [399], [565] and of course in [567].

This work will delve into the modeling of advanced threat actors (this is, ad-
versarial sources –specifically, as stated before, the advanced ones–), following a
threat–centric approach (this is, focusing on the threat). The goal is not to protect
specific infrastructures or organizations, but to better know this kind of attackers,
which will help us to enable a better protection against them.

1.4.6 Threat actors’ categorization

Threats can be categorized [591] [370] [592] by three elements with foundational
dependencies between them, defining an ontology, in what is defined as the COI
model:

Capability. An actor’s means to perform an act.

Opportunity. Relationships between the actor and the situation elements to be
acted upon.

Intent. The actor’s intended actions and its hoped for effects.

This threat ontology considers these three elements to be the principal factors in
predicting intentional actions [591]; these elements are, from a counterintelligence
point of view, what analysts consider when developing counter measures [249]. In
the context of this work, capability and intent are related to the threat actor, while
opportunity is related to its target, so I will focus on the first two elements for the
modeling of threat actors.

These threat actors can be defined as persons or entities that are responsible for
incidents that impact, or have the potential to impact, into the safety or security
of another person or entity. They can range from script kiddies to the most
sophisticated threat groups, including terrorists or governments; many works have
established typologies for threat actors (a summary can be found in [168]). This
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work will focus on the last ones, on advanced threat actors, such as intelligence
services, military units or organized criminal groups.

In [539] Mirko Sailio et al. present the threat actors that different expert orga-
nizations identified, as well as their classification. However, although the authors
identify common definitions for threat actors, they do not provide a global ap-
proach for their classification. In [389] Vasileios Mavroeidis et al. define an ontol-
ogy to infer the types of threat actors, in which the authors identify attributes and
types for these actors. Attributes include motivation, limits or resources, among
others. Such an ontology is a useful tool for the categorization of threat actors;
however, the clear identification of all of these attributes is not only a difficult
work, but in many cases it is simply not possible. In [384] Louis Marinos identifies
different types of threat actors with high capabilities, advanced threat actors, those
who perform activities such as cyber espionage, hacktivism, terrorism, crime and
war. However, not all authors agree on the activities performed by those advanced
threat actors. Most western intelligence services have released reports linking ad-
vanced threat actors to nation–state actors, this is, to threat actors sponsored by,
or directly part of, a government. In the case of the Spanish Centro Nacional de
Inteligencia, through its CERT, its yearly report “Cyber Threats and Trends” [431]
has been stating since 2008 that advanced threat actors perform cyber espionage
and cyber attack campaigns (inside Computer Network Operations), as well as
Psychological Operations. If we take a look at the core capabilities inside Infor-
mation Operations, hostile actions are related to EW (Electronic Attack), CNO
(Computer Network Attack and Computer Network Exploitation), MILDEC and
PSYOP; this is, all capabilities –in its offensive role– but OPSEC, which is a purely
defensive discipline. As stated before, in [450] the US Military refer to Cyberspace
Operations, defined [625] as the employment of cyberspace capabilities where the
primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace. As stated be-
fore, this is a broader term that comprises not only CNO, directly linked to the
most technical aspects of operations, but all offensive capabilities when used in
cyberspace.

When dealing with advanced threat actors, it is mandatory to refer to the def-
inition of Advanced Persistent Threats, APT; this term is apparently originated
from US Air Force in 2006, including Col. Gregory Rattray as the individual who
coined this term [333], probably as a polite way to refer to Chinese cyber attacks
exfiltrating gigabytes of information from US targets.

Some years after the term was coined, Richard Bejtlich [62] gave one of the ear-
liest formal definitions of an APT; analyzing each of the letters from the acronym,
Bejtlich stated that APT can be defined as follows:

Advanced means the adversary can operate in the full spectrum of computer in-
trusion. They can use the most pedestrian publicly available exploit against
a well–known vulnerability, or they can elevate their game to research new
vulnerabilities and develop custom exploits, depending on the target posture.

Persistent means the adversary is formally tasked to accomplish a mission. They
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are not opportunistic intruders. As an intelligence unit, they receive direc-
tives and work to satisfy their masters. Persistent does not necessarily mean
they need to constantly execute malicious code on victim computers. Rather,
they maintain the level of interaction needed to execute their objectives.

Threat means the adversary is not a piece of mindless code. This point is crucial.
Some people throw around the term “threat” with reference to malware. If
malware had no human attached to it (someone to control the victim, read
the stolen data, etc.), then most malware would be of little worry (as long
as it did not degrade or deny data). Rather, the adversary here is a threat
because it is organized and funded and motivated. Some people speak of
multiple “groups” consisting of dedicated “crews” with various missions.

As we can realize from this definition, APT refers to groups of people formally
accomplished with missions, with appropriate budget –this is “advanced”– and
capabilities to operate against a full range of targets. From this definition we can
understand APT as a form to refer to an advanced threat actor, in most cases
an intelligence service or military unit or department, performing CNA or CNE
operations. This last point is a key one, as APT are usually considered with a focus
on stealth computer and network intrusions, both to gather information (CNE) or
to destroy or manipulate their target (CNA).

Some months after Bejtlich’s definition, in its Special Publication 800–39 [530],
NIST defined an Advanced Persistent Threat as an adversary that possesses so-
phisticated levels of expertise and significant resources which allow it to create
opportunities to achieve its objectives by using multiple attack vectors. These
objectives typically include establishing and extending footholds within the in-
formation technology infrastructure of the targeted organizations for purposes of
exfiltrating information, undermining or impeding critical aspects of a mission,
program, or organization; or positioning itself to carry out these objectives in the
future. The advanced persistent threat: (i) pursues its objectives repeatedly over
an extended period of time; (ii) adapts to defenders’ efforts to resist it; and (iii) is
determined to maintain the level of interaction needed to execute its objectives.

NIST definition explicitly refers to advanced hostile actors establishing a foothold
within its target infrastructure, focusing on the exfiltration of information -present
or future-: this is, in CNE. Dissecting these two definitions, we can extract some
interesting conclusions about what is and what is not an APT. In addition to these
–and much more– definitions, many analysts and companies have tried to re–define
the concept “APT”; in fact, during last years the term APT has become a buz-
zword, with many confusing explanations about what they are or what they are
not, mixing concepts and finally presenting APT as advanced malware, campaigns
or specific actions.

As stated before, APT definition and groups have been mainly associated to
CNE, to cyber espionage, although many of the best known groups have performed
destructive actions (CNA), especially those linked to the military, such as APT28
or Sandworm. In fact, nowadays we know that APT groups also perform activities
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such as PSYOP or EW. Definitely, all of the offensive IO core capabilities. The
first part of the definition from [530] really does cover this concept, although
it focuses on information exfiltration: an adversary that possesses sophisticated
levels of expertise and significant resources, that allow it to create opportunities to
achieve its objectives by using multiple attack vectors. In summary, APT not only
performs CNA/CNE, but any kind of offensive Information Operations through
cyberspace. The issue here is the own name: if we associate the term APT to CNE
or CNA, another concept must be used to identify those actors operating on the
full range of offensive IO, so the term Advanced Threat Actors will be adopted,
no matter if I am referring to an APT or to another kind of offensive actor.

An advanced threat actor will be tasked to accomplish a mission; this mission
can be related to goals such as intelligence gathering, damage or control of an
infrastructure or influence. This mission is tasked by a superior authority that
can be defined as the sponsor: that is, the individual, group, organization, state,
etc. that gives an order. Please note that superiority can be stated by elements
such as a military range, a more powerful economic position or a legal status, or
simply by threatening, blackmailing or kidnapping.

1.4.7 Threat actors’ characterization

In this section relevant concepts for the characterization of threat actors are pre-
sented. By characterization, I refer to the extraction and analysis of threat actors’
features in order to identify their interests, goals or operations, among others.
In this section, threat actors’ tactics, techniques and procedures will be defined,
as they are the key element for their characterization and for their later detec-
tion. In addition, the MITRE ATT&CK framework will be presented, as the de
facto standard nowadays for the identification of advanced threat actors’ tactics
and techniques. This section will be finished by introducing Threat Agent Risk
Assessment, a methodology to identify threat agents and their operations.

Tactics, techniques and procedures

Every threat actor, those that perform Information Operations and those that per-
form other kind of activities, develops Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP)
to achieve its goals; in [308] we can find the following definitions for these terms:

Tactics The employment and ordered arrangement of forces in relation to each
other.

Techniques Non–prescriptive ways or methods used to perform missions, func-
tions, or tasks.

Procedures Standard, detailed steps that prescribe how to perform specific tasks.

Tactics specify what a threat actor is doing, at the highest level of description, to
accomplish a certain mission, while techniques specify how a tactic is implemented
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and procedures describe a particular implementation of a technique. Those Tac-
tics, Techniques and Procedures represent the behavior of the actor, very similar to
what we usually call its modus operandi, from the highest–level description (tactic)
to the lowest–level one (procedure) [304].

Although TTP play a central role in cyber threat intelligence [56] and it is a
widely used term, the different concepts they represent are not well expressed
among different works: many books, scientific papers or industrial reports use the
concept “TTP” without proper definitions of each term, or even mixing concepts
between tactics, techniques and procedures. The previous definitions, from the
military, are not clear between information security professionals [391].

Tactics represent what a threat actor is doing, as stated before; this term is a
high level one that does not get into how it is accomplished. It is possible to refer
to MITRE ATT&CK to identify tactics such as Lateral movement or Exfiltration:
they represent what a threat actor wants, regardless of the particular techniques
or procedures performed in each case. For example, to achieve Exfiltration –the
tactic–, a threat actor can apply a variety of techniques, ranging from the execution
through module load to the use of Powershell.

As stated in its definition, techniques are non–prescriptive, meaning there is no
procedural sequencing with techniques [595]; they apply to an individual threat
actor or even persons, which is a key point for intelligence analysts handling with
multiple incidents (for example, for attribution hypotheses) and his/her own way
to operate

Finally, as its own definition states, procedures specify how to perform specific
tasks in the form of sequences of actions: this is, they are a particular implemen-
tation of a technique. These sequences are well–defined and standardized, so no
matter who is executing a procedure, it will be always the same (it is their main
differences with techniques, which depend on individual threat actors). Obviously,
procedures are not so largely discussed as techniques, because they are supposed
to be internal to groups –specifically, in our case, to threat actors–. Looking at
the previous example regarding tactics and techniques, a procedure would specify
how the execution through module loading could be performed, in a manner than
an operator could execute it without thinking, just as a cooking recipe.

MITRE ATT&CK

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge)
is a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based
on real–world observations. This knowledge, contributed by analysts all around
the world, can be used as a base for the development of specific threat models
and methodologies. Started in 2013 and published in 2015, ATT&CK develops
a process for modeling an adversary’s post–compromise behavior at a granular
level, allowing the intelligence sharing among the community [597]; an relevant
description of the framework and the work done can be found at [598].
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As of November, 2022, ATT&CK has defined fourteen enterprise tactics (this
is, those regarding the activities of an attacker into its victim) and 193 enterprise
techniques associated with those tactics, with 401 sub techniques. In addition
to that, ATT&CK defines fourteen mobile tactics, related to the compromise of
mobile devices, and 66 mobile techniques with 41 sub techniques5.

The enterprise tactics defined by ATT&CK represent those executed by a threat
actor during an operation; although they are described in a particular, logical
order, from the initial access to the final actions in the targeted infrastructure,
they must be seen as linked to the global stages followed by an advanced threat
actor, so they can be executed in parallel or simply not executed if the threat
actor does not need them. The fourteen enterprise tactics that MITRE ATT&CK
defines are the following ones:

1. Reconnaissance. The adversary is trying to gather information they can
use to plan future operations.

2. Resource development. The adversary is trying to establish resources
they can use to support operations.

3. Initial access. The adversary is trying to get into your network.

4. Execution. The adversary is trying to run malicious code.

5. Persistence. The adversary is trying to maintain their foothold.

6. Privilege escalation. The adversary is trying to gain higher–level permis-
sions.

7. Defense evasion. The adversary is trying to avoid being detected.

8. Credential access. The adversary is trying to steal account names and
passwords.

9. Discovery. The adversary is trying to figure out your environment.

10. Lateral movement. The adversary is trying to move through your envi-
ronment.

11. Collection. The adversary is trying to gather data of interest to their goal.

12. Command and Control. The adversary is trying to communicate with
compromised systems to control them.

13. Exfiltration. The adversary is trying to steal data.

14. Impact. The adversary is trying to manipulate, interrupt, or destroy your
systems and data.

Each of the tactics MITRE ATT&CK has defined represents the highest level
of abstraction within the model, specifying what the threat actor tries to per-
form during an operation; under them, the next level of abstraction is defined by

5Please note that MITRE ATT&CK is an ongoing work, so at the moment of reading the
number of tactics and techniques, or even the structure of the framework, may have changed.
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techniques, linked to at least one tactic (they can be linked to more than one),
that specify how a tactic is performed. Beside tactics and techniques, ATT&CK
identifies software, a generic term for elements such as tools, artifacts or malware,
that can be used to implement one or more of the techniques stated before.

MITRE also links APT groups to tactics, techniques and software; with 135
identified groups at the time of this writing, everyone of them is named, aliased,
described and linked to specific techniques (including pre–attack and mobile) and
software. In this way, an analyst can establish relations between those entities
to model an adversary and its activities against a target and, most important, to
establish defense mechanisms to prevent, detect and respond to a threat.

ATT&CK represents an enormous effort to provide the community with an uni-
fied framework to identify the activities of advanced threat actors, from their TTP
to the software they use, correlate information among those entities and improve
not only the knowledge about APT, but also the defense mechanisms required to
counter them. However, as it will be detailed in this work, the framework must
be improved over time with contributions from analysts.

Threat Agent Risk Assessment

Threat Agent Risk Assessment (TARA) is a methodology developed by Intel IT
6 [529] to identify threat agents that are pursuing objectives which are reasonably
attainable an could cause unsatisfactory losses. TARA does not attempt to identify
every single weak point of a system, product or organization. However, it identifies
which threat agents pose the greatest risk, their motivation and the likely methods
they will employ [499]

TARA relies on three groups (libraries) of collected data:

Threat Agent Library (TAL). Relevant threat agents and their corresponding
attributes. This library was first introduced in [113].

Methods and Objectives Library (MOL). Lists known threat agent objec-
tives and the most likely methods they will employ to reach them.

Common Exposure Library (CEL). Enumerates known information security
vulnerabilities and exposures, mapping vulnerabilities against existing con-
trols to show which exposures are residual.

From the above list, for the purpose of this work it is interesting to focus on
TAL, the Threat Agent Library, and MOL, the Methods and Objectives Library.
The first one, TAL, develops a common set of attributes for threat agents, both
for hostile and for non hostile ones; this common set is defined as follows [113]:

Access. The extent of the threat agent’s access to the target’s assets: internal or
external.

6MITRE has also developed a methodology called TARA. The only common thing with Intel’s
one is its acronym.
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Outcome. The agent’s primary goal: theft/acquisition, business advantage, dam-
age, embarrassment or technical advantage.

Limits. Legal and ethical limits that may constraint the agent: code of conduct,
legal or extra–legal.

Resources. The organizational level at which a threat agent typically works:
individual, club, contest, team, organization or government

Skills. The special training or expertise a threat agent typically possesses: none,
minimal, operational or adept.

Objective. The action that the threat agent intends to take in order to achieve
a desired outcome: copy, destroy, injure, take or do not care.

Visibility. The extent to which the threat agent intends to conceal or reveal its
identity: overt, covert, clandestine or do not care.

In [114] Timothy Casey introduced the Motivation attribute to the previous list
as a combination of different types of motivations, including the Defining Motiva-
tion, the single most prevalent and descriptive motivation of the agent archetype,
and Personal Motivation, that of the individual threat agent.

On the other side, Methods and Objectives Library, MOL, provides informa-
tion about threat agent objectives and the most likely methods they might use
to accomplish these objectives [529]. Objectives represent what the threat agent
wants to accomplish, while methods represent the likely vias through which an
attack might occur. In [529] Matthew Rosenquist provides examples both for ob-
jectives (theft/exposure, data loss, sabotage, etc.) and for methods (copy/expose,
destroy/delete/render unavailable, etc.).

TARA couples the MOL with the TAL to emerge a picture of the types of likely
possible attacks based upon many factors derived from both libraries; when they
are overlaid with the CEL, not described in this work, the areas of high exposure
are identified, as they are those with sufficient controls deployed to reduce risk.

1.4.8 Threat actors’ detection

In this section relevant concepts for the detection of threat actors are presented.
Please note that when I refer to detection of threat actors, I am actually referring
to the detection of their operations. For this reason, in this section I will focus
on models for the description of offensive Computer Network Operations. The
Cyber Kill Chain® (CKC) framework is introduced as a relevant model for the
identification of hostile operations. Another model in use is The Diamond Model
for Intrusion Analysis, also detailed in this section, which allows analysts to track
the operations of adversary groups over time. Finally, a model to assess the capa-
bilities of an organization at detecting hostile activities is the Detection Maturity
Level (DML), which can be also seen as a clear way to characterize threat actors.
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Cyber Kill Chain®

The Cyber Kill Chain® framework, developed by Lockheed Martin, is part of the
Intelligence Driven Defense® model for identification and prevention of cyber in-
trusions activity, identifying what a threat actor must complete in order to achieve
their objective. It was first described in [284] as a seven steps process suitable for
CNA or CNE operations, as shown in figure 1.2.

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation Command 
and 

Control

Installation Actions on 
objective

Figure 1.2: Cyber Kill Chain

These seven steps are defined as follows [284] [219]:

1. Reconnaissance. Research, identification and selection of targets.

2. Weaponization. Before really attacking a target, the threat actor has to
couple a remote access trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload.

3. Delivery. Transmission of the weapon to the targeted environment to
launch a particular operation.

4. Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered, exploitation triggers intruders
code.

5. Installation. Installation of an implant, such as a remote access trojan or a
backdoor, on the victim system allows the adversary to maintain persistence
inside the environment.

6. Command and Control. Compromised hosts must beacon outbound to
an Internet controller server to establish a C2 channel, thus allowing the
threat actor to control its target remotely.

7. Actions on Objectives. After progressing through the first six phases,
intruders can take actions to achieve their original objectives, such as infor-
mation theft, denial or hop to a third party infrastructure.

The Cyber Kill Chain represents an industry–accepted methodology for under-
standing how an attacker will conduct the activities necessary to cause harm to
the organizations and has been largely discussed in different works [430]. In [684]
Wen Zeng and Vasileios Germanos identify some of the discussions regarding the
application of the Cyber Kill Chain. Some authors [350] [92] have proposed the
addition and removal of different stages in order to improve or adjust the original
model, and the topic has been also discussed in technical conferences. In addition,
some efforts have been made in order to unify models and variants, such as [489].
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In spite of that, the original proposal has been widely used and applied to spe-
cific problem regarding advanced threat actors, for example those regarding the
modeling of critical structures attack stages [253] [112] [686].

Critics to the CKC are related to its approach as a linear progression not accu-
rately representing the actions of an actor; Mandiant (FireEye) presented in [398]
the Mandiant Attack Life Cycle, a model in which the weaponization stage is re-
moved and that introduces a loop to represent the continuous activities of internal
recon, lateral movement and persistence performed by an hostile actor, as shown
in figure 1.3.

Initial recon Initial compromise Establish foothold Escalate  privileges Complete mission

Move laterally

Internal reconMaintain 
persistence

Figure 1.3: Mandiant’s Attack Life cycle Model

Mandiant Attack Life cycle is focused on the detection of the activities of an
hostile actor against an infrastructure; because of that, the weaponization stage
is removed from the model, as stated before. This approach, although useful for
defensive teams (it focuses on what can be detected) is not accurate for a global
modeling of threat actors.

The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis (DMIA) [105] applies scientific princi-
ples to intrusion analysis, providing a simple, formal, and comprehensive method
of activity documentation, synthesis, and correlation. The model represents an
adversary deploying a capability over some infrastructure to target a victim; these
activities, called events, are the atomic features of the model, and they define one
step in a series that a threat actor must execute to achieve its goal. Each event
has these core features (adversary, capability, infrastructure and victim) as well as
meta–features (timestamp, phase result, direction, methodology and resources),
both of them with an associated confidence value; the last ones are used to ar-
range events within an activity thread. This model, summarized in figure 1.4, is
used to track adversary groups over time rather than the progress of individual
attacks [616].

In [105] Sergio Caltagirone et al. improve the original approach defining the
extended Diamond Model, in which two additional fundamental meta–features
are defined: the Social-Political, determining the Adversary-Victim relationship (a
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Figure 1.4: The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

relationship that always exists), and the Technology one, connecting and enabling
the infrastructure and the capability to operate and communicate.

Detection Maturity Level

In 2014, Ryan Stillions wrote a blog post [594] in which he presented the Detection
Maturity Level (DML), a model to assess the maturity of an organization to detect
cyber attacks in terms of its capabilities to consume and act upon given threat
information. The DML model is composed of nine maturity levels, from the most
technical ones (really, level 0 represents no information about the threat) to the
highest level ones, such as goals and strategy of the threat actor, as shown in figure
1.5.

This layered model not only represents the detection maturity of a target orga-
nization, but it is also an approach towards how an advanced threat actor works.
Its nine levels, from down to top, are defined as follows:

DML-8. Goals. In DML, the highest level of detection maturity for an organi-
zation, which is almost impossible to achieve. Like strategy, goals can not
be detected by technical means, representing together what the threat actor
wants.

DML-7. Strategy. Strategy marks the high level approach to what is to be done,
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Figure 1.5: DML levels

and cannot be identified by technical means. It is a subjective concept that
can not be easily structured, so it is not detected by pure technical means
and has to be determined by intelligence capabilities.

DML-6. Tactics. Tactics represent what a threat actor is doing regardless which
particular techniques or procedures are used. Their detection is a complex
task based on the observation and aggregation of multiple activities, includ-
ing not only the technical ones, so this detection is performed by analysts
rather than by correlation or automated systems.

DML-5. Techniques. Techniques specify how a threat actor is operating and
they are linked to a particular actor, so detection at this level implies that
the organization has capabilities to identify individual actors that target it.

DML-4. Procedures. The organization is able to detect procedures, this is, se-
quences of steps that a threat actor follows during an operation. Procedures
are specific, detailed, implementations of techniques, and represent the flow
of an operation, so being able to detect them is a key capability to respond
to an incident in its earliest stages.

DML-3. Tools. Detection at this level means capability to identify tools that
the threat actor is using, regardless of minor functionality changes to them
or the artifacts or atomic indicators they may leave behind.

DML-2. Artifacts. Host and network artifacts observed during or after an op-
eration by the threat actor are available as traces for the analysts.

DML-1. Atomic Indicators. Only atomic indicators such as IP addresses, file-
names or domains used by the threat actor are available, usually in the form
of feeds from third parties.

DML-0. None. No information about the threat actor is available.
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Once an actor is tasked with its mission, this is, it has a defined goal, it will work
in its strategy: how it will accomplish its mission, how it will get its goal. From this
point, the threat actor develops its tactics, what is to be done, its techniques, how
it is to be done, and its procedures, the specific steps to implement the selected
techniques for the operation.

An operation is executed through more or less complex tools, ranging from
complete exploitation frameworks to simple artifacts; the execution leaves in the
targeted infrastructure particular indicators, which in many cases are the initial
point to the detection of an operation. This heap, seen from the perspective of
the detection and knowledge of the threat, defines the actor’s structure in DML.

The DML model has been improved [88] [387] by adding a tenth level of ab-
straction, DML-9, regarding identity of the threat actor, a useful information to
connect multiple attacks to the same actor in order to predict strategy, tactics,
techniques and procedures expected to be used in an operation. This hierarchical
model can give an approach not only to evaluate the detection capabilities of an
organization, but also to the semantic modeling of an advanced threat actor: from
a group to specific indicators left after an operation, thus helping the analysts to
model the interests and behaviour of the actor and its modus operandi in specific
operations.

STIX/TAXII

In this section STIX/TAXII is presented as the main reference developed to spec-
ify and share cyber threat intelligence. Structured Threat Information Expression
(STIX) is a language and serialization format used to exchange cyber threat intel-
ligence (CTI) whose goal is to identify and to represent all the elements of cyber
threats in a flexible, automatable and human readable way. It is the main reference
developed to specify and share cyber threat intelligence. Upon a standardized lan-
guage, in XML format, STIX provides a common mechanism for addressing struc-
tured cyber threat information improving consistency, efficiency, interoperability,
and overall situational awareness into a unified architecture that structures and
links all those elements of a threat, from its lower level, where observables or indi-
cators are, to the higher one (campaigns and actors) [56]. STIX and TAXII were
defined in 2012, sponsored by US Department of Homeland Security, and in 2015
all the intellectual property and trademarks associated with STIX were licensed
to OASIS, a nonprofit organization focused on the development and integration of
open technological standards. At the time of this writing, the project repository
can be found at https://oasis-open.github.io/.

STIX defines two kinds of objects to represent CTI, being the first ones the
STIX Domain Objects (SDO); an SDO is an object that describes unique concepts
represented in CTI, in one way or another: the actor performing a campaign, the
campaign itself, the software used and vulnerabilities exploited or the observables
in a compromised system, for example. In its version 2, the current one at the time
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of this writing, STIX defines twelve SDO:7: Attack Pattern, Campaign, Course
of Action, Identity, Indicator, Intrusion Set, Malware, Observed Data, Report,
Threat Actor, Tool and Vulnerability.

The second type of objects STIX defines are STIX Relationship Objects (SRO);
as their name implies, they represent types of relationships established between
SDO, used to describe CTI. We can find two SRO: Relationship and Sighting.

As stated, the STIX standard defines the Threat Actor SDO as individuals,
groups, or organizations believed to be operating with malicious intent. In addi-
tion to the common properties and the obvious specific ones such as type, labels
or name, this SDO defines properties for a threat actor, such as Roles, Goal,
Sophistication or Motivation, among others.

STIX provides a complete and comprehensive model for threat actors’ character-
ization regardless their type: it can be used to model from an unskilled individual
to an advanced hostile actor. Beside STIX, Trusted Automated Exchange of Intel-
ligence Information (TAXII) is an application layer protocol for the communication
of cyber threat information in a simple and scalable manner, specifically designed
to support the exchange of CTI (over HTTPS) represented in STIX8. Although
TAXII was specifically designed to support the exchange of CTI represented in
STIX format, and support for exchanging STIX 2.0 content is mandatory to im-
plement, it can also be used to share data in other formats. STIX and TAXII are
independent standards: the structures and serializations of STIX do not rely on
any specific transport mechanism, and TAXII can be used to transport non-STIX
data.

STIX and TAXII can be considered a way to store and exchange indicators, but
neither of them provide methods to integrate or exploit data; STIX is a presen-
tation language and TAXII is a transport protocol, so for some real world cases,
just as IOC sharing, management and exploiting, there are many solutions easier
to deploy that do not consider these standards.

7A detailed description of all of them can be found at OASIS website.
8For more information, please visit https://oasis-open.github.io/cti-documentation/taxii/intro
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Chapter 2

A Taxonomy for Threat
Actors’ Delivery Techniques

This chapter analyzes the Delivery tactic, a particularly relevant one as it is the
first moment in a cyberspace operation in which a threat actor interacts with its vic-
tim. A taxonomy for Delivery associated techniques is provided, dissecting the key
elements for this tactic in hostile cyberspace operations. By improving the model-
ing of advanced threat actors and their operations, this work increases the detection
capabilities of all kind of organizations. It is aligned with MITRE ATT&CK, the
main framework for the identification of threat actors’ tactics and techniques.

This chapter was published as: Villalón-Huerta, A.; Ripoll-Ripoll, I.; Marco-
Gisbert, H. A Taxonomy for Threat Actors’ Delivery Techniques. Applied Sci-
ences. 2022, 12, 3929. https://doi.org/10.3390/app12083929
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The main contribution of this paper is to provide an accurate taxonomy for
delivery techniques, which allows the detection of novel techniques and the identi-
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fication of appropriate countermeasures. Delivery is a key stage for offensive cyber
operations. During delivery, a threat actor tries to gain an initial foothold into
the targeted infrastructure. It is the first step of an offensive cyber operation,
where the threat actor interacts with its victim in a hostile way; thus, its success
is mandatory for the global achievement of the operation. However, delivery tech-
niques are not well structured among the literature, being in many cases a simple
list of techniques with which, if one of them is slightly modified by the threat actor,
its detection becomes very difficult. This situation hinders the modeling of hostile
actors, a fact that makes it difficult to identify countermeasures to detect and
neutralize their malicious activities. In this work, we analyze the current delivery
techniques’ classification approaches and the problems linked to them. From this
analysis, we propose a novel taxonomy that allows the accurate classification of
techniques, overcoming the identified problems and allowing both the discovery
of new techniques and the detection of gaps in deployed countermeasures. Our
proposal significantly reduces the amount of effort needed to identify, analyze, and
neutralize hostile activities from advanced threat actors, in particular their initial
access stage. It follows a logical structure that can be easy to expand and adapt,
and it can be directly used in the industry’s commonly accepted standards, such
as MITRE ATT&CK.

2.1 Introduction

Computer Network Operations (CNO) are defined as the actions taken through
the use of computers and networks to gain information superiority or to deny the
adversary this enabling capability. CNO is an umbrella term that comprises three
main activities [415]: Computer Network Attack (CNA), Computer Network De-
fense (CND), and Computer Network Exploitation (CNE). CND is about computer
and network protection, whereas CNE is focused on information gathering, that
is, in cyber espionage, and CNA is related to degradation, disruption, destruction,
or manipulation actions. The offensive CNO are those related to CNA and CNE,
and they are both defined by a series of mandatory steps for the operation to be
successful. In each of these steps, a set of tactics, which define what an hostile
actor is doing, are performed by specific techniques, which define how the hostile
actor accomplishes a tactic.

In these offensive operations, the initial access, or delivery, is the first mandatory
step in which the hostile actor approaches its target in an offensive way and has a
direct contact with it. Although some reconnaissance techniques, a previous step,
can be also executed with a hostile approach to the target, they are not always
mandatory in an operation, as reconnaissance can be achieved by information-
gathering techniques, such as passive or semi-passive, which are not considered
hostile [587].

The delivery being the first mandatory hostile approach to a target, it is, as
well, the first moment where an operation can be detected and neutralized; in
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fact, delivery is considered a high-risk task for hostile actors, as it leaves traces
in the target [675]. For this reason, it is a must for defenders to understand
how delivery is performed by threat actors. Without a clear understanding of the
tactic and their associated techniques, defense is harder and the success rate for
the threat actor increases.

Our paper provides a suitable taxonomy for techniques exploited to achieve the
delivery tactic; we have dissected the tactic and identified its key elements, defined
them, and designed a taxonomy for them. These key elements are the malicious
objects delivered to a target (delivery object) in a specific way (delivery vector)
and that break the security perimeter of the target in a specific way (delivery
path). With these three elements, we can classify all delivery techniques, and we
can identify as well different approaches not commonly exploited but which would
allow a hostile actor to achieve persistence.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• To identify and define the key elements that compose the delivery tactic.

• To structure the delivery tactic approaches used in offensive Computer Net-
work Operations (CNE or CNA).

• To provide an accurate taxonomy for techniques into the delivery tactic
for these operations, thus allowing defenders to detect novel or uncommon
techniques, identify specific countermeasures, and improve global security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background, Section 2.2,
provides a brief introduction to the Cyber Kill Chain and to the MITRE ATT&CK
framework, as two of the main frameworks for the modeling of offensive operations,
both in their steps and in their tactics and techniques. In Section 2.3, we assess
the problem of the lack of a unified taxonomy for the delivery tactics and its
importance for the modeling of threat actors and operations. Section 2.4 analyzes
the prior work in this field, stating that little research has been conducted in
this sense. In Section 2.5, we propose a novel taxonomy for the techniques inside
the delivery tactic, identifying the key aspects to classify particular techniques.
In Section 2.6, we discuss the results of our work, comparing them with other
approaches and identifying improvements, as well as future research lines. Finally,
Section 2.7 summarizes the outcome of the overall work.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Mitre ATT&CK

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge)
is a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based
on real-world observations. This knowledge, contributed by analysts all around
the world, can be used as the base for the development of specific threat models
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and methodologies. Started in 2013 and published in 2015, ATT&CK develops a
process for modeling an adversary’s post-compromise behavior at a fine level. A
description of the framework and the work performed can be found at [598].

Tactics specify what a threat actor is doing, at the highest level of description,
to accomplish a certain mission. Techniques specify how tactics are implemented,
and procedures describe a particular implementation of a technique. These tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures represent the behavior of a threat actor from
the highest level description (tactic) to the lowest level one (procedure). MITRE
ATT&CK framework is today’s de facto standard to structure tactics and tech-
niques of advanced threat actors. As of March 2022, MITRE ATT&CK had de-
fined 14 enterprise tactics—those related to the activities of an attacker onto its
victim—and 188 enterprise techniques associated with those tactics and 379 sub-
techniques. Apart from that, MITRE ATT&CK defines 14 mobile tactics, related
to the compromise of mobile devices, and 92 mobile techniques. Beside tactics
and techniques, ATT&CK identifies software (a generic term for tools, artifacts,
malware, etc.) that can be used to implement one or more of the techniques, and
which is out of the scope of this work.

In the ATT&CK Matrix for Enterprise, the framework represents tactics as the
adversary’s tactical goals for acting [672]. Although ATT&CK does not provide
a kill-chain approach to specify the arrangement of tactics, most of them are pre-
sented in the logical order that a threat actor follows in hostile operations. All of
them can be achieved through different techniques, and a single technique that can
be associated with one or more tactics. There is no formal structure in MITRE
ATT&CK for techniques in each tactic, all of them being represented in a plain
view. For example, for the Command and Control tactic, representing the goal
of enabling the remote control of the compromised infrastructure, the framework
identifies techniques such as Data Encoding, Data Obfuscation, Protocol Tunnel-
ing, or Remote Access Software. The structure of tactics and techniques in MITRE
ATT&CK allows analysts to organize which adversarial actions belong to specific
techniques and tactics, thus helping defensive teams to understand what a threat
actor may be trying to achieve, how this actor is trying to achieve it and how to
better defend against the threat [19].

MITRE ATT&CK also links Advanced Persistent Threat groups, APTs, to tac-
tics, techniques, and software. With 110 identified groups at the time of this
writing, all of them are named, aliased, described, and linked to specific tech-
niques (including pre-attack and mobile) and software. In this way, an analyst can
establish relationships between those entities to model an adversary and its activ-
ities against a target and, most importantly, to establish the defense mechanisms
to prevent, detect, and respond to a threat.

MITRE ATT&CK represents an enormous effort to provide to the community
a unified framework to identify the activities of advanced threat actors, from their
TTP to the software they use, correlate information among those entities, and
improve, not only the knowledge about APT, but also the defense mechanisms
required for their detection and response. It constitutes a framework that, as usual,
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has to be improved with continuous work and contributions; in this sense, we miss
in the MITRE ATT&CK a more defined structure for techniques inside each tactic.
The standard specifies all tactics for a cyber kill-chain model but, for each tactic,
all related techniques have a plain structure, broken only by the specification of
sub-techniques and, particularly, implementations of a specific technique.

2.2.2 Cyber Kill Chain ®

The Cyber Kill Chain® framework [284], developed by Lockheed Martin, is part
of the Intelligence-Driven Defense® model for the identification and prevention of
cyber intrusion activity, identifying what a threat actor must complete in order to
achieve its ive. It was first described in [284] as a seven-step process suitable for
CNA or CNE operations, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation Command 
and 

Control

Installation Actions on 
objective

Figure 2.1: Cyber Kill Chain® as defined in [284].

These seven steps are defined as follows [219,284]:

1. Reconnaissance. Research, identification, and selection of targets.

2. Weaponization. Before attacking a target, the threat actor has to couple a
remote access Trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload.

3. Delivery. The transmission of weapons to the targeted environment to launch
a particular operation.

4. Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered, the exploitation triggers an
intruders’ code.

5. Installation. The installation of an implant, just as a remote access Trojan,
a backdoor, or any kind of malicious software, on the victim system, allowing
the adversary to maintain persistence inside the environment.

6. Command and Control. The compromised hosts must beacon outbound to
an Internet controller server to establish a C2 channel, thus allowing the
threat actor to remotely control its target.

7. Actions on objectives. After progressing through the first six phases, the
intruders can take actions to achieve their original goals, such as information
theft, denial, or hop to a third-party infrastructure.

The cyber kill chain represents an industry-accepted methodology for under-
standing how an attacker will conduct the activities necessary to cause harm to an
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organization and has been largely discussed [430] (in ref. [684], the authors iden-
tify some of the discussions regarding the application of the Cyber Kill Chain).
Some authors [92,350] have proposed the addition and removal of different stages
in order to improve or adjust the original model, and the topic has also been
discussed in technical conferences. Moreover, some efforts to unify models and
variants, such as [489], have been made. Despite this, the original proposal has
been widely used and applied to specific problems regarding advanced threat ac-
tors, such as those related to the modeling of the attack stages against critical
infrastructures [112,253,379,686].

2.3 Problem Statement

In the modeling of offensive operations, the establishment of an accurate sequence
of actions and the identification of the tactics and techniques that threat actors
perform in order to achieve their goals is a key requirement for the prevention,
detection, and neutralization of the threat. The analysis of the initial foothold
into a target infrastructure is a must for this modeling of hostile activities. The
Cyber Kill Chain “Delivery” stage or the MITRE ATT&CK “Initial access” tactic
both represent this point of initial contact between the threat actor and its target.

The delivery tactic is usually linked to the delivery of a malicious payload to
the target, embedded into a weaponized such as a particular file type or web
link. In fact, in many references delivery is just identified as “payload delivery”
[119,179,581] or “malware delivery” [347,496]. The delivered has been generated on
a previous stage of the operation, usually called weaponization [284], and, after a
successful delivery, the payload is detonated, starting the next stage of the attack,
which is commonly identified as exploitation.

This focus on the delivery of malware or malicious payloads has relevant limi-
tations. It refers only to specific delivery techniques, while other ones, whose use
is increasing on a daily basis, are not considered in this concept. Malwareless
operations do not use malicious payloads, not only to achieve the delivery tactic,
but none of the required tactics perform a successful operation.

Nowadays, threat actors’ delivery techniques include not only the weaponization
of a malicious payload, but also different approaches, some of them even without
a malicious payload, that allow hostile actors to accomplish their goal: to break
the target’s security perimeter and to open the way for the exploitation stage.

We have analyzed different approaches for the identification of a suitable up-
to-date classification scheme for delivery techniques, especially for the ones not
linked to the use of malicious code and simply being the abuse of legit resources.
In Section 2.4 we present a summary of these approaches. However, no suitable
approximation for such a structure that allows analysts to detect an ongoing oper-
ation has been identified. It is mandatory to analyze, understand, and identify the
different techniques for delivery used nowadays, in order to be able to detect and
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neutralize them. Such a structure would allow analysts to identify gaps in their
security countermeasures and to discover new techniques deployed for the delivery
tactic.

2.4 Techniques and Limitations

Until this moment, no valid complete taxonomy for delivery techniques has been
identified. All approaches are partial, providing a relationship of delivery tech-
niques but without a particular structure, focusing on an specific type of delivery,
or analyzing just particular delivery techniques used by a given threat actor. We
miss a global structure to classify delivery techniques, which allows not only this
classification but also the identification of security gaps in the monitoring scheme
for an organization. Such a taxonomy would allow analysts to detect the com-
promise of their infrastructures, as well as to identify those monitoring gaps and
deploy countermeasures against previously unknown techniques.

As we have stated before, MITRE ATT&CK is the key reference for the iden-
tification of delivery techniques, identified as Initial Access in the framework. It
focuses on the adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) derived from
real attacks [604]. However, this framework does not provide any classification
for these techniques, exposing just a plain relationship for them and their sub-
techniques. Although, such as an approximation is useful for the identification of
particular techniques used in offensive operations, it lacks a whole structure, so it
can not be taken as a valid reference for the definition of a delivery techniques’
taxonomy.

The Cyber Kill Chain represents a starting point that provides an intelligence
framework for understanding the multistage attack. It identifies the “Delivery”
stage of a hostile operation but it does not provide any information about adver-
sarial tactics and techniques. Following the Cyber Kill Chain stages, and with
different kill chain models, many works [43,51,166,408,489] provide specific ex-
amples of delivery techniques; however, few of them discuss these techniques from
a threat modeling perspective. In addition to particular examples, no valid taxon-
omy approach has been identified in these works. In the case of specific operations
related to APT activities, we face the same situation; different works [64,439,627]
analyze the delivery techniques used by Advanced Persistent Threats in their cam-
paigns, providing particular examples of techniques, but none of them present a
taxonomy for the delivery tactic. With a more general approach, ref. [503] analyzes
life cycles and models for Advanced Persistent Threat operations.

In [123], Ping Chen et al. identify two types of delivery techniques: direct
and indirect delivery. In direct delivery, the hostile actors send exploits to their
targets, while in indirect delivery, they compromise a third party that is trusted
by the target, and then they use this compromised third party to indirectly serve
exploits to the target. For each category, the authors propose spear phishing and
the watering hole, respectively, as examples of techniques. In this work, the goal of
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the authors is not to provide a taxonomy for delivery techniques, but to present a
general survey on Advanced Persistent Threats; for this reason, they do not focus
on a particular taxonomy. In addition, as the paper is dated to 2014 we consider
this a valid initial approach that needs to be enhanced; over the years, advanced
threat actors have developed new techniques for the delivery tactic that have to
be considered: for example, the exploiting of public facing applications. A similar
approach is used in [570], although, in this case the provided examples do not
reflect the used categories.

As specified in Section 2.3, most analyses are focused on the delivery of a ma-
licious payload through multiple ways. Malware delivery campaigns have been
analyzed in [687], in which Ziyun Zhu et al. adopt three stages from the STIX
data model (exploitation, installation and command, and control) to represent
malware delivery campaigns. As this approach is focused on modeling whole ma-
licious campaigns, the delivery tactic is linked to other stages inside an operation,
which is an approach inappropriate for our particular focus on the analysis of the
delivery tactic.

Being a malware with high impact campaigns during the last few years, ran-
somware delivery has been specifically analyzed in different works. In [217], Keer-
tika Gangwar et al. propose an analysis and detection approach of ransomware
based on its delivery mechanisms. The authors provide a feature selection and
extraction from different ransomware families, but they do not identify any clas-
sification for the delivery techniques used in each case, focusing only on URL and
indicators of compromise linked to ransomware. In [515], Pratyush Raunak et
al. focus on the detection of ransomware delivered through a specific technique,
namely, exploit kits. In [166], Tooska Dargahi et al. discuss the delivery of ran-
somware by techniques linked to social engineering, malvertisement, and traffic
distribution systems, providing an analysis for each of them. None of these works
tries to establish a complete taxonomy for ransomware delivery techniques.

General delivery techniques have been analyzed in-depth, taking into account
both their description and their countermeasures. General social engineering at-
tacks, on which many delivery techniques are based, are modeled with graphs
in [60]. Phishing is modeled in works such as [211, 301, 348] or [549]. Watering
hole techniques are described in [342, 599]. Even less common delivery tech-
niques, such as baiting [83, 127] or supply chain compromise [153,516,678] have
been deeply analysed. Please note that although not widely used until now, supply
chain compromise is an increasing trend for threat actors, as we will detail later
in this paper.

As stated before, social engineering is the base of many delivery techniques;
apart from its modeling, different taxonomies have been developed for social en-
gineering attacks. In [295], Koteswara Ivaturi et al. divide social engineering
techniques into two main categories: person to person and person to person via
media. In [343], Katharina Krombholz et al. establish three parameters for a
taxonomy definition: type, operator, and channel, while [267] presents a kill chain
to classify social engineering attacks, with three mandatory steps: orchestration,
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exploitation, and execution. In [21], Hussain Aldawood et al. differentiate two
parameters to establish an accurate taxonomy: who or what attacks are based
on (human or technology) and how they are executed (physical, technical, social,
and socio-technical). In this work, the authors also provide accurate examples
of particular techniques for many social engineering attacks. These works present
different taxonomies for social engineering attacks; in [199] we can find a summary
of them, and a survey is presented in [541], where Fatima Salahdine et al. provide
accurate classification schemes for this technique. However, not all delivery tech-
niques include social engineering; therefore, we must generalize our taxonomy in
order to provide a global valid approach for the delivery tactic.

As phishing is one of the most widely used techniques for the delivery tactic, it
has been largely analyzed and its particular implementations have been classified.
In [120], Junaid Ahsenali Chaudhry et al. identify four phishing techniques: spear
phishing, clone phishing, malware-based phishing, and search engine phishing.
This approach is purely focused on specific technical aspects in order to identify
phishing countermeasures; therefore, it is not suitable to establish a taxonomy,
even an initial one. In [513], Justinas Rastenis et al. define a taxonomy for e-mail
based phishing attacks, based on different features of the malicious e-mail used
in an operation. The authors highlight the lack of e-mail-based phishing attacks’
taxonomy and propose a novel one, but only with a focus on this particular tech-
nique; thus, it can not be considered a general purpose approach that is valid for
all delivery techniques. In [642], Gaurav Varshney et al. propose five categories
for web phishing techniques (the authors define them as “Tactics”, an approxi-
mation that we consider inconsistent with the current definitions of tactics and
techniques): Spoofing website text and images, web link manipulation, malicious
use of scripting languages, Java Script popups, fake address bars, and utilizing
browser vulnerabilities. However, this approach focuses only on web phishing, and
does not consider other phishing techniques.

The literature review for delivery techniques and their classification, detailed in
this section, can be grouped into six main families:

• General models, such as the MITRE ATT&CK or kill-chain models, where
delivery is considered as a tactic that can be performed through different
approaches.

• Threat actors reports, which analyze specific delivery techniques exploited
in real operations.

• Initial classification approaches, which try to propose a classification scheme
for delivery techniques but whose focus is not this scheme.

• Malware-focused analysis, which present the mechanisms used to deliver gen-
eral or particular malware samples to a target.

• General techniques’ description, which provide an analysis for well-known
delivery techniques in a general context, typically a whole hostile operation,
without delving into the delivery internals.
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• Particular techniques analysis, which provide an in-depth dissection of spe-
cific techniques such as social engineering or phishing, or of particular ele-
ments such as malware.

In Table 2.1, a tabular comparative study featuring the main characteristics of
the different analyzed approaches is shown.
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Table 2.1: Comparative literature study.
Family References Pros Cons

General models [43,51,166,408,489]

Industry standards
Specifications based on real attacks

Useful for the identification of particular
techniques in offensive operations

Plain structure
Not an in-depth analysis

Not designed for the identification
of security gaps

Threat actors reports [64, 439,503,627]
Real world cases

In-depth analysis for each case
New delivery techniques are presented

Focus on specific delivery techniques
No structure proposal

Initial classifications [123,570] Initial structure for techniques
Real techniques mapping

Not focused on delivery, but
general approaches
Date of publication

Malware-focused [166,217,515,687]
In-depth analysis for malware delivery

Detection oriented
Malware as a relevant threat

Focus on specific approach: malware
and malware related

Not designed to identify security
gaps outside malware ecosystem

General techniques
[60, 83, 127, 153, 211,
301,342,348,516,549,
599,678]

Delivery techniques analyzed with a global
operation perspective: completeness

Real world cases

No classification proposal
Not in-depth analysis

Particular techniques [21,120,199,267,295,
343,513,541,642]

In-depth analysis of particular techniques
Structure proposals for these techniques

Focus on particular techniques, without
considering a global delivery scheme
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2.5 Our Proposal

Initial access, or delivery, is just the compromise of the target security perimeter.
This security perimeter is the boundary within security control measures, which
are in effect to protect assets [13]. The compromise is always a break in from
outside the target premises to inside them, no matter where the tactic is initiated
from; please note that in our proposal, we identify inbound and outbound logical
paths for delivery, but this classification refers only to the initial connection for a
logical compromise, not to the whole tactic. To compromise the target perimeter,
we identify three mandatory elements: an artifact, a transport vector from this
artifact to the target’s premises, and a path to break the perimeter. In this sense,
in order to establish a taxonomy for delivery techniques, we provide the following
definitions:

Delivery Object, is the object used to break the target’s perimeter. This ob-
ject is usually a deliverable artifact generated by a weaponizer, in which the
malicious payload is embedded, typically in the form of an application data
file such as Adobe Portable Document Format or Microsoft Office. However,
our concept of object includes not only ad hoc, malicious artifacts, such as
links or files, but also points out the infrastructure to be abused by hostile
actors, such as public facing services.

Delivery Vector, is the transport used to deliver the artifact to its target.
Examples of delivery vectors include USB memory drives, mail messages,
hardware implants, or supply chains.

Delivery Path, is the way the delivery vector breaks the target’s perimeter.
Although in some cases this delivery path is directly linked to the delivery
vector, in other cases they are independent, as we well analyze later in this
work. Examples of delivery paths include both physical and logical routes
to the target.

To achieve the delivery tactic, an object is used or abused by a threat actor,
who delivers it to its target by a delivery vector and breaks the perimeter through
a specific path. The path identifies which point is compromised, the vector iden-
tifies how it is compromised, and the object identifies what is used to achieve the
compromise. For all of these three concepts, we propose a taxonomy based both
on the characterization of the techniques and on the related countermeasures to
prevent and to detect them. We have not identified any delivery technique that
does not have all of these items, so we consider all of them as mandatory for a
successful delivery.

The delivery object is divided into two types: dynamic and static objects. This
proposed division reflects the techniques exposed by threat actors in the use of
malicious artifacts and in the abuse of infrastructure features to achieve the Initial
Access. Dynamic objects are those that contain a malicious payload that deto-
nates when they are used or accessed in some form. We identify two sub types of
dynamic objects: weaponized and not weaponized, depending whether the mali-
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cious payload is coupled with another object. The first ones are weaponized by
the threat actor, for example in the form of a link or file (logical weaponization) or
directly into removable media (physical weaponization), and sent to the target in
order to exploit a local vulnerability or weakness when they are accessed. On the
other hand, non-weaponized dynamic objects are directly launched against the
target without a couple, usually to exploit a remote vulnerability or weakness in
order to break the security perimeter. We consider especially relevant this divi-
sion of dynamic objects, as weaponization or its absence is a key factor for the
technique; weaponized objects are usually linked to operations in which the end
user is deceived, as the couple hides the malicious payload, while non-weaponized
objects are usually related to the exploitation of technical vulnerabilities. More-
over, the countermeasures to be applied in each case are different: when deal-
ing with weaponized objects, where the target is a human, awareness is a must,
but when dealing with non-weaponized objects, where the target is an infrastruc-
ture, the main countermeasures are related to technical vulnerability management.

Static objects are those that do not contain a malicious payload, but they are
abused by the threat actor in order to break the security perimeter of its target.
In this case, we also identify two sub types of static objects: those that pre-exists
in a legitimate form in the target’s infrastructure, with independence from the
threat actor and those not legitimate, which are generated by the actor. The first
ones are just abused by the threat actor in an operation against a target, facing as a
legitimate user, and the second ones are ad hoc generated, in the form of backdoor,
to provide the threat actor with a delivery, and in some cases an exploitation and
a persistence or capability; this generation is typically performed by exploiting a
particular vulnerability or weakness of the target. Again, this division is relevant
for the identification of the used techniques: legit objects are pre-existing ones, just
abused by a threat actor, and the detection of these techniques are usually based
on anomaly patterns, while illegitimate objects are created by the exploitation of a
vulnerability or weakness, and their detection is mostly based on misuse patterns.

Typical examples of static objects include external-facing accounts, both legit
abused by the actor (pre-existing), and generated for the delivery.

Delivery object-proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.2. As we have previ-
ously stated, these objects are used or abused by a threat actor to get initial access
to its target. We can identify the two main families of delivery objects: dynamic
and static. Inside both of them, we differentiate the specific types of objects that
we have detailed in our work.
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Figure 2.2: Delivery Objects’ taxonomy.

Taking into account the delivery vector, we differentiate between those that
compromise the target’s infrastructure in first place and those that compromise
a third party infrastructure to, as a second step, achieve the compromise of the
target. This approach is linked to [123], in which Ping Chen et al. define direct and
indirect delivery as a starting point for an initial classification, as stated before,
and it is consistent with the identification of the first contact between the threat
actor and its target. We define two sub types of direct vectors: those that are
deliberate and those that are unintentional. In the first one, the threat actor
abuses an insider from the target in order to use or abuse the delivery object.
In unintentional delivery, the threat actor can abuse a non-malicious element in
two ways: the syntactic (an actual vulnerability or weakness in the infrastructure)
or semantic (a decoy to a user, for example in spear phishing attacks). Please note
that syntactic or semantic refers only to the delivery, not to the exploitation: once
delivered, a semantic attack can either exploit a vulnerability or not. This proposed
division of direct delivery represents the main differences in the Initial Access
techniques from the perspective of how the target is compromised, and provides
an uncommonly in depth analyzed perspective: those of the insiders.

In indirect delivery, we find the compromise of trusted and untrusted third
parties. A hostile actor can compromise an untrusted infrastructure that, indi-
rectly, compromises the actual target on some interaction between them, typically
through web navigation over a malicious web page. On the other hand, the com-
promise of a trusted third party and the exploiting of a trusted relationship with
the actual target allow the threat actor to achieve delivery in a more concise way.
This compromise of a trusted third party is usually in the form of compromise
of a supply chain or in the compromise of a third party with an infrastructural
trust point with the target. Please note that, from the compromised party’s point
of view, an indirect delivery vector must be seen as direct. The difference be-
tween trusted and untrusted parties is a key one, as a trusted party will have more
available attack surface against the target than an untrusted one; thus, counter-
measures against them must be more strict.

The delivery vectors’ proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.3. Those vectors
represent the transport used to use or abuse the delivery object in order to get
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initial access to the target. These vectors can be exploited in their own target
(Direct) or in a party which has some kind of relationship with the final target
(Indirect). Both of them have particular vectors, and we consider especially rele-
vant the deliberate vector, representing the use of insiders in a target organization
that voluntarily provide initial access to a threat actor. These insiders are not
generally considered in literature, as we will detail later in our work.

Figure 2.3: Delivery Vectors’ taxonomy.

Finally, from the perspective of the delivery path, we identify two main views for
an organization security perimeter: the logical and the physical view. The human
fact is a key piece in security that has been largely analyzed [36, 147, 240], and
some even works [44, 600, 639] define a human perimeter for organizations. How-
ever, we will focus on the logical and physical perimeters: although many delivery
techniques, such as spear phishing, rely on human vulnerabilities, the delivery it-
self has to be performed, breaking a logical or a physical protection. Please note
that the concept “perimeter” refers not only to the target’s owned infrastructures,
but also to the infrastructures related to the target and used while delivering, for
example, to cloud services. So in this sense, we can define two main types of
delivery path: the logical and the physical.

Inside the logical delivery path, we differentiate inbound and outbound paths,
depending on from where the first malicious connection for the delivery is started.
If this first connection is started from the organization’s premises, such as in phish-
ing techniques, we refer to the outbound logical path, while if it is started outside
these premises, such as in the abuse of valid accounts, we refer to the inbound
logical path. This distinction is specially relevant for our taxonomy, as it allows
us to fine tune the identification of particular techniques and their identification,
thus enabling organizations to establish better protection mechanisms against the
threat. In both cases, it is mandatory to monitor external-facing systems to de-
tect the compromise, but when dealing with inbound logical path techniques, the
monitoring efforts must be directed to applications and services exposed to inter-
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net. If we deal with an outbound logical path, these monitoring efforts must be
directed to the legit external services offered to their own organization.

Regarding the physical delivery path, we differentiate between connected and
not connected approaches; in this case, a not connected physical delivery path is
the one that breaks the physical security perimeter of the organization once, not
connecting the delivery object to the target IT infrastructure. On the other hand,
a connected physical delivery path represents a double security perimeter violation:
the first one, the physical, gets into the target, and the second one, logical, connects
the delivery object to the target infrastructure. Again, this difference is relevant
for the identification of the particular technique used by a threat actor and thus for
the identification and deployment of appropriate countermeasures. While dealing
with connected approaches, in which we find a double perimeter compromise, it is
possible to establish two layers of security countermeasures. On the other hand,
in not connected approaches there is a single compromise, so from the perimeter’s
point of view only a checkpoint can be established, although other countermea-
sures, not specifically perimeter-related, can also be deployed, especially for the
monitoring of the object activities in the target.

The full delivery path-proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.4. As we have
previously stated, the delivery path represents the compromised perimeter for the
target, the physical and logical perimeters being the considered ones in our work.
Inside both of them we identify the different approaches that detail this compro-
mise, as these approaches allow analysts to detect known delivery techniques and
to identify novel ones.

Figure 2.4: Delivery Paths’ taxonomy.

By setting the object, the vector, and the path we can classify all delivery
techniques into our taxonomy. These items provide a global view of the tactic,
as they themselves define the delivery process: an object is sent through a specific
vector to the target, physically or logically breaking its perimeter, to achieve the
tactic goal. In Table 2.2, we summarize the proposed taxonomy.
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Table 2.2: Proposed taxonomy for delivery techniques.

Object
Dynamic Weaponized

Not Weaponized

Static Legit
Not legit

Vector
Direct Deliberate

Unintentional Syntactic
Semantic

Indirect Trusted Party
Untrusted Party

Path
Physical Connected

Not Connected

Logical Inbound
Outbound

Following our proposed approach, we can classify all the delivery techniques
and identify security gaps to establish countermeasures against them. We have
selected two of the most widely used techniques for Initial Access, spear phishing,
and the abuse of valid user accounts on external-facing infrastructure. We can
classify them into the proposed categories for delivery object, vector, and path,
as an example regarding how our proposed taxonomy can be applied.

Spear phishing is a particular type of phishing, in which the target and context
are previously investigated so that the email is tailored to the receiver [99, 517].
These actions are executed by sending a malicious object (typically a file or a link)
by e-mail to a particular target [474]. This object is specially crafted to detonate
when it is accessed by the receiver, who opens it as a legitimate e-mail; when it
detonates, the malicious payload is executed and the threat actor can continue
with further steps of the cyber-kill chain. Following our proposed taxonomy, this
technique uses a weaponized dynamic object, is based on a semantic unintentional
direct vector, and follows an outbound logical path.

Regarding the abuse of valid user accounts on external-facing infrastructure,
in this case the threat actor just obtains valid credentials and abuses them to
remotely access the targeted infrastructure. For example, these credentials can be
guessed by brute force or obtained from a data leak. Once the threat actor gets
these credentials, it has access to the infrastructure and can start the execution
of the rest of the cyber-kill chain actions. In our taxonomy, this technique uses a
legit static object, is based on a semantic unintentional direct vector and follows
an inbound logical path.
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Table 2.3: MITRE ATT&CK Initial Access techniques.
Technique ID Name Sub-Techniques

T1189 Drive-by Compromise N/A
T1190 Exploit Public-Facing Application N/A
T1133 External Remote Services N/A
T1200 Hardware Additions N/A

T1566 Phishing
- Spearphishing Attachment
- Spearphishing Link
- Spearphishing via Service

T1091 Replication Through Removable Media N/A

T1195 Supply Chain Compromise

- Compromise Software
Dependencies and Develop-
ment Tools

- Compromise Software Sup-
ply Chain
- Compromise Hardware
Supply Chain

T1199 Trusted Relationship N/A

T1078 Valid Accounts

- Default Accounts
- Domain Accounts
- Local Accounts
- Cloud Accounts

2.5.1 Mapping to MITRE ATT&CK

As stated in this work, MITRE ATT&CK is the main public effort to establish a
classification of TTP used by threat actors; for this reason, we have performed a
mapping of the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise “Initial Access” (the given name in
the framework to the delivery) tactic onto our proposed structure.

At the time of this writing, MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise “Initial Access” tactic
(last modified on 19 July 2019), identified as TA0001, consists of techniques that
use various entry vectors to gain an initial foothold within a network. Techniques
used to gain a foothold include targeted spear phishing and exploiting weaknesses
on public-facing web servers. Footholds gained through initial access may allow for
continued access, such as valid accounts and the use of external remote services,
or may be limited-use, due to changing passwords. For this particular tactic,
MITRE ATT&CK identifies the techniques shown in Table 2.3.

T1189, Drive-by Compromise, refers to the threat actor gaining access to a
system through a user visiting a website over the normal course of browsing. In
this technique, the object is a dynamic and weaponized; the vector is indirect,
through an untrusted party; and the path is logical and outbound.

T1190, the Exploit Public-Facing Application, refers to the threat actor taking
advantage of a weakness in an Internet-facing computer or program using software,
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data, or commands in order to cause unintended or unanticipated behavior. In
this technique, the object is dynamic and not weaponized; the vector is direct,
unintentional, and syntactic; and the path is logical and inbound.

T1133, External Remote Services, refers to the threat actor leveraging external-
facing remote services to initially access and/or persist within a network. In this
technique, the object is static and legit; the vector is direct, unintentional, and
syntactic; and the path is logical and inbound.

T1200, Hardware Additions, refers to the threat actor introducing computer
accessories, computers, or networking hardware into a system or network that can
be used as a vector to gain access. In this technique, the object is static and legit;
the vector is direct and unintentional; and the path is physical and connected.

T1566, Phishing, refers to the threat actor sending phishing messages to gain
access to victim systems; all forms of phishing are electronically delivered social
engineering. T1566 presents three sub-techniques, and in all of them the object
is dynamic and weaponized; the vector is direct, unintentional, and semantic; and
the path is logical and outbound.

T1091, Replication Through Removable Media, refers to the threat actor moving
onto systems, possibly those on disconnected or air-gapped networks, by copying
malware to removable media and taking advantage of Autorun features when the
media is inserted into a system and executed. In this technique, the object is
dynamic and weaponized into removable media; the vector is direct and uninten-
tional; and the Path is physical and connected.

T1195, Supply Chain Compromise, refers to the threat actor manipulating prod-
ucts or product delivery vectors prior to receipt by a final consumer for the pur-
pose of data or system compromise. In this technique, the object can be dynamic
or static, depending on how the supply chain is abused; the vector is indirect,
through a trusted party; and the Path can be physical or connected (sub-technique
T1195.003) or logical and inbound (sub-techniques T1195.001 and T1195.002).
This a clear case where MITRE ATT&CK does not delve into the particularities
of technique.

T1199, Trusted Relationship, refers to the threat actor breaching or otherwise
leveraging organizations who have access to intended victims. In this technique,
the object is static, as it does not contain malware for the delivery and legit,
as exploited trusted relationships pre-exist in the infrastructure. The vector is
indirect through a trusted party and the Path is logical and outbound. As in
T1195, again MITRE ATT&CK does not provide enough information to delve
into a more specific classification of this particular technique.

T1078, Valid Accounts, refers to the threat actor obtaining and abusing creden-
tials of existing accounts as a means of gaining Initial Access, Persistence, Privilege
Escalation, or Defense Evasion. In this technique, the object is static and legit
in all of the sub-techniques exposed by MITRE ATT&CK; the vector is direct,
unintentional, and syntactic; and the path is logical and inbound.
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Table 2.4: MITRE ATT&CK techniques classification by threat group.

Object
(T1195)

Dynamic Weaponized (T1189, T1566, T1091)
Not–Weaponized (T1190)

Static Legit (T1078, T1199, T1133)
Not legit (T1200)

Vector
Direct

Deliberate

Unintentional

Syntactic
(T1190, T1133, T1200, T1091,
T1078)
Semantic (T1566)

Indirect Trusted Party (T1195, 1199)
Untrusted Party (T1189)

Path

Physical Connected (T1200, T1091, T1195.003)
Not Connected

Logical Inbound (T1190, T1133, T1195.001,
T1195.002, T1078)
Outbound (T1189, T1566, T1199)

As we can see, all MITRE ATT&CK techniques for “Initial Access” can be
mapped onto our taxonomy; this mapping is summarized in Table 2.4. If we
analyze each of the elements from our taxonomy and their mapping to MITRE
ATT&CK, we get interesting findings about the framework, especially those re-
lated to important gaps.

Regarding the delivery object, all techniques but one are classified into low-level
nodes. The technique in upper nodes is T1195, Supply Chain compromise. MITRE
ATT&CK does not provide enough information for its fine classification, although
it is becoming a commonly used technique and the framework defines three par-
ticular sub techniques inside it. In fact, supply chain attacks increased in number
and sophistication in the year 2020 and this trend has continued in 2021, posing an
increasing risk for organization [18,145,194]. Therefore, the number of published
research works related to supply chain cyber security is increasing in last years,
especial since COVID–19 pandemic [354,444]. We find it mandatory to provide a
more exhaustive analysis of this technique from the perspective of the delivery ob-
ject, identifying the different approaches through static and dynamic objects that
this technique can be executed with. This analysis would provide organizations
better countermeasures to prevent, detect and neutralize supply chain attacks.

Regarding the delivery vector, all techniques are classified into low-level nodes.
In this case we find an important gap; as MITRE ATT&CK does not consider
deliberate delivery, this is the abuse of an insider from the target organization
voluntary helping the hostile actor to achieve its goals. Although not usually con-
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sidered when dealing with delivery, the insider threat has been a relevant problem
for years; thus, we find it mandatory to identify delivery techniques (including
the human aspects) for this threat. Dealing with the delivery vector, it is also
interesting that phishing, being the most-used delivery technique, is the only one
identified as semantic, as most techniques are classified as syntactic. The frame-
work should delve into semantic delivery vectors, as people have always been the
weakest link in the security chain and there are different delivery techniques that
benefit from social engineering, as we have discussed in Section 2.6.

Finally, regarding the delivery path, MITRE ATT&CK identifies delivery tech-
niques both for a physical and a logical compromise, although most of the delivery
techniques analyzed from hostile actors reports are based on a logical delivery. We
must highlight the fact that the not connected physical delivery path has no linked
techniques; this means that these kinds of delivery approaches are not considered
in MITRE ATT&CK; thus, most defensive teams are also not considering them in
their security countermeasures. The framework should delve into different tech-
niques to physically break the security perimeter of an organization and deploy an
autonomous, not connected implant.

If we delve into the particular delivery techniques that threat actors are per-
forming, the data from MITRE ATT&CK allows the linking between groups and
techniques. In Table 2.5, this relationship is shown, exposing the number of threat
groups using each initial access technique or sub technique.

Table 2.5: Delivery techniques exploited by threat actors.
Technique ID Name Number of Groups
T1189 Drive-by Compromise 24
T1190 Exploit Public-Facing Application 16
T1133 External Remote Services 20
T1200 Hardware Additions 1
T1566.001 Spear phishing Attachment 64
T1566.002 Spear phishing Link 34
T1566.003 Spear phishing via Service 7
T1091 Replication Through Removable Media 4

T1195.001

Compromise Soft-
ware Dependencies
and
Development Tools

0

T1195.002 Compromise Software Supply Chain 6
T1195.003 Compromise Hardware Supply Chain 0
T1199 Trusted Relationship 5
T1078.001 Valid Accounts: Default 0
T1078.002 Valid Accounts: Domain 10
T1078.003 Valid Accounts: Local 8
T1078.004 Valid Accounts: Cloud 2
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Please note that a single threat group can be executing more than one initial
access technique, and also that those techniques or sub-techniques with zero groups
mean only that they have been observed in real operations but attribution has
not been possible. With this information, we can conclude that different spear
phishing techniques are the most widely used, while supply chain compromises
can be only performed by specific threat actors; particularly, no identified threat
actor is able to compromise the hardware or dependencies and developmental tool
supply chains, although MITRE ATT&CK identifies these techniques as the ones
used to gain initial access. Of course these results are consistent with the findings
we have exposed in our paper, related to phishing as a key delivery technique and
supply chain compromise as a growing trend. As we have previously performed
with MITRE ATT&CK techniques, we can map the number of groups performing
each technique onto our taxonomy, as shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: MITRE ATT&CK groups classification.

Object (6)
Dynamic Weaponized (133)

Not–Weaponized (16)

Static Legit (45)
Not legit (1)

Vector
Direct

Deliberate

Unintentional
Syntactic (61)
Semantic (105)

Indirect Trusted Party (11)
Untrusted Party (24)

Path

Physical Connected (5)
Not Connected

Logical Inbound (62)
Outbound (134)

Regarding the delivery object, most groups are able to use techniques based on
weaponized objects in order to gain initial access to their targets. Only one of them
is able to gain access through not legit objects, in this case, through hardware
additions. These data show the importance of protecting organizations against
malware coupled with legitimate objects, as the techniques relying on weaponized
objects are the most-used ones. This protection can be achieved through perime-
ter security elements such as web traffic inspection devices or sandboxes for mail
attachments or links. While all delivery techniques are important, the probabil-
ity of being compromised through Weaponized Objects is much higher than the
probability of being compromised through a hardware addition; therefore, on a
prior basis most organizations must allocate more resources to protect themselves
against a malware compromise than to protect themselves against a hardware ad-
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dition or a supply chain compromise. Finally, it is important to note that only
six groups are able to execute different techniques based on undefined delivery
objects, all of them through supply chain compromises. As we have stated in this
paper, these compromises are not widely exploited, but supply chain attacks are
a growing trend.

Regarding the delivery vector, Semantic delivery is the most widely used vector.
This implies that most groups exploit social engineering techniques to gain ac-
cess to the target infrastructure, a fact that highlights the importance of security
awareness for most organizations. The use of untrusted parties to gain access to
the target is also relevant. Threat actors rely on the trojanization of web sites
visited by the users of the targeted organization to gain access to their victims.
Although this technique can be considered a non-directed one (there is no guaran-
tee about who is visiting the trojanized web site), advanced threat actors analyze
their targets and identify the sites those targets will visit with high probability.
This fact again highlights the special relevance of the security countermeasures
that must be implemented in order to protect navigation traffic. Finally, the fact
that no threat group is identified as being able to exploit Deliberate delivery, that
is, that no threat group is exploiting insiders to gain access to a target, is especially
relevant

Finally, regarding the delivery path, most initial access is gained through a
logical delivery. As physical delivery is usually harder to exploit, most threat
actors focus on logical paths to gain access to their targets. The protection of
the logical perimeter, both of inbound and outbound connections, is highlighted
once again. Finally, as we have previously stated, no threat group is identified
to be able to exploit not connected delivery paths. As few countermeasures will
be implemented to protect this kind of compromise, this fact leaves a potential
window of opportunity for threat actors.

2.5.2 A Practical Example

In this section we provide a practical example for our proposed taxonomy and
its usefulness. For this case study, we have chosen the supply chain compromise
delivery technique. As we have previously stated, supply chain compromise is a
growing trend in advanced hostile operations; thus, it is mandatory to design and
implement security countermeasures to face this technique.

In order to protect an organization against supply chain techniques, the first step
is to understand how they are implemented by threat actors. MITRE ATT&CK
being the main framework for tactics and techniques, it is the first reference to
analyze supply chain compromises. As we have stated, this framework provides
three sub-techniques, two of them regarding software supply chain compromises
and the last one regarding hardware supply chain compromises. With a main
focus on software-related compromises, hardware supply chain attacks are in the
background. This is consistent with an in-depth literature review, where most
research is focusing nowadays on software supply chain attacks, that is, on the
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compromise of the software delivered to the target, both commercial [477] and
open source [456]. On the other hand, hardware supply chain is, in general terms,
less considered. The hardware supply chain security is analyzed and modeled
in [254]. Hardware implants in supply chain attacks are analyzed in works such
as [255], where the authors focus on the security of electronic devices, or [260],
where Jacob Harrison et al. provide a review of Printed Circuit Boards’ malicious
hardware implants through the supply chain.

This initial literature review, whose aim is to identify the security countermea-
sures to be implemented in order to protect an organization, presents two main
problems that can lead organizations to leave relevant security gaps that can be
exploited by advanced threats. The first problem is related to the focus on software
supply chain attacks. These compromises are the more common ones, as hardware
compromises usually require much more effort, human and economic, and their
scope is limited to a reduced group of targets. Different Advanced Persistent
Threat groups, such as APT29 or Sandworm, are able to compromise the software
supply chain, while the groups with hardware compromise capabilities are less
common. However, hardware supply chain compromises are still a relevant threat
to organizations; thus, they must be conveniently considered when designing and
implementing a protection plan.

The second problem is related to the hardware versus software approach. This
distinction is too simple in some cases and it usually refers to the way an artifact
is delivered to the target, without considering other elements. In our proposed
taxonomy, it focuses only on the delivery path. By adopting this simple hardware
or software consideration, without evaluating other elements of the compromise,
relevant protection gaps can be left by a security team.

To face these common problems, our proposed taxonomy helps defensive teams
to cover security gaps by considering uncommon delivery approaches. In addition,
our taxonomy also allows the identification of novel techniques, in order to evaluate
their likelihood and impact and, if applicable, to establish countermeasures to face
them. Regarding supply chain compromises as a delivery technique, our taxonomy
considers not only the delivery path point of view, but also the vector and the
object. If we map supply chain related techniques onto our proposed taxonomy,
both the ones defined in MITRE ATT&CK and unusual techniques identified in
the literature review, we can find gaps that can lead to security breaches through
a supply chain compromise.

In relation to the Path, as we have stated, supply chain techniques are mostly
linked to software and hardware delivery, not considering situations such as:

• The mix of both approaches: the delivery of trojanized software through
physical means, for example, through any removable media. This delivery
technique is identified in our taxonomy, and it is a key threat to be consid-
ered in air-gapped networks, where software is installed or updated through
physical media.

• The physical delivery of a trojanized element that is not directly connected
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to the target infrastructure, for example, a device to remotely listen to a
conversation.

If these supply chain delivery techniques are not considered in a threat model,
defensive teams will not be able to identify and establish appropriate countermea-
sures. Through the dissection of the delivery technique and the identification of
its components, our taxonomy includes all the relevant elements to identify these
approaches to the delivery.

In relation to the delivery vector, all supply chain compromises are Indirect, by
their own definition. The abuse of untrusted parties is not usually considered in the
literature, as major well-known supply chain attacks, such as SolarWinds [40,477]
or Kaseya [31] are based on a trusted party to compromise their final target.
Hostile actors took advantage of this gap in 2021, as most organizations are not
aware of these attacks. For example, the Lazarus group have developed techniques
to compromise its targets through the trojanization of general-purpose software
available on Internet [274]. This advanced threat actor is able to download the
malicious software to the target infrastructure through social engineering tech-
niques, thus successfully developing a supply chain compromise approach through
untrusted parties. This approach, observed in 2021, would have been considered
by applying our proposed taxonomy, as it identifies not only trusted Parties but
also untrusted ones as indirect delivery vectors.

Finally, regarding the delivery object, none of the works we have analyzed focuse
on the relevance of this element for supply chain delivery techniques. In fact,
the MITRE ATT&CK framework does not provide enough detail for their exposed
supply chain techniques to map them onto relevant categories of our taxonomy.
This lack of analysis can result in security gaps for an organization. All supply
chain compromises are based on the manipulation of the delivered product at
any stage of the chain. However, the type of manipulation is relevant for its
detection. For example, a trojanization through dynamic objects can be detected
by malware analysis, while a trojanization through a static object would not be
detected by that analysis, and would require a hardening check. If the object is
not considered, organizations cannot identify and implement appropriate security
countermeasures to detect supply chain compromises. Our taxonomy, in this case
the delivery object, allows analysts to identify different types of manipulation and
to deploy the relevant countermeasures in each case to face them.

In this practical example, we have applied our proposed taxonomy to the identi-
fication of novel and uncommon supply chain delivery techniques. We have shown
how our work helps analysts to establish a model for delivery techniques that al-
lows them to anticipate in hostile operations through the analysis of the delivery
object, vector, and path. In this way, cyber security levels can be increased and
global protection for an organization is enhanced. Although we have focused on a
supply chain compromise, our findings and proposed taxonomy can be applied to
all kind of delivery techniques used by advanced threat actors.
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2.6 Discussion

In order to provide an initial taxonomy for delivery techniques, we have analyzed
the different existing approaches to accomplish the Initial Access tactic performed
by advanced threat actors. In this analysis, one major finding is that voluntary
delivery is not considered among the analyzed techniques. A deeper classifica-
tion for deliberate actions is processed in different works regarding the insider
threat [73, 129, 225, 281, 494, 661], although such a fine structure is outside the
scope of this paper. Being a MITRE ATT&CK, the commonly accepted frame-
work for tactics, techniques, and procedures, we consider that it should identify
such approaches for a deliberate initial access, thus providing mechanisms to mit-
igate these techniques.

A major finding during our research is that different well-known delivery tech-
niques are not considered in current frameworks. This gap between currently used
delivery techniques and those identified in key references, such as the MITRE
ATT&CK, which is a primary source for security analysts, may lead to an oppor-
tunity window for threat actors, as defensive teams are not considering some hos-
tile approaches; thus, they are not implementing countermeasures against them.
In this sense, we consider our taxonomy to help analysts identify those lacking
techniques that can be executed by threat actors, thus helping organizations to
identify appropriate countermeasures against them.

In addition, also regarding this framework, we have identified an important lack
of formal structure in MITRE ATT&CK techniques for different particular tac-
tics. This framework being the main effort and the de facto standard to identify
and analyze tactics and techniques from advanced threat actors, we consider that
it should define a taxonomy, or at least a classification, for the identified tech-
niques in each case, thus providing analysts more concise information about them
and increasing defensive capabilities to prevent, detect, and neutralize threats.
This work will be shared with MITRE in order to be considered to enhance the
ATT&CK framework.

As identified research lines, we propose, in the first place, a deeper analysis of
supply chain compromises as a key delivery vector. As we have stated before,
supply chain attacks are not the most widely used technique, but their popularity
among threat actors is increasing and their impact is high. We have provided
a practical example to improve the identification and detection of supply chain
compromises through our proposed taxonomy, but of course more research has
to be performed. Ref. [405, 516] provide a framework and catalog of supply chain
attack patterns identifying objects of the compromise, types, time frames, and, as a
key element, points of attack within the supply chain. Ref. [677] proposes a threat
model for supply chain attacks, and ref. [679] provides a threat analysis for these
attacks. Much work has been performed in this line, but most of it is focused on
the analysis of particular approaches, lacking a formalization and with an abstract,
technology-agnostic structure for their classification. This kind of analysis should
improve an organization security by providing a deeper knowledge about supply-
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chain-based initial access, thus enabling appropriate countermeasures against these
kinds of hostile actions, so we miss a deeper work from this perspective.

As we have stated, another research line we identify is the analysis of the de-
liberate human factor in offensive operations; when dealing with advanced actors,
they have capabilities to employ not only technological approaches for an initial
access or for other tactics, but also to use insiders to achieve their goals. and a
relevant challenge is to determine if an action delivered by an insider is a justifiable
threat [553]. The detection of these internal hostile actors is mandatory in order to
provide an adequate level of protection. Although in classical security the insider
threat has been well studied over the years, we consider that these analysis must
be carried to cyber operations, following a kill-chain approach [49,371], where the
mix of people and technology can lead to a high impact for an organization.

Finally, we identify a third research line related to the application of compu-
tational intelligence to the identification and classification of delivery techniques.
Our taxonomy can be used as a general classification scheme and can help ana-
lysts to select relevant features to model delivery techniques. With these features,
main computational intelligence approaches can be exploited to identify and clas-
sify techniques. Fuzzy logic systems or neural networks have been successfully
applied in many different fields, such as fault detection [28, 502, 651] or smart
cities [291, 459]. Related to delivery techniques, the role of fuzzy logic in supply
chain management [26, 652], resilience [98, 344], or risk assessment [178, 216] are
relevant research fields.

2.7 Conclusions

Our work provides an initial taxonomy for delivery techniques in order to better
understand the global tactic and to protect organizations against threat actors
achieving initial access into a target. Delivery is a key tactic for advanced threat
operations; part of the global success of an offensive operation relies on the correct
achievement of the delivery, as it is the first stage of the operation in which the
threat actor interacts with its target in a hostile way. For this reason, an accurate
classification and structure for the techniques linked to the delivery tactic is a must
in order to identify capabilities, to profile advanced actors, and to develop, im-
plement, and maintain security countermeasures against them. However, we have
identified an absence of a suitable classification scheme for the techniques related
to the delivery stage in hostile cyber operations by advanced threat actors. Even
MITRE ATT&CK, the key reference in the subject, lacks a suitable approach to
classify the different techniques inside the delivery tactic. As this tactic is manda-
tory in all kind of offensive operations, we consider it especially relevant to establish
a suitable taxonomy for it, thus helping organizations to better understand this
stage and enhancing their prevention, detection, and neutralization capabilities.

In this work, we have delved into how the delivery tactic is achieved. To establish
such a taxonomy, we have dissected the tactic as a way to model it. We identify the
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different elements that define the delivery and we deploy them into a classification
that provides this taxonomy. As stated before, as the MITRE ATT&CK is
considered the key reference for tactics and techniques used by threat actors, we
have aligned our approach with this framework and classified all the identified
techniques into our proposed taxonomy. We consider our work to significantly
contribute to improving, not only the threat model for hostile advanced actors,
but also the detail organizations must consider for a suitable protection against
them, in this case against the delivery tactic.

Tactics and techniques are one of the first key points to model advanced threat
actors and to deploy capabilities in order to prevent, to detect, and to neutralize
them. We consider our proposal as a starting point towards a commonly accepted
taxonomy that helps research to better understand hostile actors, especially ad-
vanced ones. In future works, our proposal can be fine tuned to provide a more
accurate approach to the Initial Access performed by advanced threat actors; we
consider that all improvements must be aligned with industry standards, such as
MITRE ATT&CK, in order to be useful to the security community. In addition,
in this paper we have identified key research lines regarding delivery techniques
whose relevance is growing or, is direct, which is not considered in main frame-
works.

In this sense, we miss in main frameworks, such as MITRE ATT&CK, a deeper
analysis of delivery techniques in three directions: supply chain attacks, as grow-
ing threats; deliberate delivery techniques, especially those regarding an insider;
and physical perimeter breaking, with no further connection to the target infras-
tructure.
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Chapter 3

A Taxonomy for Threat
Actors’ Persistence Techniques

This chapter dissects the persistence of Advanced Threat Actors in their opera-
tions and proposes a novel taxonomy for persistence techniques. A novel concept
is introduced and discussed: persistence point, the location within the compromised
infrastructure where a persistence artifact is stored. This approach improves not
only the modeling of advanced threat actors but, which is more important, it pro-
vides organizations a platform–agnostic model for the detection of persistence tech-
niques. As the rest of this work, this proposal is aligned with MITRE ATT&CK,
the main framework for the identification of threat actors’ tactics and techniques.

This chapter was published as: Villalón–Huerta, A.;Marco–Gisbert, H.;Ripoll-
Ripoll, I. A Taxonomy for Threat Actors’ Persistence Techniques. Computers
& Security. Elsevier, 2022. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2022.102855
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The main contribution of this paper is to provide an accurate taxonomy for Per-
sistence techniques, which allows the detection of novel techniques and the identi-
fication of appropriate countermeasures. Persistence is a key tactic for advanced
offensive cyber operations. The techniques that achieve persistence have been
largely analyzed in particular environments, but there is no suitable platform–
agnostic model to structure persistence techniques. This lack causes a serious
problem in the modeling of activities of advanced threat actors, hindering both
their detection and the implementation of countermeasures against their activities.
In this paper we analyze previous work in this field and propose a novel taxonomy
for persistence techniques based on persistence points, a key concept we introduce
in our work as the basis for the proposed taxonomy. Our work will help analysts to
identify, classify and detect compromises, significantly reducing the amount of ef-
fort needed for these tasks. It follows a logical structure that can be easy to expand
and adapt, and it can be directly used in commonly accepted industry standards
such as MITRE ATT&CK.

3.1 Introduction

Persistence refers to the capability of a malware to survive to changes and in-
terrupts, including reboots, in a compromised system. It is a widely used term
in malware research, so most of its definition are malware–related; for example,
Michael Sikorski et al. [574] define persistence as a behaviour of malware by which
it tries to be in a compromised system for a long time. A more accurate definition
is provided by Zane Gittins et al. [231], where the authors define persistence as
a method by which malware survives a reboot of the victim operating system.
Persistence is an important attribute that malware writers consider in its design;
the reason is simple [660]: the longer the malware can stay in the victim’s device,
the more value it generates for the adversary.

However, persistence is not malware–specific: advanced threat actors do not
use malware in all operations, but they also try to maintain their persistence in
a targeted victim. In fact, persistence is a key tactic for these actors; when an
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) compromises a victim, one of the first steps
that it will execute is to guarantee its foothold on the targeted infrastructure,
maintaining the compromise upon system reboots.

Considering persistence as a key goal, persistence techniques are those that allow
a threat actor to achieve it; they have been largely analyzed, but we have not found
a clear structure for them, being most of the approaches architecture and operating
system (OS) dependent. This fact hinders the identification of compromises out of
the analyzed technologies. This paper provides a platform–agnostic taxonomy for
persistence techniques, suitable for their identification and characterization. This
taxonomy is based on a concept we introduce in our work, the persistence point:
the location within the system where a persistence artifact is stored.
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The contributions of this paper are the following ones:

• To provide an OS–independent taxonomy of persistence points, thus allowing
analysts to identify persistence techniques in all platforms.

• To ease not only the detection of persistent artifacts but also the identifica-
tion of the capabilities of threat actors.

• To identify the most used persistence points, then determining the most
exploited system capabilities to achieve persistence and establishing proba-
bilities in order to prioritize investigations, where applicable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background, section 3.2,
provides an introduction to cyber operations tactics and techniques. In section 3.3
we assess the problem of the lack of a suitable structure for persistence techniques
to help analysts in their investigations. Section 3.4 analyzes the prior work to
identify persistence approaches, and in section 3.5 we propose a novel taxonomy
for persistence points, as a direct way to structure techniques and to identify a
compromised system. In section 3.6 we discuss the results of our work, comparing
them with previous approaches and identifying improvements where applicable, as
well as future research lines. Finally, section 3.7 summarizes the outcome of the
overall work.

3.2 Background

From an abstract point of view, Robert Axelrod et al. define persistence of a
resource [46] as the probability that if you refrain from using it now, it will still be
usable in the next time period. When specifically dealing with malware, persistence
is defined [330] as a process by which malware ensures continual execution on a
system, independent of low-level system events such as shutdowns and reboots.

Persistent malware is the one [647] that makes permanent changes in memory
and permanently changes the control flow within a system such that it can continue
to achieve its objective. This feature allows the malware to be aware of and to
react to changes in the compromised systems. Without persistence, malware is
severely limited, and consequently, its impact is also limited; for this reason most
threat actors, particularly advanced ones, will establish persistence in their victims
in order to achieve an extended temporal effect for their operations.

In the context of advanced threat actors’ operations, persistence is the tactic
by which adversaries try to maintain their foothold on a targeted infrastructure;
this tactic comprises different techniques that include any access, action, or con-
figuration changes that allow the attacker to achieve the tactic, such as replacing
or hijacking legitimate code or adding startup code. As we can see, this concept
of persistence as a tactic exceeds all technological –including malware– considera-
tions: persistence is defined as a key tactic for threat actors, regardless of malware.
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To accomplish its goals, an advanced threat actor must guarantee its presence in a
compromised infrastructure: that is, in one or more compromised systems.

3.3 Problem statement

Persistence is a key tactic for advanced threat actors and even for simple malware:
the ability to control a compromised target over time, while remaining unnoticed,
is an essential to guarantee the success of an offensive operation. However, when
analyzing the capabilities that these threat actors develop in their operations, all
research is focused on particular approaches related to specific technologies. In
this sense, Microsoft Windows environments, as the most abused platform, have
been largely analyzed in order to identify the locations where the artifacts that
grant persistence can be located.

An analysis focused on specific platforms, or even on specific malware, has obvi-
ous limitations, as all the identification of persistence techniques are architecture
and OS–dependent. The most relevant limitation is related to the identification
of techniques in technologies outside of the scope of those specific platforms. This
means that when faced with the compromise of a new platform and trying to
identify if an attacker has enabled persistence on it, an analyst has only vague
references for investigation. In this case, analysts do not have a common reference
to identify the mechanisms that enable persistence, nor to identify the locations of
the system where an intruder can achieve persistence. For an agile identification
of persistence techniques in new environments, analysts need a common platform–
agnostic reference that allows them to quickly determine which elements have to
be examined and what to look for inside them.

In addition to the dependence on specific platforms, much research work about
persistence focuses on specific malware and its capabilities to survive a system
reboot. These approaches are useful for the analysis of particular malicious code,
but they lack a global vision of the persistence. As we have stated before, per-
sistence is a key tactic for an advanced threat, not a simple malware capability.
In fact, different APT actors do not rely on malware to conduct their operations,
the so called malwareless ones, while others do not use malware to achieve some
specific tactics. Please note that although in computer virology the definition of
malware is an open problem [340], when we refer to malware we refer to any code
added, changed, or removed from a software system in order to intentionally cause
harm or subvert the intended function of the system [396] [433] [410]. Attending
to this definition, we do not consider elements such as legitimate system tools or
remote credentials for legitimate services as malware, although they can be abused
to maintain persistence.

When facing malwareless operations, detection becomes more complex. Atomic
and computed indicators of compromise, such as hashes, do not provide the full
capabilities for an accurate detection, so analysts must usually deal with behavioral
indicators: for example, those that allow the contextualization of a legitimate
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system tool execution in order to classify it as anomalous. Due to their stealthiness,
malware free approaches are interesting for advanced threat actors in different
tactics of an operation, from intrusion [689] to data exfiltration [688] or lateral
movement [627]. Regarding persistence, different techniques exploited by threat
actors such as SANDWORM [582] or APT29 [432] do not rely on malware but on
legitimate services and tools. Even some actors such as ALLANITE are able to
conduct whole malwareless operations [583]. In this way, we argue that persistence
is not only malware–related, but it is a tactic of advanced threat actors in offensive
cyber operations that can be achieved through malware or through simple abuse
of legitimate resources.

No suitable approximation for persistence techniques that would allow analysts
the identification of compromised systems has been defined. In addition, no re-
search has been performed regarding where persistence is stored in a targeted
system: that is, which locations of a system should be analyzed in order to detect
the compromise. Identifying where persistence is stored is a must when dealing
with operations performed by advanced threat actors. Tactics are mandatory to
identify what to look for, but detecting where the attacker has stored an artifact
for persistence is mandatory to identify where to look for techniques that imple-
ment the persistence tactic. Without a common platform–agnostic reference for
persistence techniques, the detection of persistence artifacts in a targeted system
follows an unstructured approach that delays the defensive capabilities and opens
a window of opportunity for hostile actors.

3.4 Approaches and limitations

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge) is
a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on
real–world observations. This framework represents the biggest effort to identify
tactics and techniques for advanced actors, and it presents a plain structure for
Persistence techniques, which makes it difficult to establish a clear taxonomy or
categorization for them. Some efforts have been made to align technical persis-
tence capabilities with MITRE ATT&CK. [462] provides a link between Microsoft
Windows malware and the framework by identifying the malware persistence capa-
bilities. These relationships have also been analyzed in [231] and [356], where the
authors map different persistence approaches used in Microsoft Windows malware
samples to MITRE ATT&CK techniques. However, in the case of the Persistence
tactic, this framework is too close to the most technical aspects of techniques, so
it is not suitable for abstraction and for a modeling of techniques in a platform–
agnostic way. Other malware–related frameworks from MITRE, such as MAEC
(Malware Attribute Enumeration and Characterization) or CME (Common Mal-
ware Enumeration) do not provide even a categorization for persistence techniques.
SHIELD, an active defense knowledge base that MITRE is developing to capture
and organize what they are learning about active defense and adversary engage-
ment, identifies defenses against the techniques stated in ATT&CK, but it does
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not provide a valid taxonomy for them.

Arushi Sharma et al. [561] characterize malware persistence into three categories:
run–time, re–boot and trojanized system binaries; although this can be considered
an interesting approach to consider behaviors of the malware in order to design a
Fuzzy Inference System, it does not capture all the elements to build a taxonomy
model.

Based on their basic approach to persistence, Matthew Webb [659] classifies
techniques in five main categories: User Login Execution, System Startup Execu-
tion, Dynamic Linked Library (DLL) Injection, Execution Hijacking and Adver-
sary Backdoors. This proposal provides some key aspects to a OS–independent
approach, but as it is mainly focused on Microsoft Windows aspects, it still lacks
a complete platform–agnostic view.

Jennifer Mankin [381] breaks persistence capabilities into three phases: instal-
lation, system boot and service load. Although this is an interesting approach for
the modeling and detection of persistence, the author does not propose a classifi-
cation for persistence mechanisms, but a common breakdown structure for all of
them, with a focus on Windows services as a particular technique.

Most of the current approaches to the analysis of persistence techniques have
been made to identify OS–dependent persistence methods. As we have stated be-
fore, the most analyzed persistence mechanisms are related to Microsoft Windows
environments. Windows Auto–Start Extensibility Points (ASEP) were first intro-
duced by Yi–Min Wang et al. in [653]; they were defined as the subset of operating
system and application extensibility points that can be “hooked” to enable auto–
starting of programs without explicit user invocation. ASEP are a key concept for
malware persistence, as they define points that an attacker can abuse to maintain
its foothold on a targeted system. In [623] Daniel Uroz et al. propose a taxonomy
for Windows ASEP divided into four categories: system persistence mechanisms,
program loader abuse, application abuse, and system behavior abuse; each of them
is analyzed and its characteristics are extracted, identifying families of persistence
points as shown in figure 3.1. Although this is a valid classification, in addition
to being focused on Microsoft Windows it only defines the main four previous
categories, without sub categories for them, so it should be detailed in order to
specify a more complete taxonomy. A key resource to identify persistence points
in Windows environments is Microsoft Autoruns [535] [534]. It is a utility that
has the most comprehensive knowledge of auto–starting locations of any startup
monitor, showing what programs are configured to run during system boot up or
login, and when various built–in Windows applications are started.

The technical persistence capabilities that Microsoft Windows provides have
been analyzed in different works. [413], [574] and [468] identify particular persis-
tence mechanisms and locations for this operating system, while [412] provides a
basic structure for persistence capabilities: startup shell directories, registry RUN,
services, file infection, DLL hijacking, Winlogon and Task Scheduler. These ap-
proaches provide different proposals for the identification of persistence techniques
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in Microsoft Windows. However, none of these approaches, all of them focused
on a particular environment, provides a platform–agnostic proposal suitable to be
used in other technologies.
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Figure 3.1: Windows Auto–Start Extensibility Points

Regarding other operating systems, in [286] Jun–ho Hwang et al. identify four
methods for ELF malware persistence in Linux systems: subsystems initializa-
tion, time–based execution, file infection and replacement and user files alteration.
Mike O’Leary [468] analyzes both Windows and Linux persistence mechanisms
with practical examples, but without establishing a common framework for the
classification of the identified techniques. [656] analyzes malware persistence mech-
anisms in Mac OS X, as well as the particular techniques used by different mal-
ware samples in this operating system. Also regarding Mac OS X, [656] provides
an initial approach to technical capabilities and analyzes several malware samples
and their persistence techniques. Again, as in Windows environments, none of
these approaches delves into the definition of a general proposal for persistence
techniques, considering only the identification of particular techniques for specific
platforms.

Another key research line for persistence techniques is IoT–focused malware, as
connected devices are growing in number and critical infrastructures are a clear
target for hostile actors. Linux IoT malware persistence capabilities are ana-
lyzed in [86], where Calvin Brierley et al. identify, without providing a model or
structure, six methods for persistence: modifying writable file systems, recreat-
ing read–only file systems, initrd/initramfs modification, “set writable flag” kernel
module, update process exploitation and ubootkit. The authors defend that no
universal method to gain persistence on IoT devices has been identified. In [102]
Andrei Bytes et al. analyze techniques used in Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLC), extending Linux generic mechanisms to particular embedded Linux de-
vices but without providing a suitable structure for them. [440] analyzes rootkit
persistence techniques in IoT devices, identifying Linux Kernel Modules, ramdisk–
based and user space programs as main categories. Inside the last of them, the
authors classify techniques into the following classes: service managers, job sched-
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ulers and user–specific startup files. Related to smart grid environments, in [189]
Peter Eder–Neuhauser et al. identify persistence methods such as manipulation
or anti malware tools, code obfuscation or encryption techniques. The authors
analyze malware samples using each of the identified persistence mechanisms, but
they do not provide a general structured classification suitable for its use outside
smart grid environments.

In addition to different operating systems technologies, the persistence capabil-
ities of malware families are also a key research focus. One of the most analyzed
families is ransomware, due to the growing impact that this malicious software
is causing in all kind of organizations. Yassine Lemmou et al. analyze [359]
different ransomware samples and their persistence mechanisms, among other be-
haviors. Regarding banking malware, which is also a relevant issue, Paul Black
et al. provide [74] an identification of the mechanisms for persistence in this kind
of malicious programs: specific registry keys, such as registry or AppInit_DLLs,
program trojanization, and bootkits.

Persistence capabilities from specific malware samples have been also analyzed
in different works. [231] analyzes several samples to identify their persistence ca-
pabilities. In [490] the authors analyze WannaCry and Petya capabilities with-
out focusing on an in–depth analysis, identifying the persistence capabilities of
both malware samples. [17] and [318] provide an in–depth analysis of WannaCry,
and [655] analyzes iWorm persistence, an OS X backdoor. Although these works
analyze the persistence techniques of main malware samples or families, none of
them provides a suitable structure for the abstraction of these techniques.

Malware that does not rely on the file system to run is referred to as fileless
malware, and its persistence capabilities have been analyzed in different works.
In [345] Sushil Kumar et al. classify fileless malware in three different categories
in relation to its persistence techniques: memory–resident malware, Windows reg-
istry malware and rootkit fileless malware. In [544] the authors identify Windows
registry, WMI store, SQL tables or Scheduled tasks as usual locations to achieve
fileless persistence. In [647] Sebastian Vogl et al. analyze persistent data–only
malware and discuss its challenges, presenting a proof of concept of this kind of
malware and providing additional techniques to achieve persistence. Data only
malware is malware that introduces specially crafted data into a system with
the intent of manipulating the control flow without changing or introducing new
code. [506] provides an initial classification for rootkits, differentiating between
kernel–level and user–level rootkits, being the first ones the most analyzed in liter-
ature. In [310] Jestin Joy et al. expand this classification, identifying three types
of rootkits: virtualization, kernel–level and library–level, being this last one a
user–level rootkit. Nevertheless, none of the related work on malware persistence
provides a taxonomy for the persistence techniques they explore, focusing once
again only on the particular features of samples, families or malware persistence
approaches.
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3.5 Our proposal

After the analysis of the current approaches to define a valid classification for
persistence techniques, their strengths and weaknesses and, especially, their main
lacks, we propose a platform–independent persistence taxonomy. This taxonomy
will allow analysts to classify techniques, regardless of the technology used in each
case, as well as to identify new persistence capabilities that threat actors might
develop, thus being able to identify and implement counter measures against them.

To establish such a taxonomy we have to formally define the following concepts:

• Persistence point. The location within a compromised system where a per-
sistence artifact is stored.

• Persistence technique. The actions that enable a persistence mechanism into
a target, relying on a persistence point.

Please note that in this context, the term “artifact” refers not only to malicious
software implanted in the targeted system, but to any software or configuration
abused or manipulated by a threat actor in order to gain persistence. A persistence
point is, as its definition highlights, a location; this location can be a hardware
component, a file system point, a Windows registry entry, etc. As an example,
in previous sections we have referred to fileless malware; regarding persistence
capabilities, this could be considered a first classification for persistence points,
although it is too general, as it comprises many types of persistence points with
little relation between them.

Persistence techniques directly rely on persistence points to achieve their goal;
from an analysts’ perspective, a persistence point defines where to look for per-
sistence, while a persistence technique defines what to look for. No technique can
be achieved without a persistence point. In this context, we can understand a
persistence technique just as the abuse or manipulation of a persistence point. We
refer to abuse when a threat actor does not modify the persistence point, but just
exploits one or more of its standard capabilities. We refer to manipulation when
the attacker alters the persistence point for his own benefit, by fabricating spurious
data or by modifying or canceling legitimate data. For example, techniques relying
on system accounts as a persistence point include those related to credential abuse,
those related to the modification of legitimate users’ credentials and those related
to the addition of non legitimate users to the system. The relationship between
persistence techniques and persistence points is direct: all persistence techniques
rely on at least one persistence point, and we can detect the artifacts that achieve
persistence by inspecting those points.

In this work we establish a taxonomy for persistence points, which directly de-
fines a taxonomy for persistence techniques. We propose four upper level cate-
gories:

• Pre–OS persistence points, those regarding hardware, firmware or initial
sequences of a system boot, before a particular operating system is loaded.
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• OS persistence points, those related to the boot of a particular operating
system and to its native capabilities.

• Server–software persistence points, those related to remotely accessible soft-
ware that is provided to users without a full access to the system.

• User persistence points, those related to particular user activities or config-
urations.

In the following sections we discuss each of the proposed categories for persis-
tence points and we specify their particular structure, thus defining a taxonomy
for persistence techniques.

3.5.1 Pre–OS persistence

The boot process for a computer system fully depends on the specific hardware and
on the OS that will be running on it. Most research is focused on the boot process
for BIOS or UEFI based x86 systems running Microsoft Windows OS flavours. In
this particular case, the boot process can be described in a simple way as follows:

1. On startup, firmware (BIOS or UEFI) is called and transferred with execu-
tion.

2. This firmware initializes hardware devices and goes through storage devices
to look for a bootable one.

3. When a bootable device is found, boot code is executed, loading the boot
sector for a bootable partition.

4. Boot sector loads and executes the operating system boot loader.

5. Boot loader loads the OS kernel from the storage device.

In the case of UEFI systems, this firmware directly loads the operating system
boot loader without relying on boot sectors, thus skipping step 3; in these systems,
this boot loader is just an EFI file in the filesystem.

While a rootkit is malicious software that impacts its target at user and kernel
levels [511], a bootkit is a particular rootkit that transfers its storage location
from the file system to the hardware and activates itself while or even before the
operating system kernel is loaded [363]. Bootkits are largely analyzed in [386]; as
this malicious software is loaded before the operating system, it can tamper the
whole computer system. According to the different stages in boot process, [363]
classifies bootkit technologies into four categories: BIOS–based bootkit, MBR–
based bootkit, NTLDRbased bootkit, and others. A similar approach is followed
in [218], where Hongbo Gao et al. expose the same classification without the
“others” category. As BIOS–based bootkits write their malicious payload directly
into the BIOS, they typically have to target particular BIOS or hardware, so
they are rarely seen in the wild [246]. MBR and NTLDR–based bootkits are the
dominant types in real–world malware.
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These works provide a key approach for an initial taxonomy of Pre–OS persis-
tence points: those that are OS–independent, BIOS or MBR, and those that are
based on the initial steps of a particular OS being loaded, such as NTLDR and
others. However, this approach lacks a whole family of persistence points that we
must consider: those related to hardware implants. In fact, hardware implants are
not usually considered in persistence techniques families, such as those presented
in MITRE ATT&CK.

To provide a platform–agnostic approach, we divide Pre–OS persistence points
into three main families: hardware, firmware and software related, as shown in
figure 3.2.

Pre-OS

Hardware Firmware Boot device

Boot sector Boot loader

Figure 3.2: Pre–OS persistence points

Hardware persistence points are those related to hardware implants to maintain
persistence on a specific targeted system. At the early stages of a system boot,
this hardware and its linked firmware are initialized by a firmware component,
just as UEFI or BIOS. These implants have few academic research, especially
focusing on covert channels for air–gapped networks [252] [650] [418]. In [353]
Austin Lasota provides a very brief introduction to different types of hardware
implants in Apple’s Mac hardware and their countermeasures. Until now, the most
extensive information about these implants continues to be NSA’s ANT catalog,
which has been publicly exposed and which is detailed in works such as [115].

In addition to hardware, UEFI, BIOS or equivalent firmware is another key
persistence point. In [385] Alex Matrosov proposes a classification of vulnerabilities
and attack vectors for BIOS persistent infection, identifying persistent and non–
persistent implants for UEFI firmware through post exploitation and supply chain
vulnerabilities. Note that when referring to hardware and firmware persistence in
our taxonomy we are considering not only the main system components, but also
the peripheral devices, especially those that have direct memory access (DMA)
to the main system runtime memory. In fact, DMA attacks have been largely
analyzed, from a pure malware perspective in [593], where Patrick Stewin et al.
introduce the concept of DMA malware, to a general threat actor capability [85].

Finally, firmware components go through a boot sequence that depends on the
type of firmware being used; here we find the third family of Pre–OS persistence
points, those related to the boot device. In this case we differentiate two families
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of persistence points: boot sector and boot loader ones. Legacy systems (i.e.,
BIOS) use boot sectors (for example, Master Boot Record, or MBR, which loads
a Volume Boot Record, or VBR). Boot sectors are to call a boot loader (in those
systems with UEFI this boot loader is just an EFI file in the filesystem, as stated
before), which loads the OS kernel, which is another persistence point but in this
case OS–dependent, as described in next section.

We want to highlight that when dealing with virtual machines running over
hypervisors, our proposed taxonomy is completely valid. In this particular case,
pre–OS persistence points are ones exposed in this section, but considering two
main aspects. The first one is that these persistence points can be identified in
the hypervisor systems, not only in the virtual machines. The second one regards
these virtual machines: being the same persistence points, on virtual machines
they are stored in software that emulates hardware components.

3.5.2 OS native persistence

Once the OS starts to boot, a second category for our taxonomy is defined by
those persistence techniques based on different OS capabilities. In this case, the
obtained privileges can be those of the operating system or those of a particular
user, as system boot is executed with administrative privileges. In figure 3.3 our
proposed OS native persistence points taxonomy is shown.
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Figure 3.3: OS native persistence points

Within this category we find first of all the operating system kernel as a per-
sistence point; when an OS boots, its kernel is loaded and a process is started
to execute tasks such as software initialization or module loading. By subverting
the operating system kernel, a kernel rootkit embeds itself into the compromised
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kernel and stealthily causes damage with full unrestricted access to the system’s
resources [525]. Kernel persistence can be achieved through the compromise of the
OS kernel itself or through the compromise of kernel modules in any of their forms,
such as kernel modules, kernel extensions or kernel drivers, loaded on startup or
when certain conditions are met. Malware such as Drovorub exploits kernel per-
sistence points, establishing persistence through kernel modules [202].

Once the kernel is loaded and the basic capabilities of the operating system are
started, boot procedures are another OS–dependent persistence point. In this
stage of a system boot we find clock synchronization, daemons launched or sub-
systems initialized; in addition, please note that many operating systems can ex-
ecute or load user files when booting. In all of these tasks, code is executed and
configuration files are loaded, so a hostile actor can modify them to achieve OS–
dependent persistence; in the particular case of remote objects access, such as
in clock synchronization, the threat actor can also compromise remote systems in
order to establish persistence on a targeted one, but here we must refer to remote
persistence points, as stated in this section.

Inside the boot procedures family, in addition to these initialization scripts, many
operating systems provide a database, such as Windows Registry or AIX Object
Data Manager, where stored data is accessed during system boot to initialize
specific OS capabilities, such as network settings or program launch. We must
differentiate this family of persistence points from the previous one, as they are
stored on a different location for the OS and they are accessed and managed in most
cases with specific native tools. In fact, malware that enables persistence by adding
a specific entry into these databases is considered fileless, as opposed to malware
that stores an artifact in the filesystem. For example, Windows Registry is a
widely used persistence point; we can find different threat actors exploiting this
registry to achieve persistence, such as APT32 [163] or APT37 [210], as well as
specific malware such as WannaCry [17] or Bisonal [266] [275].

In addition to initialization databases, different operating systems such as Mi-
crosoft Windows or Apple Mac OSX also provide a startup items location, usually
a folder with references to programs (in many cases in the form of symbolic links)
that are executed during system boot. By simply adding the correct reference to a
program in this persistence point, the program will be launched on startup; jRAT
is a known cross–platform backdoor exploiting this kind of persistence points [315].
Please note that in these operating systems there is usually a similar persistence
point for each particular user, where references are executed when the user logs
in.

As a fourth category inside the boot procedures family, we find services, also
called daemons, managed by the OS and launched to perform specific tasks in the
background. Linux malware often exploits these services persistence points [157]
[468]. The tasks launched by services may include starting clients to connect
to remote services, enabling operating system capabilities such as the execution
of scheduled tasks or the launching of long time running processes that will be
up as the operating system is running. Inside this category we find standard,
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mandatory OS services and daemons, those related to non operating system native
applications: although they can also be started as services in many cases, from
a technical point of view, we classify their persistence points inside the “Server
Software” category. For example, the compromise of a Microsoft Exchange Server
in order to establish persistence by a threat actor relies on Microsoft Exchange
(a server software) as a persistence point, not on a native system service. This
point is clear, as server software has its own configurations, in many cases including
access accounts, outside the OS configuration files. While a system service can not
be stopped or uninstalled without introducing some kind of system instability, a
server software can be completely stopped interfering only with its own availability.

Finally, as a fifth family inside this category we must consider environment vari-
ables; these variables are set during system boot and they affect global execution
of applications in the system. We differentiate them from the base software cate-
gories, as in this case the persistence point is not related to a particular application,
but to the whole system. In addition, please note that many of these variables
can be overwritten by user–related ones; in this case we do not consider them as
a separate persistence point, as they are set in the login scripts for a particular
user.

One of the easiest points for an attacker to gain persistence is through the
abuse of accounts that grant access to targeted systems. This technique has been
exploited by threat groups such as APT29 [136]. When dealing with persistence
points, we must differentiate accounts related persistence points from login–related
ones; while all of them trigger execution when a user logs in the system, account–
related ones are stored in the system’s user table, while those related to user’s login
are stored in the user’s home directory. In the same way, we must also differentiate
system accounts, those that grant access to the system, both as privileged and as
unprivileged users, and application accounts, those that grant access to a specific
application served within the system, mainly to external users: for example, a web,
database or e–mail account. An attacker can abuse both of them, but persistence
points are different: in one case, the persistence point is located in the system’s
user table, while in the other one the persistence point is the particular user
database or equivalent regarding the targeted application. For this reason we
consider application accounts as a category for persistence points within software
compromise, not within the accounts category.

The abuse of scheduled tasks capabilities that any OS provides comprises persis-
tence techniques exploited in the wild by threat actors such as APT3 [51] or specific
malware such as Emotet [346], and even frameworks such as Cobalt Strike pro-
vide this capability [641]. Unix at or cron utilities, or Windows at.exe or Task
Scheduler are commonly used by threat actors to maintain persistence on compro-
mised systems. In this case, we can find three families of persistence points, as
they are stored in different locations in the operating system: those related to the
execution of periodic tasks, those related to the execution of one–time tasks and
those related to timers.

Base software represents another family of OS–related persistence points in our
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taxonomy. In this case, persistence is stored in software that is not initialized
during system boot (as it is in the “Services” branch) but in software that is
natively provided by the OS, stored at disk and that is not mandatory for the OS
to boot, but it is to run properly. In this category of persistence points we propose
in our taxonomy four families: the own application and its extensions (that is, the
binaries launched on the execution), the software configuration and threat objects.

The binaries used by the base software can be trojanized by a threat actor in
order to execute malicious code, and this can be done both in the main software
binary and in its extensions (for example, libraries, plugins or code loaded under
certain circumstances). In this context, we define trojanization [381] as the process
to hijack an executable object that already exists on the system, patching it with
malicious code that will be executed when the previously–benign program is loaded
to run. An example of a threat actor achieving persistence through this persistence
point is Gelsemium, a cyber espionage group that drops a trojanized DLL to be
loaded by the spoolsv Windows service [182].

Software configuration is also a persistence point abused by attackers; in this case
we refer to the configuration loaded on startup and to the configuration loaded
under certain events (for example, when a condition is met or when a software
extension is executed), named conditional configuration in this work. Please note
that startup and conditional configuration persistence points are differentiated
because they may be stored in different locations and they can also have different
syntax and even different formats.

Finally, the last main category inside the base software persistence points is
the one related to threat objects for the software. These malicious objects are
especially crafted to execute certain actions on the targeted system when they
are accessed in any form (for example, loaded or executed) by the software; until
that moment, no malicious activity is performed, being this access the trigger
that maintains persistence. Webshells are well–known examples of threat objects:
malicious files added to the web contents that, when accessed in some form, can
grant access to the system. Webshells are exploited by many threat actors such
as Deep Panda [611] or OilRig [349].

In our proposed taxonomy, we consider remote persistence points as the last
family of locations that persistence techniques rely on. In this case, the persistence
point is located on a remote system and persistence is triggered when the remote
object is accessed. Although a remote persistence point can be found for almost all
the previous categories, it is important to differentiate them as they are not stored
on the targeted system, so this system has no hostile activity until the remote point
is accessed. Remote persistence points can be found from the own boot process, for
example in netbooted systems where the operating system boots from a network
image, but also when dealing with accounts, remote services or even remote threat
objects opened by a server software. We highlight that we consider important to
differentiate them from local persistence points because they are stored outside
the targeted system, so the techniques for their location and identification are
different. Apart from laboratory proofs of concept, we have not identified specific
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real–world malware relying on remote persistence; although technically possible,
we consider it is not exploited on the wild.

3.5.3 Server software persistence

Server software is another key persistence point. This category is related to soft-
ware that, when running on a system, provides services to remote users; we must
differentiate this family from the category of base software because server software
is not mandatory for the operating system to run properly. With the exception
of appliances or dedicated systems, server software is installed apart from the OS,
so it can be uninstalled without affecting the OS native capabilities. Inside this
category we can find software such as mail or web servers, VPN hubs or terminal
servers.

In our taxonomy we propose five families of persistence points for server software
persistence. We are identifying persistence points related to software, so four of
them are the same as in base software, and also as the ones in user software:
the own application and its extensions, the software configuration and the threat
objects. The fifth of these families is related to the accounts that grant access to
the software. In figure 3.4 this taxonomy is shown.

Server-dependent

Applications Extensions Configurations Accounts Threat objects

Startup Conditional

Figure 3.4: Server–dependent persistence points

We must focus on this fifth category for server software persistence points, the
one related to Accounts. In OS base software or in user software we do not
find a family for Accounts, as in these cases software is executed in a system
by a previously authenticated entity. However, when dealing with server software,
Accounts are a key persistence point, as they are remotely abused by attackers.
In server software, persistence techniques include the abuse of legitimate accounts
as well as their manipulation. Account abuse relies on valid software credentials
that are used by a threat actor among time, granting direct access to the software
and to the information. Known threat actors abusing accounts to gain persistence
are APT28 [428], APT29 [221] or APT39 [265]. Account manipulation include the
addition of accounts to be exploited by an attacker, as well as the modification
of credentials that grant access to the software. Known threat actors performing
account manipulation for persistence purposes include Sandworm [582].
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3.5.4 User dependent persistence

Finally, a fourth category for persistence points, as for techniques, is the one
based on specific user locations and actions. In these techniques, persistence is
triggered after a user executes a particular action, and the persistence point is
usually located in the home directory of the targeted user, with exception of remote
persistence points, as we will describe later. The privileges of the hostile actor
are those of the particular user that executed the action, being the capabilities
to execute privileged commands restricted to the elevation of privileges through
the exploitation of vulnerabilities. In figure 3.5 our proposed User–dependent
persistence points taxonomy is shown. Please note that although an attacker can
enable persistence relying on the user’s scheduled tasks, this family of persistence
points is considered OS–dependent, as it does not rely on a specific user action to
be triggered, but on the complete boot of the OS.

User-dependent

Login related User software Remote points

Scripts Items Configurations Applications Extensions Configurations Threat objects

Startup Conditional

Figure 3.5: User–dependent persistence points

In first place, login–related techniques are those that group persistence points
triggered when a user logs in a system. We must consider this category apart
from the one exposed in the previous section, regarding accounts of a targeted
systems, as the persistence point in this case is different and located in the user’s
own configuration, not in the system capabilities.

Inside the login–related persistence points we must differentiate between logon
scripts, logon items and logon configurations. The first family includes those
user–defined files that are executed when the user logs in the system, usually in
the form of scripts. The second one refers, as when dealing when OS–booting
related persistence, to the location where references to applications are stored to
be automatically launched when a user logs in. Finally, the third family refers to
specific software configurations that are loaded in the login process, not by user
software but by server software that enables the login process. For example, if a
threat actor achieves persistence by modifying a user SSH “authorized_keys” file,
it is not altering a user software configuration, but a user configuration loaded
by a server software. These persistence points could be considered as conditional
configurations for server software, but we find it important to differentiate them,
as they are located in a different place from global server software configurations,
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and they are also writable without privileged access to the system. When we are
referring to login related persistence points, we must also consider logout as a
persistence trigger. Most operating systems allow users to define scripts, items or
configurations to be accessed not only while a user logs in, but also when a user
logs out of the targeted system. APT28 is a threat actor which actively exploits
Login related persistence points in Windows systems [106]; examples of malware
which is also able to exploit these points include Attor [277] or Netwire [126].

Another main family of user–persistence techniques is the one based on user
software. When we refer to user software we are dealing with applications that are
executed by specific users, not by system capabilities, although in most cases, par-
ticularly in multi–user environments, the software itself and some of its extensions
are not writable by a normal user, but only by a privileged one. For user software
as a persistence point we propose a structure similar to the one regarding server
software, with the exception of the “Accounts” category, as user software does not
use this kind of persistence point. Following this approach, persistence points can
be found in the own application executable, in its extensions, in its configuration
parameters, both on startup or conditional, or in specific threat objects.

As in server software persistence points, the first category in user software ones
is the own application or its extensions, regarding techniques consisting on their
malicious manipulation in order to maintain persistence on a compromised system.
Each time the compromised application is executed or its extensions are loaded
by the user, the threat actor can execute malicious code on the target system.
Naikon group is an example of an APT relying on these persistence points, as
to maintain persistence it drops a malicious extension to be loaded by Microsoft
Word at startup [121]. Examples of specific malware abusing these persistence
points are Industroyer [582] [176], which trojanizes Windows Notepad to establish a
backdoor persistence mechanism, or Kobalos, which replaces the SSH client with a
trojanized version in order to steal credentials on compromised systems [361] [487].
In addition to the use of applications and their extensions as persistence points, a
threat actor can rely on the particular configurations of these applications, both
loaded at startup or under certain conditions. This approach is the same that we
have stated in server software but, in this case, related to user software. For
example, MuddyWater APT exploits Microsoft Office configurations to maintain
persistence on a compromised target [613], while APT32 replaces Microsoft Out-
look configuration files to implant a backdoor for persistence [163]. Finally, the
last category inside user software persistence points, as in server software ones, is
the one regarding malicious objects opened or loaded by an application. In this
case, persistence is triggered when the threat object is accessed by the user. These
persistence points are used regarding objects that are regularly accessed, even au-
tomatically loaded, by the user; in other case, persistence would be very weak for
an advanced threat actor, as it would fully depend on the user manually opening a
threat object. To our knowledge, this kind of threat objects without a guaranteed
access are not commonly exploited, although it is technically possible. The only
group we have identified relaying on these persistence points is Gamaredon, which
inserts malicious macros into existing documents providing persistence when they
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are reopened [81].

Please note that threat objects, as in server software, can be both local (for
example, malicious templates to be loaded) and remote; in fact, not only threat
objects, but also software configurations, extensions or even login related per-
sistence points can be both local and remote. In these cases, as we did in OS
dependent taxonomy, we consider again the concept of remote persistence point,
as they are located outside the targeted system, so persistence relies on a third
party, also compromised, system.

3.5.5 Summary

In our proposal we present a novel taxonomy for persistence points, those that
store artifacts that are abused to maintain persistence in a compromised system.
This model provides a direct taxonomy for techniques exploited by threat actors.
We propose four high level families for these points: those regarding locations
prior to the OS boot, those regarding locations directly linked to OS capabilities,
those regarding locations related to server software as an addendum for the system
and, finally, those related to user–related locations of the system. Each of them is
divided into different families to provide an accurate persistence points taxonomy.

The proposed taxonomy for persistence points we have developed in this work
is shown in table 3.1, where we summarize the different persistence points families
for all of the main stated categories.

Table 3.1: Persistence points proposed taxonomy.

Pre–OS

Hardware

Firmware

Boot device
Boot sector

Boot loader

OS–dependent

Kernel
OS kernel

Modules

Boot procedures

Initialization scripts

Initialization databases

Startup items

Services

Environment variables

Accounts

Scheduled tasks
Periodic tasks

One–time tasks
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Timers

Base software

Applications

Extensions

Configurations
Startup

Conditional

Threat objects

Remote points

Server software

Applications

Extensions

Configurations
Startup

Conditional

Accounts

Threat objects

User–dependent

Login related
Scripts

Items

Configurations

User software

Applications

Extensions

Configurations
Startup

Conditional

Threat objects

Remote points

3.6 Discussion

We have identified the absence of a suitable taxonomy for the techniques com-
monly used by advanced threat actors to achieve persistence. As with the rest
of tactics MITRE ATT&CK defines, this framework provides a plain relationship
for persistence techniques. Such a plain structure hinders the analysis and, most
important, the detection, of these techniques. As persistence is mandatory for
most advanced threat actor’s operations, it is important to establish a suitable ap-
proach for persistence techniques that allows analysts to identify the persistence
in a potentially compromised system.

Persistence is not only a key tactic for advanced threat actors, but also a key
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feature for malware. Persistence has been analyzed in three main research lines:
Microsoft Windows techniques, specific malware capabilities and, during the last
years, persistence in IoT–related infrastructures. None of these lines provides a
suitable taxonomy for persistence techniques, but only weak classifications schemes
for them, linked to specific operating systems or even malware capabilities. With-
out a global, platform–independent approach, a relevant problem for analysts is
to identify persistence in environments that have not been previously explored.

In this paper we define the concept of persistence point as the location within
a compromised system where a persistence artifact has been stored. Dealing with
persistence as a global tactic for advanced threat actors, these locations are classi-
fied into a novel taxonomy for persistence points, thus establishing the locations of
a system that have to be analyzed to identify persistence mechanisms. In this way,
our approach provides a common reference for the identification of persistence tech-
niques, as the relationship between persistence techniques and persistence points
is direct. All persistence techniques rely on at least one persistence point. For an-
alysts, by inspecting these points it is possible to detect the artifacts that achieve
persistence, even when facing compromises in new environments or technologies.

To discuss the completeness and correctness of our work, we have mapped
MITRE ATT&CK persistence techniques to our proposed taxonomy. This frame-
work is the main public effort to establish a classification for tactics and techniques
used by threat actors. As on May, 2022, MITRE ATT&CK “Persistence” tactic
(last modified on 19th July 2019), identified as TA0003, consists of techniques that
adversaries use to keep access to systems across restarts, changed credentials, and
other interruptions that could cut off their access. MITRE ATT&CK provides no
structure for techniques inside the “Persistence” tactic; the framework places all of
these techniques at the same level, providing in some cases specific sub techniques.
Although this approach is followed in all ATT&CK tactics and techniques, we ad-
vocate that it is important to provide a fine classification for all tactics, and in this
case, for the “Persistence” one, by dividing its techniques at least in the first–level
classification we provide in this work, based on persistence points.

The mapping of MITRE ATT&CK persistence techniques to the persistence
points we propose in our work is shown in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: MITRE ATT&CK techniques mapping.

Pre–OS

Hardware

Firmware
T1543.001
T1543.002
T1543.004

Boot device
Boot sector
T1543.003

Boot loader
T1543.003
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OS–dependent

Kernel
OS kernel
T1547.006

Modules
T1547.006

Boot procedures

Initialization scripts
T1037.004

Initialization
databases
T1547.001
T1547.003
T1547.004
T1547.005
T1547.010
T1037.001
T1546.001
T1546.002
T1546.007
T1546.008
T1546.009
T1546.010
T1546.011
T1546.012
T1546.015
T1574.011
T1137.002

Startup items
T1547.001
T1547.011
T1037.002
T1543.001
T1543.004

Services
T1097
T1547.002
T1547.008
T1547.010
T1547.012
T1543.002
T1543.003
T1546.003
T1546.014
T1574.010
T1053.004
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Environment vari-
ables
T1574.001
T1574.004
T1574.006
T1574.007
T1574.012

Accounts
T1098.004
T1136.001
T1136.003
T1078.001
T1078.003
T1078.004

Scheduled tasks

Periodic tasks
T1053.003
T1053.005

One–time tasks
T1053.001
T1053.002

Timers
T1053.006

Base software

T1205.001
Applications
T1546.005
T1546.006
T1546.008
T1574.005

Extensions
T1574.001

Configurations
Startup
T1546.011
T1546.013
T1574.002
T1574.006

Conditional

Threat objects
T1574.008
T1574.009

Remote points
T1037.003
T1136.002
T1574.001
T1543.005

T1078.002
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Server software

Applications
T1546.005
T1546.006

Extensions

Configurations
Startup

Conditional

Accounts
T1098.001
T1098.002
T1098.003
T1133

Threat objects
T1525
T1505.001
T1505.002
T1505.003

User–dependent

Login related

Scripts
T1546.004

Items
T1547.001
T1547.007
T1547.009
T1547.011
T1543.001

Configurations
T1098.004

User software

Applications
T1554
T1546.005
T1546.006

Extensions
T1176
T1137.001
T1137.006

Configurations
Startup
T1574.002
T1137.003
T1137.004
T1137.005

Conditional

Threat objects
T1574.008
T1574.009
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Remote points
T1137.004

As we can confirm, all techniques and subtechniques identified by MITRE ATT&CK
for the “Persistence” tactic can be mapped to our proposed taxonomy. Based on
persistence points, our approach provides not only this full coverage, but also
a platform–agnostic structure for all these techniques, improving the detail that
MITRE ATT&CK defines. Our structure also considers techniques not identified
or partially identified in the MITRE ATT&CK framework: for example, our pro-
posal extends T1137, Office Application Startup, to generic applications startup,
considering not only Microsoft Office but any application a user can execute to
achieve persistence.

Analyzing this mapping, it draws our attention that Hardware is a persistence
point in the second classification level without MITRE ATT&CK associated tech-
niques. This fact highlights the absence of techniques relying on hardware implants
as persistence points. As we have stated in this work, these implants are expensive
and highly platform–dependent, so threat actors do not use them on the wild. The
other persistence point in the second classification level without linked techniques
is server software extensions and configurations. In this case, this fact highlights
that when a hostile actor uses server software to achieve persistence, it mostly
relies on accounts, threat objects and even the own application binary as persis-
tence points. This is a normal finding, particularly with the accounts and threat
objects persistence points, as for a threat actor it is usually easier to abuse or
manipulate such objects than to rely on extensions, not used in all server soft-
ware deployments, or configurations, in many cases customized for each particular
deployment and thus harder to iterate among multiple victims.

Another key finding is that Pre–OS persistence points are the less exploited ones
by hostile actors. As we have stated in our work, although these persistence points
are the hardest ones to detect and eradicate, their exploitation is usually expen-
sive and difficult to achieve. In front of this situation, we can confirm that the
abuse and manipulation of persistence points linked to the operating system boot
procedures comprises most of the techniques from the framework. Particularly, an
initialization database such as Windows Registry is the main persistence point for
all analyzed MITRE ATT&CK techniques. Our taxonomy also extends this spe-
cific platform–dependent approach to a generic family of Initialization databases
for OS–dependent persistence points.

Our approach significantly improves the analysis of persistence linked to specific
operating systems or technologies. Platform–dependent approaches are only useful
for the particular environments they are designed for, but they are not able to
establish a common reference to be used in all platforms. None of the previous
approaches we have analyzed defines a platform–agnostic classification, although
some of them try to establish such a classification for the particular environments
they study. These particular approaches have provided the common basis for
our novel proposal of a general taxonomy suitable for all platforms. Our novel
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platform–agnostic taxonomy is a useful tool for defenders to face the detection
of persistence techniques, as well as for the planning and execution of offensive
operations such as cyberspace exploitation or cyberspace attack. The application
of our proposal to both of these perspectives improves an organizations’ security.

From a practical point of view, persistence detection is usually a complex task
when facing advanced threat actors. These actors exploit uncommon techniques
in a broad range of platforms, from standard operating systems such as Microsoft
Windows or Linux to closed appliances, and even legacy systems. When facing
incidents, MITRE ATT&CK framework is the common starting point for defend-
ers. However, this framework is technology–dependent, so it can not be exploited
to face persistence in new environments, and even to hunt not previously iden-
tified techniques in common platforms. In this sense, our taxonomy provides a
general model that can be used to structure knowledge about persistence points,
thus allowing analysts the identification of novel, or at least uncommon, ones. As
all techniques rely on at least one persistence point, the identification of these
persistence points directly implies the discovery of persistence techniques.

Relying on a closed framework for persistence analysis, we are limited to the pre-
viously identified persistence techniques. For example, MITRE ATT&CK iden-
tifies persistence techniques linked to different user software compromise; they
include techniques linked to specific user software such as Microsoft Office or web
browsers. Without a platform–agnostic model, persistence detection is mostly lim-
ited to these specific applications. By using our taxonomy, analysts can not only
deal with persistence points linked to Microsoft Office or web browsers, but they
can extrapolate them to other user applications, thus being able to identify new
persistence points. Through this identification, security analysts can determine
all the possible locations where an artifact can be stored for persistence purposes:
i.e., the analysts are identifying where to look for, or where to implant (in an
offensive operation), persistence artifacts. This is especially relevant not only in
common platforms or technologies, but also when facing the identification of per-
sistence techniques in novel, not previously analyzed, environments, such as legacy
systems or proprietary appliances.

Once persistence points have been identified, from a defensive perspective these
points must be analyzed in order to find traces of abuse or manipulation. Please
note that, as we have previously stated, a persistence point can store not only
malware, but also a full range of configurations or legitimate tools to enable per-
sistence through them. This analysis can be performed through intrusion detection
techniques, out of the scope of our proposal, such as misuse or anomaly detection.
In addition, from an offensive perspective, the identification of persistence points
will help the red team to determine the different points where an artifact can be
stored in a target. Those points will range from the well–known ones to the less
used ones, this is, to the less monitored ones. On a prior basis, the exploitation
of uncommon persistence points will increase the probability of success for an
offensive cyberspace operation.

Finally, in this section we identify machine learning as an especially inter-
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esting research line. Machine learning approaches can be applied not only to
identify intrusions, including persistence, against infrastructure, but also to clas-
sify them into a suitable taxonomy of persistence points. Different researches
have been conducted to analyze malware capabilities with machine learning ap-
proaches [546] [435] [683] [52]. A summary of them can be found in [620] or [578].
Nevertheless, although some of these approaches establish a suitable classification
for malware [229] [500], none has focused on the persistence mechanisms used in
each case, neither in a potential classification for these mechanisms.

3.7 Conclusions

Persistence, the ability to keep presence in a targeted system for a long time, is
a key tactic for the operations of advanced threat actors. These operations are
expensive for an actor, so once a target has been compromised it is a common
approach to keep control of this target as long as possible.

Persistence techniques have been largely analyzed in particular technologies,
from specific operating systems to malware samples or ICS (Industrial Control
Systems) environments. However, these analysis lack a global perspective, thus
making it difficult to identify general capabilities that can be extrapolated from
one environment to another. This is a relevant problem for security analysts when
facing the potential compromise of new systems or technologies, as there is not a
common reference to check for the identification of techniques in these environ-
ments.

In this work we provide a global platform–agnostic taxonomy for persistence
techniques that allows the analysis of compromised systems regardless of their
technology, thus easing the security analysts’ work. This novel approach identifies
persistence points as the locations within a system where persistence artifacts can
be located. These points represent the components of a targeted infrastructure
that are abused to maintain persistence, so they define the locations where analysts
must check the presence of artifacts. The relationship between persistence points
and persistence techniques is direct.

Our taxonomy is based on four main persistence points families, regarding those
that are located before the OS boots, those that are located on OS–dependent
capabilities, those that are located on server software and, finally, those that are
user–dependent, mainly located in a user’s particular files. All of these families
are divided into different categories to specify where persistence artifacts can be
located. As a first and novel taxonomy, our proposal can be used as a fundamental
basis for new and more specific approaches.
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Chapter 4

CNA tactics and techniques: a
structure proposal

In this chapter we delve into destructive cyberspace operations, known as Computer
Network Attack. As they are less common, these operations are less analyzed than
cyber espionage ones. However, they are a major threat for all infrastructures.
We propose a taxonomy for tactics and techniques linked to Computer Network
Attack, thus improving the capabilities for their detection and neutralization.

This chapter was published as: Villalón-Huerta, A.; Ripoll-Ripoll, I.; Marco-
Gisbert, H. CNA Tactics and Techniques: A Structure Proposal. Journal of Sen-
sor and Actuator Networks. 2021, 10, 14. https://doi.org/10.3390/jsan10010014
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Destructive and control operations are today a major threat for cyber physical
systems. These operations, known as Computer Network Attack (CNA), and
usually linked to state-sponsored actors, are much less analyzed than Computer
Network Exploitation activities (CNE), those related to intelligence gathering.
While in CNE operations the main tactics and techniques are defined and well
structured, in CNA there is a lack of such consensuated approaches. This situation
hinders the modeling of threat actors, which prevents an accurate definition of
control to identify and to neutralize malicious activities. In this paper, we propose
the first global approach for CNA operations that can be used to map real-world
activities. The proposal significantly reduces the amount of effort need to identify,
analyze, and neutralize advanced threat actors targeting cyber physical systems.
It follows a logical structure that can be easy to expand and adapt.

4.1 Introduction

An important threat against cyber physical systems is operations focused on its
disruption or control. Although these activities can be directed against pure IT
environments, the impact they can produce in a cyber physical system is usually
much bigger, as it exceeds the cyberspace and materialize into the real-world,
thus causing, for example, human losses. These activities are identified as Com-
puter Network Attack (CNA), operations taken via computer networks to disrupt,
deny, degrade, or destroy the information within computers and computer net-
works and/or the computers/networks themselves, as we will define later, and are
performed by advanced threat actors, specially state-sponsored ones. Please note
that when we refer to an attack, we are referring to disruption or manipulation
operations, not just to any kind of attack (or cyber attack); this is an impor-
tant point, as in many works the authors consider attack any operation against a
technological infrastructure, no matter the objective of the attacker is.

CNA operations are much less analyzed than Computer Network Exploitation
ones, or CNE, those related to cyber espionage; as an example, the main de facto
standard to identify tactics and techniques—and to link them to advanced threat
actors—MITRE ATT&CK, focuses mainly on CNE tactics and techniques, leaving
CNA ones as a secondary aspect. This is due to the prevalence of CNE activities
among advanced threat actors, which is a confirmation of the lack of studies to
structure those attacks and its modus operandi. Although CNA operations are not
as usual as those related to intelligence gathering, their importance is increasing
with the expansion of cyber physical systems. An operation targeting these envi-
ronments to destroy or to control them can cause damage not only to a specific
industrial process, but to the society on the whole.

This work provides a structure of tactics and techniques for CNA operations
and actors aligned with ATT&CK, thus complementing the effort that MITRE
has done in this framework and helping to improve it. We have followed the
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MITRE ATT&CK structure as the reference to develop those tactics and tech-
niques, as it is the main public effort to establish a classification of Tactics, Tech-
niques, and Procedures (TTP) used by threat actors, and we also propose an initial
mapping for our approach to this classification. The tactics—and its associated
techniques—linked to CNA activities will be submitted to MITRE to be included
in the Enterprise Tactics section at MITRE ATT&CK. It is important to note that
this work is the first proposal towards a global approach for CNA operations that
can be used for establish a definitive taxonomy of TTP in those operations that
nowadays have become a major threat for cyber physical systems. Moreover, a key
point is that our proposal is not linked to specific components of a cyber physi-
cal system (for example, to improve specific detection mechanisms, those usually
based on attack signatures in an expert system), but provides an upper approach
to model and categorize threat activities against infrastructures.

One of the most important tactics is the manipulation one, as its effects are
usually not noticed immediately, and so the damage on the cyber physical system
can be larger; apart from that, it is the less analyzed tactic until now. In this
tactic, we have identified a new research line that has to do with the identification
of subcategories for manipulation families that are stated here, in order to refine
the taxonomy and to cover all the relevant particular techniques; for example,
inside the falsification family we could mention spoofing, a family of techniques
in which an actor successfully masquerades as another by falsifying data, thereby
gaining an illegitimate advantage [191].

The contributions of this paper are as follows.

• Identify the tactics linked to CNA operations.

• Discuss and establish techniques for each of the tactics identified.

• Define a structure for CNA tactics and techniques compatible with standards
accepted among the community and suitable for its improvement.

• Identify a key research line for the structure and analysis of the manipulation
tactic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background Section 4.2 pro-
vides a brief introduction to Information Operations—where CNA is located—and
to the MITRE ATT&CK framework, as the main reference for the development
of tactics and techniques. In Section 4.3, we assess the problem of the lack of a
unified structure for CNA tactics and techniques, and its importance for the mod-
eling of advanced threat actors. Section 4.4 analyzes the prior work in this field,
stating that little research has been done, specially for the manipulation tactic.
In Section 4.5, we propose a novel taxonomy for CNA tactics in which we identify
four specific ones, and for each one of them we establish a classification for its as-
sociated techniques. In Section 4.6, we discuss the results of our work, comparing
them with other approaches and identifying improvements. Finally, Section 4.7
summarizes the outcome of the overall work and identify future research lines.
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4.2 Background

4.2.1 Computer Network Attack

Information Operations (IO) is defined as the integrated employment, during mil-
itary operations, of information-related capabilities in concert with other lines of
operation to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision-making of adver-
saries and potential adversaries while protecting our own [447]. One of the core
capabilities inside IO is Computer Network Operations (CNO), which can be de-
scribed as the actions taken through the use of computers and networks to gain
information superiority or to deny the adversary this enabling capability. CNO is
an umbrella term that comprises three main activities [414]: (1) Computer Net-
work Attack (CNA), (2) Computer Network Defense (CND) , defensive measures
to protect and defend information, computers, and networks from disruption, de-
nial, degradation, or destruction [172], and (3) Computer Network Exploitation
(CNE). While CND is about computer and network protection, whereas CNE is
focused on information gathering, that is, in espionage (or cyber espionage).

CNA operations are [447] those taken via computer networks to disrupt, deny, de-
grade, or destroy the information within computers and computer networks and/or
the computers/networks themselves. As we can see from its definition, CNA has
been usually linked to the so-called 4D: disrupt, deny, degrade, and destroy [392],
referring to destructive—with more or less impact—actions performed through
computer networks. This one, through computer networks, is a key point: a mis-
sile launched against a data center is not CNA, despite the fact that it shall destroy
computers and networks.

The CNA concept is currently under revision and may be soon replaced by a more
generic one: Cyberspace Attack (CA), a capability inside Cyberspace Operations
(CO) [450], defined as [625] the employment of cyberspace capabilities where the
primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace. In this context,
CA is a broader term than CNA: in fact, an interesting point in [625] is the
relationship between CO and Electronic Warfare (EW). CA includes not only the
4D, but also manipulation, for example, in operations associated with deception,
corruption, or usurpation. A compilation of these doctrine and terminology (and
its use and history) can be found in [111, 657]. Every threat actor that performs
CNE or CNA activities develops Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) to
achieve its goals [308]. Table 4.1 briefly describes the TTP definitions.

Tactics specify what a threat actor is doing, at the highest level of description, to
accomplish a certain mission, and techniques specify how tactics are implemented
and procedures—outside of the scope of this work—describe a particular imple-
mentation. These Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures represent the behavior of
the actor, very similar to what we usually call its modus operandi, from the highest
level description (tactic) to the lowest level one (procedure) [304].
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Table 4.1: Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) definitions.

Definition Description

Tactics The employment and ordered arrangement of forces in re-
lation to each other.

Techniques Non–prescriptive ways or methods used to perform mis-
sions, functions, or tasks.

Procedures Standard, detailed steps that prescribe how to perform spe-
cific tasks.

4.2.2 MITRE ATT&CK

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge) is
a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on
real-world observations. This knowledge, contributed by analysts worldwide, can
be used as the base for the development of specific threat models and method-
ologies. Started in 2013 and published in 2015, ATT&CK develops a process for
modeling an adversary’s post-compromise behavior at a fine level. An excellent
description of the framework and the work done can be found at [598].

MITRE ATT&CK framework is today’s de facto standard to structure tactics
and techniques of advanced threat actors. As of March 2019, ATT&CK had defined
11 enterprise tactics—those related to the activities of an attacker into its victim—
and 223 enterprise techniques associated with those tactics. Apart from that,
ATT&CK defines 15 pre-attack tactics—related to the activities of an attacker
before compromising its victim—and 174 pre-attack techniques linked to them, as
well as 13 mobile tactics—related to the compromise of mobile devices—and 66
mobile techniques. Beside tactics and techniques, ATT&CK identifies software—a
generic term for tools, artifacts, malware, etc.—that can be used to implement
one or more of the techniques, and which is out of the scope of this work.

MITRE ATT&CK also links Advanced Persistent Threat groups (APT) to tac-
tics, techniques, and software. With 78 identified groups at the time of this writing,
everyone of them is named, aliased, described, and linked to specific techniques
(including pre-attack and mobile) and software. In this way, an analyst can es-
tablish relations between those entities to model an adversary and its activities
against a target and, most important, to establish defense mechanisms to prevent,
detect and respond to a threat.

Without any doubt, ATT&CK is an enormous effort to provide to the commu-
nity an unified framework to identify the activities of advanced threat actors, from
their TTP to the software they use, correlate information among those entities
and improve not only the knowledge about APT, but also the defense mechanisms
required to counter them. It constitutes a framework that, as usual, has to be im-
proved with continuous work and contributions; in this sense, we miss in ATT&CK
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a deeper approach to the tactics, the techniques, and even to the software related
to CNA activities.

Until 2019 MITRE ATT&CK was focused on CNE rather than in destructive
operations or threat actors. In April 2019, a new enterprise tactic called “Im-
pact” was added, where they specify the techniques whose primary objective is
to reduce the availability or integrity of a system, service, or network, including
manipulation of data to impact a business or operational process. This Impact
tactic is directly related to CNA activities, and includes fourteen techniques, such
as defacements, data manipulation, or data destruction. Although this tactic from
MITRE ATT&CK is a good starting point, it is mandatory to develop it in depth.

4.3 The issue

The impact of CNA operations in cyber physical systems has been largely dis-
cussed [533], especially since the discovery of Stuxnet [352]. This malware, Stuxnet,
is a key piece in one of the best known manipulation operations. Although it was
not the first one or the most noxious, it was the most reported [414]. Stuxnet is a
cyber weapon, probably developed by United States and Israel, that compromised
industrial systems to manipulate the centrifuges that enriched Uranium, so slow-
ing down the Iranian nuclear program and directly impacting on a critical cyber
physical system [417].

As stated before, CNA operations, those destructive—in more or less grade—or
control-oriented, are much less analyzed than CNE ones; although many of a threat
actor’s TTP are common to CNE and CNA operations, in some cases, especially
when dealing with actions on the target—or, depending of the tactic used, with
actions against the target—they differ. As TTP are critical to identify and model
threat actors, much work has been done to structure tactics and techniques, but
most of the efforts in this sense are related to CNE activities. This focus on CNE
may be due to two main facts:

• Many threat actors are engaged in intelligence gathering more than in de-
structive attack campaigns.

• Most of CNA activities require a previous CNE operation to know the at-
tacked target, so CNE is almost always present.

During the last years, CNA operations that are publicly known are arising and we
can face different threat actors engaged in both CNE and CNA operations; a good
example is APT28, a group linked to the GRU, the Russian Military Intelligence
Service, working not only in cyber espionage, but also in destructive campaigns
against its targets. This is an important threat not only to pure IT environments
but also to OT ones, where their impact exceeds the cyberspace by causing denial
effects on cyber physical infrastructures, especially on critical ones. In fact, it is
considered the fastest growing threat for cyber physical systems [403].
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In this work, we address an issue that has not been largely approached and whose
importance is increasing during the last years. Threat modeling, including the
modeling of specific cyber attacks, has been largely discussed and many approaches
exist nowadays to face the problem. However, when dealing with tactics and
techniques for CNA operations no global view has been defined, a situation that
hinders the modeling of advanced threat actors Most of the work regarding the
structure of tactics and techniques for these actors have been focused on CNE
operations, while CNA ones are not so structured. This situation has an obvious
reason: as stated before, CNE is much common, and all advanced CNA operations
require a previous CNE one. However, destruction and manipulation operations
have increased during the last decade, as well as the actors performing them. They
have become a major threat to cyber physical systems, especially against critical
infrastructures, where the damage exceeds the cyber world and can impact in the
real one, including a potential loss of life.

Therefore, we are facing an increasing problem, and the lack of a structure
suitable for the modeling of these actors and its operations causes a weak protection
against them. Without accurate capabilities to model CNA operations, starting
with a structured view of its tactics and techniques as key elements, infrastructures
are not well protected, especially cyber physical systems.

4.4 Approaches and limitations

Some works have established a taxonomy for computer network attacks; the au-
thors of [637] provide an ontology whose goal is to automate the classification of
a network attack during its early stages. In this ontology, the “Attack goal class”
refers to the purpose of the attack, which could be considered equivalent to the
tactic. The authors identify five goals in CNA operations: to change data, to de-
stroy data, to disrupt data, to steal data, and a springboard to other goals. While
this last goal cannot be considered a tactic itself and the theft of information is not
inside CNA but inside CNE operations (although as stated before all CNA serious
operations require a previous CNE one), the change, destruction, and manipula-
tion of data are all considered in the taxonomy we propose; not only referring to
data, but referring to all pieces of a cyber physical systems that can impact in the
process they support.

As stated before, when dealing with CNA we usually refer to 4D: disrupt, deny,
degrade, or destroy the information or the systems or networks themselves; this
initial set of actions, expressed in many works since the 1990s [241, 293, 571, 612]
has been superseded by two approaches: to consider denial as an umbrella term
for the other 3D and to include manipulation as a form of attack, beside the denial
tactics.

The first of these approaches considers denial as the actions to prevent access
to, operation of, or availability of a target function by a specified level for a spec-
ified time [450]; in other words, denial is not a tactic, but an effect that can be
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achieved by degradation, disruption, or destruction. This approach is used in many
works, and seems specially consolidated in modern doctrines [621], [78, 625], thus
considering denial as a goal, but not as a tactic itself.

Apart from denial tactics, inside CNA operations we must consider a tactic
called manipulation [450, 625], whose goal is to control or change the target’s in-
formation, information systems, and/or networks in a manner that supports the
attacker’s objectives. Those objectives, in CNA operations, are clear: to cause
denial effects against access or operation, goals that can be achieved by tactics
such as degradation, disruption, destruction, and manipulation. However, follow-
ing this approach, what is the difference between a manipulation that achieves a
degradation or a direct degradation as a tactic? It is a very subtle one: mainly,
manipulation refers to a manner that is not immediate apparent or detected: a
DDoS (degradation or disruption) or a ransomware attack (destruction) are imme-
diately identified by the victim. If the tactic was manipulation, the attack would
not have been immediately detected, and would extend in time, so impact would
have been higher in advance.

It is important to differentiate CNA from Electronic Attack (EA), a branch
of Electronic Warfare (EW), another IO core capability. EA relies on the use
of electromagnetic spectrum, while CNA relies on the data stream to execute the
attack [668], although both capabilities are converging inside the cyber field; a good
reference to identify EW and CNO relationships can be found in [586]. However,
EA tactics and techniques could be equivalent to CNA ones in some cases, so we
must consider them in our work.

Attack modeling methodologies have been largely discussed. A summary and
analysis of some of these methodologies can be found in [399, 565] and of course
in [567], in which it is still one of the main references in the topic. Particular
approaches to model an attack have been developed:

• The Cyber Kill Chain®, developed by Lockheed Martin, is part of the
Intelligence-Driven Defense® model for identification and prevention of cy-
ber intrusions activity, specifying what a threat actor must complete in
order to achieve their objective. This model represents an industry ac-
cepted methodology for understanding how an attacker will conduct the
activities necessary to cause harm to the organizations and has been largely
discussed [430].

• The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis (DMIA) [105] establishes a formal
method applying scientific principles to intrusion analysis, providing a sim-
ple, formal, and comprehensive method of activity documentation, synthesis,
and correlation. The model represents an adversary deploying a capability
over some infrastructure against a victim; these activities, called events, are
the atomic features of the model, and they define one step in a series that a
threat actor must execute to achieve its goal.

• MITRE ATT&CK, previously discussed in this work.
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• The Detection Maturity Level (DML) [594] is a model to assess the maturity
of an organization to detect cyber attacks in terms of its capabilities to con-
sume and act upon given threat information. The DML model is composed
of nine levels of maturity, from the most technical ones—level 0 represents
no information about the threat—to the highest level ones—goals and strat-
egy of the attacker. This hierarchical model and its improvements [88, 387]
can give an approach not only to evaluate the detection capabilities of an
organization, but also to the semantic modeling of an advanced threat ac-
tor: from a group to specific indicators left after an operation, thus helping
the analysts to model the interests and behavior of the actor and its modus
operandi in specific operations.

With the exception of MITRE ATT&CK, none of these approaches focuses on
the tactics and techniques of an attacker. The Cyber Kill Chain® tries to specify
the steps an attacker has to perform to achieve its objectives, without discussing
how these steps can performed (a work that is done in MITRE ATT&CK). The
Diamond Model provides a framework to identify adversary operations and to
discover new capabilities, infrastructure, and victims, but once again it does not
focus on what and how a threat actor works. An adversarial approach like DML
does refer to tactics, techniques, and procedures of an actor, but not in depth.

As tactics and techniques are not widely discussed in threat models, and the
only approach focused on these aspects (MITRE ATT&CK) does not cover CNA
techniques in a structured way, it is mandatory to consider particular approaches
for specific techniques and to contextualize them in a global structure, as well as
to analyze other kind of attacks related to cyber activities (this is, EA), trying to
provide a global, common structure for CNA operations.

The work in [624] states that EA tactics are disruption, delaying, deviation, and
denial, and refers to techniques such as deception, jamming, masking, and directed
energy, in no particular structure. The work in [447] considers degradation, dis-
ruption, and deception as techniques to accomplish the denial tactic, together with
destruction. At this point deception emerges, being unclear in literature review
where is located in a tactics and techniques structure. Apart from the “4D” (deny,
degrade, disrupt, and destruct) linked to CNA, some authors [625, 626] directly
advocate the existence of a fifth “D” while dealing with EA tactics, referring to de-
ception. In this work, we will consider deception as a particular manipulation with
two possible goals: dissimulation, to hide the real, or simulation, to show the false;
later we will discuss the role of equivalence between deception and manipulation.

Most of the literature reviewed is focused on degradation techniques, and inside
them, in two main directions: the first one is the characterization of electronic
attacks against WiFi networks; for example, in [222, 562] the authors propose a
classification of DoS attacks in wireless infrastructures, based on the network layer
in which the attack is performed, from the physical layer to the application one. As
stated before, this kind of techniques is outside of the scope of this paper because
they are closer to EA than to CNA.
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The other research field has been DDoS attacks taxonomies, that is, taxonomies
of attacks engaging multiple hostile actors to degrade or disrupt a victim through
a network connection. In spite of the fact that some authors state that there is
not a DDoS classification model [70] and try to define a general and simple scheme
that differentiates between attacks on bandwidth, host resources, and weaknesses,
other studies try to define a taxonomy for DDoS attacks; for example, early works
like [180,588] established a classification for DDoS attacks that has been improved
during those years [128]. In this model, the authors distinguish between active and
passive attacks (in this case, the only established category is packet dropping).
While referring to active attacks, the second difference is based on the depleted
object: bandwidth or an object mandatory to access the targeted system. First,
bandwidth can be depleted by flood attacks (those that require a bandwidth usage
larger in the attacker than in the target) or by amplification attacks, in which a
simple request is amplified in the target system thus degrading its performance
when many requests are made; a typical example of an amplification attack is DNS
amplification. Related to resource depletion, it can be accomplished by exploiting
flaws in network protocols or by malformed packets that fool those protocol’s
implementation.

As seen, depletion is a key technique inside degradation; some approaches try
to establish a taxonomy based on the depleted resource. The authors of [180,588]
identify bandwidth depletion and resource depletion; they defend that the first one
can be achieved by flooding and amplification techniques, while the second one,
resource depletion, can be achieved by techniques based on exploiting vulnerabil-
ities. Our approach is different in the sense that we do not differentiate between
bandwidth or resource depletion—at the end, bandwidth is just a resource to be
depleted, just like CPU or storage, joining all the techniques above depletion: for
example, an application can be flooded by legit queries—not exploiting—to deplete
CPU.

The less-studied tactic we are addressing deals with the manipulation of cyber
physical systems; we are facing a complex and novel task, because there are no
works on the subject, and the few literatures we found are confusing. Although
there are many taxonomies and ontologies for attacks [8,577,636] (a good summary
can be found in [635]), none of them focus on techniques, but most on the complete
modeling of an attack (and mainly understanding attack not only as a denial or
manipulation operation). Even a good work on terminology and concepts referred
below [450] includes deception, decoying, conditioning, spoofing, and falsification
as examples of techniques to perform the manipulation tactic; after analyzing
literature and practical cases, we cannot agree with these examples: apart from
the fact that this relation is not exhaustive, it mixes techniques that should be
considered as particular instances of an umbrella category (spoofing is just a family
of techniques linked to falsification). Other, less doctrinal studies [325], identify
data modification and infrastructure manipulation as the tactics related to what
we—and other references—have called manipulation and that should be considered
as a single tactic.
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Other relevant work on manipulation is CAPEC (Common Attack Pattern Enu-
meration and Classification), from MITRE, which defines different mechanisms of
attack that include infrastructure manipulation, file manipulation, configuration
or environment manipulation, software integrity attack, modification during man-
ufacture, manipulation during distribution, hardware integrity attack, malicious
logic insertion, resource contamination, and obstruction; as its name implies, this
resource focuses on attack patterns, not on techniques performed to accomplish
manipulation. For example, a pattern like file manipulation can be performed by
many techniques but techniques define how, no matter if it is applied to configu-
ration, file, infrastructure, or manipulation.

As we can see, there is no global approach to define a structure for CNA tac-
tics and techniques. Network attack is a common problem to face nowadays, and
some approaches have been developed to classify them from different (objectives,
mechanisms . . .). However, when dealing with TTP only partial approaches have
been addressed, mainly focused on degradation techniques (and inside them, par-
ticularly inside DDoS techniques). These partial approaches do not cover the full
spectrum of CNA activities and they are neither aligned with today key references.
Even MITRE, which has developed standards such as CAPEC (focusing on pat-
terns of attack, not in TTP) and, specially, ATT&CK, do not cover the full range
of CNA operations in a suitable manner.

As far as we know, our work is the first global approach for CNA operations TTP
structure; all work done can be considered partial, focused on specific techniques
like some DDoS types, and without a common framework where to structure CNA
TTP. The lack of an unified, well-accepted taxonomy of CNA tactics and tech-
niques impacts in the security of cyber physical systems, which nowadays are one
of the main targets of state-sponsored threat actors. We propose a novel approach
for a structure suitable for the modeling of such actors and its activities, that
can be used to prevent, identify, and neutralize operations against technological
infrastructures. We cannot compare our approach against existing ones, because
as we have stated, all the reviewed research focuses on particular techniques with-
out a common framework for CNA tactic and techniques. Our approach follows
MITRE ATT&CK structure, so it can be easily used in real world scenarios and
can improve MITRE’s effort to maintain a global shared knowledge about threat
actors’ modus operandi.

4.5 Proposed Approach: A Novel CNA Tactics
Taxonomy

In this section, we present a novel structure for tactics and techniques linked to
destructive and manipulative operations against cyber physical systems. Our ap-
proach includes manipulation as a tactic in CNA operations, but we will not con-
sider denial as a tactic itself but a goal or a meta tactic that can be performed by
degradation, disruption, and destruction—in fact, also by manipulation. Further-
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more, it is not differentiated degradation from disruption techniques: disruption
is a particular case of degradation where degradation level is 100%, so all of the
techniques families expressed in degradation directly apply to the disruption tactic.
Therefore, although we can face four main tactics for CNA operations (degrada-
tion, disruption, destruction, and manipulation) as Table 4.2 shows, only for three
of them (all but disruption, seen as a particular case of degradation) are we go-
ing to define categories and subcategories, where applicable, in order to classify
specific techniques in each of them.

Table 4.2: CNA tactics.
Name Description

Degradation Degradation consists [450] of techniques used to deny access
to, or operation of, a target to a level represented as a
percentage of capacity; if this percentage is 100%, we refer
to disruption.

Disruption Disruption consists of techniques used to completely but
temporarily deny access to, or operation of, a target for a
period of time; it is a degradation whose level is 100%.

Destruction Destruction consists of techniques used to completely and
irreparably deny access to, or operation of, a target.

Manipulation Manipulation consists of techniques used to control or
change the target’s information, information systems,
and/or networks in a manner that supports the attacker’s
objectives.

Our criteria for the proposed structure of TTP are based primarily (tactics) on
what an attacker is trying to achieve against its target to accomplish its objectives:
that is, on the effects of the operation or attack. In this way, CNA operations try to
degrade, disrupt, destruct, or manipulate. Once the tactics are stated, inside each
of them we identify the different techniques the attacker can develop to get the
desired effect (as stated before, techniques refer to how a tactic is accomplished).
Here, we identify some techniques that can be seen similar to others (for example,
alteration vs. modification or deletion vs. cancellation); the key difference between
them is the tactic they are linked to, which reflects what the attacker is trying to
achieve. At this point, it is also important to note that the same technique can be
used to perform different tactics: for example, manipulation techniques can also
be executed both to degrade or to destroy a target, depending on the particular
assets attacked in the target or on the particular kind of the manipulation per-
formed. When we consider deletion or encryption, linked to destruction, we are
not seeing the destruction of particular files of a cyber physical environment, but
the destruction of its functionality.

The different tactics identified and analyzed in this work can also be classified
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from an impact point of view. In this sense, although it is hard to establish a
global classification, and the final impact will depend on many factors (as on the
complexity of a particular campaign, or on the early detection of an operation
in a target), the manipulation tactic can considered by far the most dangerous
for cyber physical processes. For advanced threat actors, manipulation implies
not only knowledge about particular industrial processes, but also a high control
level of the targeted infrastructure. Following manipulation, destruction attacks
are the most impactful ones for the target, as they imply an irreversible damage
for cyber physical systems, that can only be restored by entirely rebuilding them.
Disruption, as a fully degradation level, and degradation tactics can be considered
the ones with less impact on the target, as the normal behavior of the affected cyber
physical systems is usually recovered once the degradation operation is contained
and the affected environments are turned again to a stable status. Please note
that, in spite of its impact level, all CNA tactics can lead to fatal consequences,
especially when the target is a cyber physical system for a critical infrastructure.

4.5.1 Degradation

Degradation is a tactic whose goal is to reduce the effectiveness or efficiency of
command and control systems and information collections efforts or means [625],
and can be implemented using various techniques, including what we usually call
Denial of Service (DoS), an explicit attempt to avoid legitimate users of a service
make use of it [602], or Distributed DoS (DDoS), depending on the number of
attackers.

We propose a classification for degradation techniques based not only on de-
pletion attacks, but considering other techniques to accomplish the tactic; we
differentiate between depletion, interference, and alteration approaches, and iden-
tify techniques in all of them as shown in Figure 4.1. This proposal includes all
the main techniques and its subtechniques, dealing with all the different mecha-
nisms an attacker can use to degrade a cyber physical system, thus providing a
full coverage of the degradation tactic.

Degradation

Depletion Interference Alteration

Flooding Amplification Reflection Exploiting Dropping Misrouting Incapacitation Corruption

Figure 4.1: Degradation techniques classification.

Depletion

While dealing with degradation, the family of most studied techniques are those
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based on depletion—the degradation of an element whose work is mandatory to
provide a service; depletion can be performed in any point between the target
system and its legitimate users: the typically attacked points are the system itself
or network devices whose degradation impacts in most users (usually, an attacker
will want to maximize impact thus denying service to as many users as possible).
In the special case of cyber physical systems, depletion attacks can also target
physical elements of an infrastructure, although if its impact is not immediately
noticed then we are facing not a degradation, but a manipulation tactic. Depletion
can be achieved through different mechanisms, presented in this section.

Flooding techniques aim to degrade services by sending vast amounts of valid
service requests, trying to degrade a key resource for the provision of the service:
it may be the target system itself or an intermediate infrastructure mandatory
to provide service to legit users, typically a network device. Usually, flooding is
performed as an N-to-1 attack, where a lot of zombies send valid requests to a
destination thus achieving a service degradation—known as Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS); it is a simple and cheap attack.

Amplification techniques are those that benefit from sending small requests to
services that produce responses orders of magnitude larger in size, in such a way
that with a reduced number of queries an attacker can exhaust the service; inside
amplification we find techniques such like DNS or NTP amplification.

A third commonly accepted technique nowadays [226] is reflection; reflection
techniques are those in which the hostile actor sends requests, spoofing its source
address pretending to be the victim, to a reflector server. This reflector, unable to
distinguish legitimate from spoofed requests, replies directly to the victim [42,79];
launching a reflection attack from a botnet against a particular target will cause
the target to be answered, thus degrading at least its bandwidth.

Finally, inside depletion, we can discuss exploiting techniques, those which are
based on the exploitation of one or more flaws in a policy or in the mechanism that
enforces the policy, or a bug in the software that implements the target system,
and aims to consume excessive amount of resources of the target by sending it a few
carefully crafted requests [6]. Inside exploiting we can consider techniques related
to protocol exploiting or violation—including all layers, from infrastructure to
application level—and also techniques related to application exploiting: malicious
queries to a web application with a poor database structure can lead to CPU
depletion on the web or database server, for example.

Interference

Interference attacks in CNA activities work by intentionally inducing noise or
injecting false data into the target, thus degrading its service. While regarding
these techniques, it is mandatory to mention jamming, a subset of denial of service
attacks in which malicious nodes block legitimate communication by causing in-
tentional interference in networks [248] and which is a key threat to cyber physical
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systems [299, 364, 465, 674]; while jamming could be included inside an interfer-
ence category for degradation or disruption operations, especially in WiFi sensor
networks, we cannot consider jamming inside CNA techniques as it is related to
Electronic Warfare. Anyway, interference techniques exist in CNA operations,
with most well-known instances of this category relying upon features of the TCP
protocol [57]; inside this category we can include packet dropping [118, 685], an
attack whose goal is to make the source and the destination perceive disconnection
or degradation of path quality. Of course, while referring to degradation not all
packets are to be dropped—as it could be easily detected, and will fall into the
disruption tactic—but only a subset of the packets is dropped, thereby making
it more difficult to detect [685]. Although packet dropping is usually performed
in wireless networks by EA techniques, it can also be used in wired infrastruc-
tures, mainly in network devices (just as routers). As stated, this kind of attack
can be seen as techniques inside interference, as well as routing attacks: those
related to the modification of routes that interconnect source and destination of a
communication, from poisoning to black holing.

Alteration

Another family of techniques inside degradation is alteration of system compo-
nents. In this category, we can mention incapacitation, when the attacker disables
one or more of key components, and change, when the attacker modifies key func-
tions or data of the target (please note that the term “target” not only refers to
a final infrastructure, but also to any point of the service delivery that can be
attacked to degrade the service).

A particular tactic inside change techniques to achieve degradation is the corrup-
tion of system memory; it is a technique analyzed in many works [124, 540, 634].
Although it could be usually considered inside the destruction tactic—memory
corruption attacks destroy the data, we identify it inside alteration techniques
because it is performed against volatile memories and rebooting the system usu-
ally recovers its functionality (the goal of the attacker is not to destroy, but to
degrade).

It is important to state that what we have called alteration differs from the
manipulation tactic, although both imply the modification of key system compo-
nents: in this context, alteration techniques must be seen inside the denial meta
tactic, this is, they prevent access to, operation of, or availability of a target,
while manipulation tactic tries to control or change information in a manner that
supports the attacker’s objectives. For example, defacement can be seen as a tech-
nique inside alteration (change in particular): it directly denies the access to a
legit resource, and although web defacement is usually a simple attack but it can
be also performed by advanced actors—for example, for political purposes as we
saw in Georgia 2008 attacks. Some authors distinguish between sophisticated and
unsophisticated attacks (see in [571] for references).
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4.5.2 Destruction

Although destruction can be performed through hardware, firmware, software,
data, or network destruction, in most cases both logical and physical, while deal-
ing with it in CNA operations targeting cyber physical systems we can identify
techniques that delete firmware, software or data, that make them unusable—
corruption—or that make them unusable unless a condition is met—encryption,
unless the encryption key is known. All of them, when successfully used, damage
its target in an irreversible manner: the target cannot perform any function or be
restored to a usable condition without being entirely rebuilt [625]. Other destruc-
tion techniques, such as physical destruction, degaussing, or physical shredding,
are considered outside CNA operations (some attacks, especially those against cy-
ber physical systems, result in the physical destruction of one or more components
of an infrastructure, but we will consider them inside the manipulation tactic:
the attacker manipulates an industrial process, thus causing physical destruction),
although they can also impact cyber physical systems.

Destruction techniques performed by advanced threat actors are usually exe-
cuted against the components of the cyber physical system that most impact can
cause (it is important to note that no destruction tactic can be executed without
the destruction of one of these components); for example, file shredding would not
be a regular technique because the file could be easily recovered from a backup,
while disk wiping or cryptographic erasure are more common techniques in this
context.

We propose three techniques to accomplish destruction, no matter which com-
ponent they are performed against, as shown in Figure 4.2: deletion, the removal
of key components; encryption, the encoding of those components thus rendering
them or the system unusable; and corruption, the modification of key components
with the same objective. In addition, the alteration techniques shown before can
also be used to cause destruction of a target, although they can be included in the
corruption family.

Destruction

Deletion Encryption Corruption

Clearing Purging Decaying

Figure 4.2: Destruction techniques classification.
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Deletion

Deletion is the removal of files on a target’s system in order to interrupt availabil-
ity in its services. In its simplest form (clearing), it applies logical techniques to
sanitize data in all user addressable storage locations [331], protecting against sim-
ple noninvasive data recovery techniques. Clearing is usually performed through
system commands or methods that do not really destroy the information—it could
be retrieved by a forensic analysis, but the references, in the form of file system
pointers, to it.

Of course, advanced actors do not usually perform clearing techniques on CNA
operations, but erasure or purging, the logical removal of data from a storage so
that it can no longer be read using state of the art laboratory techniques. Unlike
clearing, purging is a real deletion of data. If it is performed against a storage
structure, such as a hard disk or a file system, it is usually called wiping, while
if it is performed against individual files or folders, it is called shredding, which
destroys data by overwriting the space used by the object with a random pattern.

Encryption

Encryption is a technique used to achieve destruction by encoding, in an irre-
versible way for the victim, data stored into a system. This non-reversible way
implies that the victim does not have access to the decryption key; if access to
this key is granted, data can be recovered. In some contexts, the use of this kind
of cryptographic techniques when the decryption key has been destroyed is called
cryptographic erasure and is an accepted technique for legit data sanitization [331];
if the decryption key does not even exist it shall be considered as corruption.

Although in some cases it is been possible for the analysts to recover the en-
crypted data, due to weaknesses on the encryption algorithm or in its implemen-
tation, this fact has been seen in some general, non-directed, ransomware, but no
case linked to advanced actors in CNA operations is known.

Corruption

Finally, in the destruction context, corruption can be seen as the deliberate mod-
ification of information—firmware, software, or data—to render it unusable; of
course, while considering corruption in CNA operations context, we are referring
to intentional corruption, not to unintended changes to data caused by errors. A
good example of corruption in computer network attacks, although not performed
by advanced actors, is CIH virus, which in the late 1990s was able to replace boot-
time code in particular BIOS with junk, rendering systems unusable until their
BIOS was replaced.

A particular case inside corruption is decaying, techniques linked to a gradual
corruption of data; although decaying is usually caused by failures in computer
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systems, with factors like media type, file systems design or preallocation strategies
[197], it also can be considered a progressive, not easily detected, CNA technique.

4.5.3 Manipulation

Manipulation is an attack against integrity and, while in CNA, its goal is clear: to
create denial effects [450]. Manipulation alters its target not to enable intelligence
gathering—as in CNE operations—but to damage it in an manner that is not
immediately apparent or detected and, in many cases, that manifests in physical
domains [625]. This one, not to be immediately apparent, is a key concept in ma-
nipulation attacks; as opposite to other tactics inside CNA, manipulation degrades
or destroys its target without being detected. While all CNA tactics have become
an important threat to cyber physical systems, manipulation is perhaps the most
dangerous one, as it extends over time, so its impact is usually higher than these
of other CNA tactics. For example, Stuxnet, previously referred in this work, in-
fluenced the development of cyber weapons not only from a technical perspective,
and marked a milestone on the security of cyber physical systems [173].

As previously stated, we are addressing a novel task when establishing a catego-
rization for manipulation techniques; our position is to keep it as simple as possible,
and following this approach, we can subdivide manipulation techniques into three
families: fabrication, modification, and cancellation, as stated in [314,483]. These
three families are capable of including different threats classification, for example,
those presented in [443] against integrity, which refer to substitution, change (both
considered inside modification), removal (cancellation), and addition (fabrication).

All of these types of attack can be applied against a target from the lower part
of a cyber physical infrastructure [174, 559] to the higher one, and can be per-
formed during the transmission, storage, runtime, as well as during manufacturing
or supply of information. In Figure 4.3, we show the structure for this simple
manipulation techniques classification.

Manipulation

Fabrication Modification Cancellation

Figure 4.3: Manipulation techniques classification.

The definitions we could state for these techniques are obvious, as shown in
Table 4.3, always remembering the goal of the tactic (denial) against cyber physical
systems:

Fabrication techniques are those that include additional data into a system;
these data can range from a single parameter in a configuration file to a piece of
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malware that causes an incorrect behavior of the target. Modification techniques
alter existing legit data, changing it with logic, inputs, outputs, etc. that will
cause a malfunction on the target. Finally, cancellation deals with the removal of
certain data which is critical to the correct behavior of the target system; although
cancellation is just a synonym for deletion, the techniques linked to destruction
and those linked to manipulation are not similar: while in manipulation, we are
referring to techniques that are not immediately detected, so their goal is not the
destruction of data itself but a stealth removal of key elements in order to cause a
malfunction of a process.

Table 4.3: Manipulation techniques.

Name Description

Fabrication Inclusion of spurious data into a key element (or elements)
in order to cause a malfunction of the target system

Modification Replacement of legitimate data with malicious one, also in
order to achieve a malfunction

Cancellation Removal of key data in the target, with the same proposal
than previous techniques

Under this simple structure we can cover all techniques introduced in works cited
before, like in [450], and it is also consistent with the techniques stated in MITRE
ATT&CK for the Impact tactic regarding data manipulation (runtime, stored, and
transmitted). In the same way, all CAPEC mechanisms for manipulation (data
structures, system resources, and timing and state) can be linked to the proposed
manipulation techniques structure.

4.5.4 Summary

In our proposal, we state that the tactics associated to CNA operations are degra-
dation, disruption, destruction, and manipulation (we shall no longer mention 4D,
as denial can be considered just a meta tactic); for all four tactics (“what”) we
have structured techniques (“how”) families, with more or less detail, trying to
define a common base to classify particular techniques in each of these families
or categories. For example, a SYN Flooding is considered a technique to achieve
degradation or disruption, so obviously it should be classified inside these tac-
tics; more specifically, and following our proposed structure, it should be classified
inside the Depletion category and the Flooding subcategory.

The proposed structure that we have developed in this paper is summarized in
Table 4.4. We summarize the different identified techniques for each CNA tactic
and, if applicable, we also propose subtechniques inside techniques. This structure
also follow MITRE ATT&CK that, as we have stated, is today’s de facto standard.
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Table 4.4: CNA techniques structure proposal.

Tactic Layer 1 Tech-
niques

Layer 2 Tech-
niques

Degradation and Disruption

Depletion

Flooding

Amplification

Reflection

Exploiting

Interference
Dropping

Misrouting

Alteration
Incapacitation

Change

Destruction

Deletion
Clearing

Purging

Encryption

Corruption Decaying

Manipulation

Fabrication

Modification

Cancellation

4.5.5 Mapping to MITRE ATT&CK

As stated in this work, MITRE ATT&CK is the main public effort to establish
a classification of TTP used by threat actors; for this reason, we have developed
our approach following this standard, and as interesting exercise we propose a
mapping of the MITRE ATT&CK “Impact” tactic (where the standard places the
techniques oriented to manipulation and destruction) to our proposed structure.

At the time of this writing, MITRE ATT&CK “Impact” tactic (last modified
on 25th July 2019), identified as TA0040, consists of techniques that adversaries
use to disrupt availability or compromise integrity by manipulating business and
operational processes. For this particular tactic, MITRE identifies the techniques
shown in Table 4.5.

As we can see, MITRE ATT&CK provides no structure for techniques inside
the “Impact” tactic, but places all of them at the same level under the tactic.
Although this approach is followed in all ATT&CK tactics and techniques, given
the importance of CNA activities, and its trends during last years, we consider it
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is mandatory to provide a wider detail, at least by splitting “Impact” tactic into
the three main targets we propose in this work.

T1531, Account Access Removal, refers to the inhibition of access to accounts
utilized by legitimate users; this is obviously not any destruction, but a “Degra-
dation” or disruption tactic, and it maps to the “Change” subtechnique in our
approach, stated as modification of key functions or data of the target.

T1485, Data Destruction, refers to render stored data irrecoverable by forensic
techniques; it is a technique inside the “Destruction” tactic, mapping directly to
“Deletion” technique in our approach, and more specifically T1485 maps to the
“Purging” subtechniques inside deletion.

T1486, Data Encrypted for Impact, refers to the non-recoverable encryption of
systems data or information. Like T1485, it is linked to the “Destruction” tactic
and it maps directly to the “Encryption” technique in our approach.

T1565, Data Manipulation, refers to the insertion, deletion, or manipulation
of data in order to hide activities. This technique is considered a tactic in our
approach, mapping obviously to “Manipulation”; depending on the type of manip-
ulation performed in each case, it could be mapped to specific techniques (fabrica-
tion, modification, or cancellation). This example shows why MITRE ATT&CK
“Impact” should be detailed more in depth, as it is considering a whole tactic for
CNA operations as a specific technique.

T1491, Defacement, refers to the modification of visual content; MITRE ATT&CK
considers two types of defacement, internal and external, based on from where the
modified content can be accessed. Following our approach, T1491 is considered
inside “Degradation” tactic, particularly mapping to the “Change” subtechniques,
inside the “Alteration” technique, as we have stated previously in our work.

T1561, Disk Wipe, refers to the destruction of data (from content to structure)
stored in disks. Like T1485, it is linked to the “Destruction” tactic and maps
to the “Purging” subtechniques, inside the “Deletion” technique. Unlike MITRE
ATT&CK, in our approach we do not differentiate what type of data is purged,
being in this way independent from specific approaches, close to particular tech-
nologies but not suitable for a high-level classification.

T1499, Endpoint Denial of Service, refers to the degradation or disruption of
service to legitimate users. It is obviously linked to the “Degradation” (or disrup-
tion) tactic, more particularly mapped to the “Depletion” technique. Depending
on how this Denial of Service is performed by the attacker, it can be mapped to
particular subtechniques; MITRE ATT&CK establishes different subtechniques,
where all the “Flood” ones can be mapped to “Flooding” in our approach and
“Exploitation” maps directly to the “Exploiting” subtechnique in our approach.

T1495, Firmware Corruption, refers to the corruption of firmware in devices at-
tached to a system in order to render them inoperable. As the specific firmware
is targeted in an irreversible manner, we map this technique directly to the “Cor-
ruption” technique inside the “Destruction” tactic.
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T1490, Inhibit System Recovery, refers to the removing of built-in capabilities
designed to aid in the recovery of a corrupted system. Depending on how this
technique is performed, it can be mapped to different techniques in our approach.
MITRE ATT&CK specifies two possible actions to impact on system recovery
features: to disable or to delete them. In the first case, this technique would map to
“Incapacitation”, a particular subtechnique of “Alteration” inside the “Degradation”
tactic. In the second one, that referring to deletion, the technique maps obviously
to the “Deletion” technique inside the “Destruction” tactic.

T1498, Network Denial of Service, refers to the degradation or disruption of the
availability of targeted resources to legitimate users. As T1499, it is obviously
linked to the “Degradation” (or disruption) tactic, more particularly mapped to
the “Depletion” technique. Moreover, as in T1499, depending on how this Denial
of Service is performed by the attacker, it can be mapped to particular subtech-
niques; in this case, MITRE ATT&CK establishes two subtechniques, the first
one regarding a flooding approach and the second one regarding a mix of reflec-
tion and amplification techniques. Inside our proposal, these subtechniques can
also be directly mapped to “Flooding”, “Reflection”, or “Amplification”. Please note
that MITRE ATT&CK does not establish a subtechnique for “Exploitation”, as
proposed in our work.

T1496, Resource Hijacking, refers to the leverage of resources impacting in avail-
ability. Although it could be considered a technique inside “Degradation”, a partic-
ular case of a Denial of Service (in MITRE ATT&CK approach, T1499, Endpoint
DoS), we cannot consider it a valid technique in a CNA approach. Of course, it is
an action could lead to the degradation or disruption of particular services (those
hosted on the targeted system), what attackers are trying to achieve is not this
tactic, but simply an economic benefit from the earning of cryptocurrencies (as
MITRE ATT&CK) states as most common. In this case, degradation is just a
secondary effect from the operation, not what the attacker is achieving; if degra-
dation was the desired effect, inside our approach this one would be considered a
“Depletion” technique in most cases.

T1489, Service Stop, refers to the stopping of services on a system to render them
unavailable to legitimate users. As no destruction is considered, this technique
is linked to the “Degradation” or “Disruption” tactic; more specifically T1489 is
mapped to the “Incapacitation” subtechnique inside the “Alteration” technique.

Finally, T1529, System Shutdown/Reboot, as it name implies refers to the shut-
down or reboot systems to interrupt access to, or aid in the destruction of, them.
In this particular case, our approach would link this technique to the “Degrada-
tion” tactic, specifically to “Alteration” techniques, particularly to the “Change”
subtechnique: the attacker is modifying key functions of its target. In no way
would T1529 be linked to the “Destruction” tactic: in spite of the case a reboot
can be used to aid in the destruction of a target, as MITRE ATT&CK states, it
is not a destructive technique by itself but a support action.

All identified MITRE ATT&CK techniques for “Impact” tactic can be mapped
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to our proposed structure; apart from that, different techniques and subtechniques
showed in our work do not appear in MITRE ATT&CK actual specification. In
Table 4.6, we summarize the mapping of MITRE ATT&CK techniques to the
structure we propose in our work.

At this point, it is important to note that we are using MITRE ATT&CK for
references, not ATT&CK ICS. This one is a knowledge base useful for describing
the actions an adversary may take while operating within cyber physical systems,
but we consider it an ongoing effort focused on the goals of the attacker, not in its
tactics and techniques. For example, the techniques identified in this knowledge
base are not techniques (objectives) from a pure point of view, but global goals
of the attacker: a sample one, “Damage to property”, cannot be considered a
technique but an impact the threat is trying to cause.
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Table 4.5: MITRE ATT&CK Impact techniques.

Techn. ID Name Sub Techniques

T1531 Account Access Removal N/A

T1585 Data Destruction N/A

T1486 Data Encrypted for Impact N/A

T1486

Data Manipulation

Stored Data Manipulation

Transmitted Data Manipulation

Runtime Data Manipulation

T1491
Defacement

Internal Defacement

External Defacement

T1561
Disk Wipe

Disk Content Wipe

Disk Structure Wipe

T1499

Endpoint Denial of Service

OS Exhaustion Flood

Service Exhaustion Flood

Application Exhaustion Flood

Application or System Exploita-
tion

T1495 Firmware Corruption N/A

T1490 Inhibit System Recovery N/A

T1498
Network Denial of Service

Direct Network Flood

Reflection Amplification

T1496 Resource Hijacking N/A

T1489 Service Stop N/A

T1529 System Shutdown/Reboot N/A
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Table 4.6: MITRE ATT&CK techniques mapping.

Tactic Layer 1 Techniques Layer 2 Techniques

Degradation
and

Disruption

Depletion (T1499, T1498)

Flooding

Amplification

Reflection

Exploiting

Interference
Dropping

Misrouting

Alteration
Incapacitation (T1490,
T1489)

Change (T1531, T1491,
T1529)

Destruction

Deletion (T1490)
Clearing

Purging (T1485, T1561)

Encryption (T1486)

Corruption (T1495) Decaying

Manipulation (T1565)

Fabrication

Modification

Cancellation

4.5.6 Practical Example

The specification and structuring of CNA tactics and techniques provide organiza-
tions a higher capability to identify and analyze threats and, most important, to
map defensive controls to mitigate these threats. Our proposal does not focus on
specific attack detection, but on the modeling of threats regarding its objectives.
Using abstract models for threat modeling allows analysts to be independent of
specific technologies or systems, thus facilitating a global definition of security
requirements and the implementation of defense mechanisms [429].

Focusing on a specific example, we can consider the most common techniques
for degradation and disruption: those related to pure Denial of Service (DoS). In
the MITRE ATT&CK approach, they identify two techniques for performing DoS:
those based on the endpoint and those based on the network. For Network DoS,
MITRE ATT&CK defines two subtechniques, Direct Network Flood (0.001) and
reflection and amplification (0.002), and for endpoint DoS they define four sub-
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techniques, being three of them based on flooding of resources (OS, service and
application, 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003) and the last one (0.004) on the exploitation
of vulnerabilities in application or systems. For all of these techniques and sub-
techniques, MITRE ATT&CK identifies a single mitigation countermeasure: to
filter network traffic.

By including endpoint and network, this approach identifies flooding, reflection
and amplification, and exploitation; for all of them, as stated before, there is a
single mitigation technique based on the filtering of network traffic. We cannot
agree with this approach because it mixes different techniques and does not identify
appropriate countermeasures in each case. Our proposal provides a more specific
classification of tactics and techniques, so it can be used to identify more suitable
countermeasures in each case.

In first place, amplification is not considered as a specific technique, in spite
of the given name; amplification is not a subset neither a specific subtechnique
inside reflection, because both techniques differ in how they are deployed, so they
also differ in how they are mitigated. Countermeasures against amplification rely
in many cases in the implementation and configuration of specific applications,
while the ones regarding reflection do not rely on these aspects. In this way,
we cannot deal with protection against amplification the same way we deal with
protection against reflection. By considering them at the same technique level,
countermeasures against them will not be appropriate.

The approach followed by MITRE ATT&CK also considers network denial of
service only by exhausting the network bandwidth services rely on, while endpoint
DoS are considered those that denies the availability of a service without saturating
the network used to provide access to the service. This simple approach does not
cover the possibility of interference in the network, that degrades its performance
not by a depletion technique, so a potential threat actor performing interference
operations (as such seen on Electronic Warfare) would not be considered, so no
countermeasures would be applied to mitigate those attacks. This is an interesting
point: as shown in Table 4.6, interference is the only technique not even considered
in the MITRE ATT&CK approach, once again reflecting the absence of a unified
common structure for tactics and techniques in this field of operations.

Apart from this two simple examples relating the mapping of defensive controls
to specific attack techniques, a valid, complete, structure for CNA tactics and
techniques allows organizations to improve the identification of threat offensive
capabilities in a threat modeling approach as well as the attribution of specific
operations. For a threat actor who can execute encryption techniques for de-
struction, is easiest to perform corruption or deletion techniques than to perform
manipulation ones, on a prior basis.

Finally, tactics specification in three main categories provides potential infor-
mation about threats not only regarding their objectives (what they are trying
to do) and intentions, but also about their capabilities; in general terms, tactics
can be seen from less (degradation and disruption) to more complex (manipula-
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tion). Manipulation attacks usually require specific knowledge about the target,
its processes and its technologies, while a degradation attack, for example, based
on depletion techniques, does not require these skills.

4.6 Discussion

We have identified an absence of a suitable structure of the tactics and techniques
commonly used by advanced threat actors; even MITRE ATT&CK, as a key refer-
ence in the subject, lacks an approach for disruptive and manipulative operations,
and we can assess that it has not been defined until now. As the number and
impact of these operations are increasing in the last years, until they have become
a major, significant threat for cyber physical systems, we consider it mandatory
to establish such an structure that allows the prevention, detection, and neutral-
ization of these operations.

Our work states an initial classification for that structure, following commonly
accepted frameworks such as MITRE ATT&CK, thus allowing the identification of
operations and the early adoption of appropriate countermeasures. We identify the
main tactics specific techniques linked to this structure; of course, we do not try
to provide an exhaustive compendium of particular techniques, but to identify the
most relevant ones and to classify them into the defined categories. This provides
a novel approach to the problem of structuring CNA operations, a mandatory
requirement for the modeling of advanced threat actors’ activities.

Until now, there was no doctrine providing this base model, a fact that directly
impacts on the security of cyber physical systems. Most of the previous research
has been focused on the study of particular techniques, such as Denial of Service,
or in the analysis of particular operations, such as Stuxnet. No global structure
for CNA threat actors’ activities or operations has been previously stated, a fact
that hinders the knowledge of those activities and the modeling of the threat actors
behind them. As we have shown in previous sections, this lack of a global approach
can lead to improper countermeasures against threat actions, thus degrading the
security of cyber physical systems.

To specify an initial approach in a field where no doctrine has been established
is a complex task. In the case of CNA tactics and techniques, it has been manda-
tory to analyze other disciplines inside Information Operations, such as Electronic
Attack, in order for us to compare methods and concepts. It the evaluation of
disruptive approaches has also been relevant for the less analyzed tactic, manipu-
lation, where no previous work, neither partial, has been identified.

We provide the basis for the identification of techniques in CNA operations, gen-
erating a practical structure ready to be used in commonly accepted standards,
such as MITRE ATT&CK. We have provided a proposal mapping to this stan-
dard, and it would be also interesting to expand and to improve the information
provided by MITRE ATT&CK regarding particular techniques by identifying ac-
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tivities from advanced actors that perform them; for example, APT28, linked to
Russian GRU, used this technique during 2017 attacks against Ukraine (NotPetya,
BadRabbit), encrypting hard drives with a non-reversible algorithm and rendering
them inoperable [438].

As we have previously stated, the manipulation tactic is the less studied and
structured. We have proposed a taxonomy for techniques inside this particular
tactic but, in every case, a future research line is to compare manipulation tech-
niques as those stated while referring to deception in classic references like [63]. If
we look at the definition we have stated in this paper, and we replace the tech-
nical aspects with cognitive ones we could consider that (technical) manipulation
is just (human) deception; in fact, deceit is just an active manipulation of reality
in order to manufacture it, alter it, or hide it [300]. A key reference, such as
the work in [450], refers to some techniques directly linked to deception. Under
this approach, manipulation (deception) techniques should include those to hide
the real, or dissimulation, and those to show the false, or simulation [24, 63, 285].
Under dissimulation the authors identify masking (hiding the real by making it
invisible), repackaging (hiding the real by disguising) and dazzling (hiding the real
by confusion), and under simulation it is included mimicking (showing the false
through imitation), inventing (showing the false by displaying a different reality)
and decoying (showing the false by diverting attention) [143]. Although deception
is considered a usual tactic in CND operations [23, 257, 692], their study from an
offensive point of view is not as usual, so we consider it as a key research line.

Applying a valid up-to-date taxonomy may guarantee a significant advantage in
terms of appropriateness and fitness for attack prevention; in [545], the authors
present a taxonomy that is tested against the behavior of sensors modeled as
agents. Other relevant attack taxonomies are those presented in [268, 278], but
none of them is based on TTP for those attacks. Such contextualization should
provide a global framework for the prevention, identification, and neutralization
of attacks against cyber physical systems.

Finally, the use of machine learning approaches to detect intrusions against cy-
ber physical systems, and its contextualization in a taxonomy of CNA tactics and
techniques may be also a relevant research line. In [375,532,670], the authors pro-
vide relevant approaches, while in [311] the authors provide approaches not only
in the detection, but also in the classification of such attacks. Loukas et al. [374]
provides a taxonomy focused not in tactics or techniques regarding attacks, but in
intrusion detection systems characteristics and architectures designed for vehicles.
Extending those approaches for general taxonomies relevant to cyber physical sys-
tems and aligning them with a suitable classification, as the one provided in this
work, could be an interesting research line.

4.7 Conclusions

Destructive and manipulation activities against all kind of targets, but especially
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against cyber physical systems, have increased in the last years. A classification
and structure for the tactics and techniques linked to these operations is a must in
order to identify capabilities, to profile advanced actors and to implement security
controls to counteract them. However, few researches have been done in this sense,
so analysts have almost no references to establish capabilities, families, etc. For
destructive or manipulation activities performed by advanced actors, not even
military doctrine has been found with the required depth level.

In this work, we propose a novel approach to identify and structure the tech-
niques followed to perform each of the tactics linked to CNA operations against
cyber physical systems. We have identified the main tactics accepted nowadays
(degradation, disruption, destruction, and manipulation) and, for each of them,
we have discussed and proposed the different techniques suitable to accomplish
each of the tactics. Where applicable, we have also identified subtechniques. The
proposed structure is aligned with MITRE ATT&CK, the main effort and the
de facto standard to identify and analyze tactics and techniques from advanced
threat actors. This proposed novel structure of tactics and techniques significantly
contributes to improve the threat model of CNA actors.

Tactics and techniques are one of the first key points to model those actors and
to deploy capabilities in order to prevent, to detect and to neutralize them, thus
increasing the security not only of cyber physical systems, but of all technological
infrastructures. We consider our proposal as the first, and therefore the starting
point towards a commonly accepted taxonomy that helps researches to better know
hostile actors, especially advanced ones, performing CNA operations.

In future works, our proposal can be used as a fundamental basis for new and
more refined approaches. In this sense, manipulation techniques are the less struc-
tured ones until now—in fact, manipulation is not always considered as a tactic
inside CNA operations—so in this particular case we identify an important re-
search line.
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Chapter 5

SOC Critical Path: a defensive
kill–chain approach

In this chapter a novel defensive kill–chain model for the detection of hostile ac-
tivities is proposed. Although kill–chain approaches have been largely used from an
offensive point of view, no defensive proposal existed until now. With this model,
defensive teams increase their performance through a common working framework,
thus allowing them to identify acquisition and analysis gaps.

This chapter was published as: Villalón-Huerta, A.; Marco-Gisbert, H; Ripoll-
Ripoll, I. SOC Critical Path: A Defensive Kill Chain Model. IEEE Access, vol.
10, pp. 13570-13581, 2022. https://doi.org/10.1109/ACCESS.2022.3145029
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Different kill chain models have been defined and analyzed to provide a common
sequence of actions followed in offensive cyber operations. These models allow
analysts to identify these operations and to understand how they are executed.
However, there is a lack of an equivalent model from a defensive point of view:
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this is, there is no common sequence of actions for the detection of threats and
their accurate response. This lack causes not only problems such as unstructured
approaches and conceptual errors but, what is most important, inefficiency in the
detection and response to threats, as defensive tactics are not well identified. For
this reason, in this work we present a defensive kill chain approach where tactics
for teams in charge of cyber defense activities are structured and arranged. We in-
troduce the concept of SOC Critical Path (SCP), a novel kill chain model to detect
and neutralize threats. SCP is a technology–independent model that provides an
arrangement of mandatory steps, in the form of tactics, to be executed by Com-
puter Network Defense teams to detect hostile cyber operations. By adopting this
novel model, these teams increase the performance and the effectiveness of their
capabilities through a common framework that formalizes the steps to follow for
the detection and neutralization of threats. In this way, our work can be used not
only to identify detection and response gaps, but also to implement a continuous
improvement cycle over time.

5.1 Introduction

The high benefits technology has contributed to are questionless, but so are the
risks it introduces on a daily basis for individuals, organizations and countries.
Hostile actors such as foreign countries, terrorist groups and organized crime are
well aware of these risks and they take advantage of them, from cyber crime to
cyber war. In this context, Computer Network Operations (CNO), defined [425]
as those capabilities used to attack adversary computer networks, defend our own
and exploit enemy computers to enable intelligence gathering play a prominent
role, both in offensive operations, such as attack or exploitation, and in defensive
operations.

The defensive CNO discipline is called Computer Network Defense (CND) and
it is defined as [425] those actions taken through the use of computer networks
to protect, monitor, analyze, detect and respond to unauthorized activity in own
information systems and computer networks. CND activities are provided by a
Security Operations Center (SOC), a center focused on the prevention, detection
and response to security incidents [335]. Defensive centers for cyber security adopt
different names [690] [89] [646], such as SOC, CSIRT, CERT, CSOC, ISIRT, etc.,
according to its specific functions, capabilities or even licenses. In this paper, we
will refer to all of them as SOC.

In this context, a SOC has a clear goal of preventing, detecting and neutraliz-
ing cyber threats. Of course, the achievement of this high–level simple goal, is
a complex task. Leaving aside the prevention activities, such as those related to
systems hardening or user awareness, and focusing on the detection and neutral-
ization activities, a SOC detects and responds to incidents. However, no single
common definition of the mandatory tactics and their arrangement to perform this
task have been identified among literature. While offensive kill–chain models are
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well defined and discussed, no defensive equivalent has been ever proposed. This
situation leads SOCs to work by following non–structured approaches, a fact that
impacts not only in their detection and response capabilities, but also in their
effectiveness and improvement over time.

We define the SOC Critical Path (SCP) as the sequence of mandatory activities
to detect and to neutralize a threat. SCP is a kill chain model, which is a specific
arrangement of actions, identified as tactics, mandatory to achieve a goal. In this
case this goal is the SOC goal, as stated before. Such a kill chain model formalizes
SOC activities and provides defensive centers with the mandatory tactics they
have to sequentially implement so as to be successful; as in offensive kill chain
approaches, it not only helps to structure activities, but also to identify gaps and
improvements in this implementation. In most cases SOC activities are done in
an unstructured, not fail–safe way, thus giving hostile actors the opportunity to
succeed in their activities.

In this work, we propose SCP as a model to detect and enable the neutralization,
of threats. We consider this model to provide a platform–agnostic SOC kill chain,
identifying the mandatory, sequential actions a SOC must perform. Each of the
presented tactics can be deployed by different techniques, out of the scope of this
paper, and some of them can also can be divided into sub–tactics, not mandatory
but relevant to the detection and neutralization.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To identify the mandatory tactics to detect security incidents, thus enabling
its appropriate handling by defensive teams.

• To provide the basis for a global SOC detection and response process, not
only linked to pure incident response, establishing a whole continuous im-
provement cycle.

• To establish the proper arrangement of the identified tactics in the form of a
kill chain model. As this arrangement is mandatory for a SOC, it defines the
correct sequence of tasks to be performed to detect and respond to incidents,
i.e., the defensive kill chain.

• To identify the most relevant sub–tactics for each of the main established
first–level tactics in order to help SOC analysts to develop particular tech-
niques to achieve them.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background in Section 5.2
provides concepts regarding the identified problem in SOC processes and empha-
sizes kill chain approaches, which are always defined from an offensive perspective.
In Section 5.3 we assess the problem of the lack of a unified structure for CND op-
erations and its importance in the identification of situations on the infrastructure
that can lead to a security incident. Section 5.4 analyzes prior work on this issue.
In Section 5.5 we propose the SCP model as a global sequence of tactics to be
performed by blue teams to identify incidents, as well as an example regarding the
practical application of our model. Section 5.6 discusses the results and compares
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them with those of other approaches. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes the paper and
identifies future research directions.

5.2 Background

In this section we provide the necessary background related to SOC processes and
kill chain model approaches that will be the pillars not only to understand the
identified issue in Section 5.3 but also to properly follow the proposed SCP model
in Section 5.5.

5.2.1 SOC concepts

As in any cyber operation, to be able to achieve its defensive goals, a SOC has
to develop tactics, techniques and procedures. Tactics specify what to do, at
the highest level of description, to accomplish a certain mission, while techniques
specify how tactics are implemented; procedures, outside of the scope of this work,
describe a particular implementation.

These tactics and techniques enable an effective threat detection and neutral-
ization in a SOC. A threat is defined [603] as any circumstance or event with
the potential to adversely impact organizational operations (including mission,
functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other organi-
zations, or the Nation through an information system via unauthorized access,
destruction, disclosure, or modification of information, and/or denial of service; in
this reference the authors identify four types of threat sources:

• Adversarial. Individuals, groups, organizations, or states that seek to exploit
the organization’s dependence on cyber resources.

• Accidental. Erroneous actions taken by individuals during the course of
executing their everyday responsibilities.

• Structural. Failures of equipment, environmental controls, or software due
to aging, resource depletion, or other circumstances that exceed the expected
operating parameters.

• Environmental. Natural disasters and failures of critical infrastructures on
which the organization depends, but which are outside the control of the
organization.

To detect and neutralize a threat, from the adversarial to the environmental
ones, any SOC has to manage a high volume of initially unstructured information:
to acquire and analyze data from multiple sources, and to turn this high volume of
information into an actionable, reduced, set of data. This is done through a set of
technologies and processes represented in the so–called SOC funnel: the conversion
of millions of inputs in a few actionable outputs suitable for management by a
human team (the blue team).
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The definitions for these sets of data, from millions of inputs to the reduced set
of actionable outputs, are not clear among professionals [436]. In this work, we
use the key definitions presented in this section.

A log message, or simply a log, is the minimum information unit generated by
an information system [436], such as an application, operating system or database.

Log data are linked to and stored in the information systems that generate it.
Some or all of the generated logs are sent to a SIEM and also called events. SIEM
systems were designed [69] to collect events from different sources, normalize them
to a common following a common syntax and structure, and store them once
normalized.

An event is defined as a relevant, from a security point of view, contextualized
information that reflects an observed change in the normal behavior of an object,
such as an information system or a person. All events are stored in a SIEM, and
three types are identified:

1. Raw events, those that automatically arrive to the SIEM from different data
sources.

2. Aggregated events are those generated by the aggregation of raw events for
a more efficient processing or analysis.

3. Correlated events, those generated by the correlation of raw or aggregated
events.

An alert is an interesting event that requires spawning actions; alerts are usually
managed on a ticketing system, where they are sent from the SIEM (if they are not
part of the same product). Please note that on this ticketing platform not all alerts
will have the SIEM as a source, as they can also arrive from other sources: from
a user phone call to a manually introduced ticket on the platform. These alerts
are also called actionable events, as they require specific actions to be executed in
response to the alert.

Alerts are processed automatically and manually; when analyzed, this analysis
can raise an incident. The incident concept is not well defined among cyber
security researchers [232], although we accept the definition stated in [269], which
refers to incidents, or cyber incidents, as any occurrence that has an impact on
any of the components of the cyber space or on the functioning of the cyber space,
regardless of whether it is natural or human–made, malicious or non–malicious
intent, deliberate, accidental or due to incompetence, due to development or due
to operational interactions. In this context, an incident can be seen as an alert or
set of alerts that can impact in cyber operations. A key objective for a SOC would
be a 1:1 ratio between alerts and incidents: as all alerts require an action that can
be either manual or automated, those alerts that are not real incidents involve
many negative factors, such as economic loss, productivity decrease or analyst
burn out.
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5.2.2 Kill chain models

A kill chain can be defined as a sequence of actions that a hostile actor has to
perform in a particular arrangement to achieve their goals. Kill chain models
have been developed to describe threat actors’ campaign phases [404], as they
describe the structure of the intrusion. Kill chain models help analysts to describe
phases of intrusions, map adversary kill chain indicators to defender courses of
action or identify patterns that link individual intrusions into broader campaigns,
among others [284]. Kill chain models have been applied to the detection and
understanding of potentially unwanted codes such as remote access tools [276],
ransomware features [166] or banking Trojans [332], as well as to protect industrial
control systems from advanced threat actors [43] [686] or to model the operations
of these actors [51].

The most used kill chain model is the Cyber Kill Chain® framework [284],
developed by Lockheed Martin, as a part of the Intelligence Driven Defense®
model for identification and prevention of cyber intrusion activity, identifying what
a threat actor must complete in order to achieve its objective. It was first described
in [284] as a seven–step process suitable for CNA or CNE operations, as shown in
figure 5.1.

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation Command 
and 

Control

Installation Actions on 
objective

Figure 5.1: Cyber Kill Chain

These seven steps are defined as follows [284] [219]:

1. Reconnaissance. Research, identification and selection of targets.

2. Weaponization. Before attacking a target, the threat actor has to couple
a remote access Trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload.

3. Delivery. Transmission of weapons to the targeted environment to launch
a particular operation.

4. Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered, exploitation triggers intruders’
code.

5. Installation. Installation of an implant, just as a remote access Trojan, a
backdoor or any kind of malicious software, on the victim system allows the
adversary to maintain persistence inside the environment.

6. Command and Control. Compromised hosts must beacon outbound to
an Internet controller server to establish a C2 channel, thus allowing the
threat actor to control its target remotely.
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7. Actions on Objectives. After progressing through the first six phases,
intruders can take actions to achieve their original objectives, such as infor-
mation theft, denial or hop to a third–party infrastructure.

The Cyber Kill Chain represents an industry-accepted methodology for under-
standing how an attacker will conduct the activities necessary to cause harm to
an organization and has been largely discussed [430] (in [684] the authors iden-
tify some of the discussions regarding the application of the Cyber Kill Chain).
Some authors [350] [92] have proposed the addition and removal of different stages
in order to improve or adjust the original model, and the topic has also been
discussed in technical conferences. Also, some efforts to unify models and vari-
ants, such as [489], have been made. Despite this, the original proposal has been
widely used and applied to specific problems regarding advanced threat actors,
such as those related to the modeling of the attack stages against critical struc-
tures [253] [112] [686].

Some critics of the CKC are related to its approach as a linear progression that
does not accurately represent the actions of an actor; Mandiant (FireEye) pre-
sented in [398] the Mandiant Attack Life Cycle, a kill chain model in which the
Weaponization stage is removed and introduces a loop to represent the continuous
activities of internal recon, lateral movement and persistence performed by a hos-
tile actor, as shown in figure 5.2. A summary of critics and improvements to CKC
can be found in [327], and the proposed variants of the cyber kill chain model can
be found on [329] or [684].

Initial recon Initial compromise Establish foothold Escalate  privileges Complete mission

Move laterally

Internal reconMaintain 
persistence

Figure 5.2: Mandiant’s Attack Life cycle Model

5.3 The Issue: A Lack of Defensive Kill Chain

The main issue we have identified is the lack of a suitable, arranged set of tactics,
in the form of a kill chain (this is, in the form of mandatory steps to accomplish
a goal). There is not a single high–level, platform–agnostic kill chain, or even
identification of tactics to achieve the SOC goals: this is, in order to establish the
mandatory steps to detect and neutralize threats. This lack of such a model may be
due to the fact that defensive centers focus on the alleged attacker activities as the
first and main input, so they start their work always trying to detect, in order to
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respond, to such activities. With this focus on the incident response against hostile
operations, subjects such as the correct data acquisition or processing are not
properly covered, thus leaving windows of opportunity for an attacker to succeed.

Many approaches to model a SOC, including its processes perspective, have been
proposed and developed in the academic and industrial literature. Nevertheless,
as stated before, we have not identified a single high–level, platform–agnostic kill
chain or even identification of tactics to achieve the SOC goals, in order to establish
the mandatory steps to detect and neutralize threats. Of course, this is considered
a relevant problem. The same way hostile operations are modeled in order to
improve our knowledge about them and about the threat groups that perform
these operations, we consider it mandatory to establish an equivalent model, in
the form of a kill chain, for the defensive operations that enable the detection and
neutralization of hostile activities. Such a model can improve aspects such as SOC
classification, services, capabilities and technologies; however, most importantly,
it can help defenders to analyze and to establish the requirements for an effective
detection and neutralization of threats, to implement suitable techniques for each
tactic and to arrange its activities.

The identification of hostile activities has been largely analyzed; both the par-
ticular tactics, techniques and procedures that a hostile actor has to perform in
order to achieve its goals, as well as the particular arrangement of these tactics,
are now well structured and accepted through the community. Focusing on tactics,
techniques and procedures, from an offensive point of view, different approaches
have been identified and analyzed, without establishing a particular arrangement,
identifying commonly accepted models such as MITRE ATT&CK tactics and tech-
niques matrix. In addition, focusing on the arrangement of these elements, an
offensive point of view has been largely developed, such as Cyber Kill Chain. Dif-
ferent kill–chain approaches have been defined and used for the modeling of hostile
activities [92].

Surprisingly, this state of the art, while dealing with the execution of offensive
operations has no equivalent, commonly accepted approach for defensive opera-
tions. We find an important lack of the identification and definition of tactics
and techniques for a SOC to run, as well as on its correct arrangement. In other
words, there is no model for the mandatory activities a SOC has to perform. A
model is defined [76] as an abstract representation of some domain of human expe-
rience, used to structure knowledge, to provide a common language for discussing
that knowledge, and to perform analyses in that domain. Models are necessary in
order to better understand and discuss abstract entities representing and structur-
ing common knowledge and experiences, and allowing analysts to profile attackers
from their goals to their TTP.

To successfully perform CND operations we consider that it is necessary to
define a global SOC kill chain model regarding both the mandatory tactics to be
executed and their arrangement. Therefore, we propose a kill chain model to allow
a SOC to detect and neutralize threats. Of course, this model would have to be
independent from aspects such as the budget or the technology; this is, no matter
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which technologies or how much money a defensive center has, the model has to
be similar. However, most importantly, it has to be independent from the hostile
activities they face, and regardless of the type of threat a SOC is handling, the
model must always be the same. Please note that most of the threats a SOC has
to deal with will be adversarial, but accidental, structural or even environmental
threats must also be detected and neutralized.

In this work we address an issue that has not been largely addressed and that
is a must for any defensive center. The lack of a suitable model for CND oper-
ations implies not only the absence of a homogeneous work flow across different
SOCs, but also heterogeneous approaches to incident detection that cause secu-
rity flaws and security monitoring deficiencies among SOC customers, resulting in
unprotected infrastructure assets and undetected security breaches. This problem
is especially important as the first mandatory actions, those related to planning
and acquisition of data, are in many cases not specially considered. This situation,
with many processes focused on pure incident response, leads SOCs to perform a
right processing and even a right analysis among incomplete data, thus resulting
on an incorrect monitoring that leads to a late incident detection and response.
In addition, they do not face the fact that not all SOC responses have to follow a
well–defined incident response process, but in many cases these responses have to
be simpler, and so they are in practice.

5.4 Techniques and limitations

Defensive centers have been largely analyzed from different high–level perspec-
tives, but none of them establishes a set of common tactics and their particular
arrangement to provide a suitable SOC model. Many approaches are focused on
the incident response process, which in our opinion is not correct, as this response
is the last step of a set of activities a SOC has to successfully perform to achieve its
goals. In addition, in some cases models are presented from a generic perspective,
without identifying the activities a SOC has to develop in order to successfully
detect and neutralize threats.

In [68] the authors propose the people, processes and technologies (PPT) model,
later used specifically for a SOC in works such as [504], [638], [368] or [646]; in this
triad, the processes branch is not uniform among the literature [646], providing an
incomplete picture of the actions performed on the SOC daily basis.

Regarding this process definition for a SOC, many approaches are linked to inci-
dent handling processes [461] [427], leaving aspects as the acquisition or processing
of data, although referred, in a secondary role. With this focus, critical aspects for
incident detection are not considered, thus providing valid models once an inci-
dent is identified (from the response point of view) but lacking a unified approach
to the previous mandatory tasks. In addition, a key concept is not considered
in the approaches focused on incident response: the fact that in a SOC not all
response activities are linked to this process. Response actions can vary depend-
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ing on many factors, both technical (for example, those related to the priority or
potential impact of an incident) and non–technical (for example, those related to
signed contracts for a particular customer).

In 2013 Forrester introduced [205] the concept of the SOC funnel as a graphical
simplification for SOC work. The SOC funnel represents the reduction process that
must be performed by a SOC in order to obtain actionable alerts from billions or
millions of raw events, as shown in figure 5.3. Although this model is conceptually
correct, the authors did not specify the different tactics or the mandatory steps to
accomplish this goal. More specific academic works, such as [75], have used this
conceptual model, but also without deepening its tactics. Although this is a valid
high–level approach, it does not specify what a SOC has to execute to achieve it.

Technology

Millions per day

A few thousand per month

Billions per day

Less than 10 per month

SOC Analyst

Alerts

Less than 1 million per month

Technology

Analysts

Analysts

Figure 5.3: SOC Funnel

In [682] the authors proposed a SOC architecture based on four layers: data
acquisition, data processing (which includes filtering, merging and formatting),
correlation analysis and visualization. As the work is focused on correlation, this
model does not approach the tasks after analysis, simplifying them as a global
visualization step. We consider visualization as not a key tactic for a SOC, but
a technique for human analysis. Especially when dealing with big data environ-
ments, situational awareness in any of its forms is an important decision–support
mechanism [171] [188] for Computer Network Defense. From an architectural point
of view, the layers of a SOC have also been analyzed in works such as [504] or [646].

These approaches identify the mandatory layers for a SOC to run: generation,
acquisition, data manipulation and output or presentation layers. Although these
layered–approaches can be linked to the tactics the SOC has to execute, they
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do not consider a real kill chain model but layers inside the SOC architecture,
including people, processes and technologies. In addition, they do not represent
the mandatory feedback that this chain must have, as the output of the process
has to provide enhancements to the initial point.

In 2014 Ryan Stillions wrote a blog post [594] in which he presented the Detection
Maturity Level (DML), a model to assess the maturity of an organization to detect
cyber attacks in terms of its capabilities to consume and act upon given threat
information. The DML model is composed of nine levels of maturity, from the
most technical ones –really, level 0 represents no information about the threat– to
the highest level ones –goals and strategy of the attacker–. The DML model has
been improved [88] [387] by adding a tenth level of abstraction, DML-9, regarding
identity of the threat actor, a useful information to connect multiple attacks to
the same actor in order to predict strategy, tactics, techniques and procedures
expected to be used in an operation. This hierarchical model can provide an
approach not only to evaluate the detection capabilities of an organization, but
also to the semantic modeling of an advanced threat actor, from a group to specific
indicators left after an operation, thus helping the analysts to model the interests
and behavior of the actor and its modus operandi in specific operations. However,
neither the DML model nor its improvements detail the activities a SOC has to
execute in order to provide these detection capabilities.

In [424] the authors presented a process for incident detection in a SOC inside
a global incident response timeline. This process is based on four steps to identify
the sources responsible for detecting and reporting incidents, the available channels
to do so, the steps to accept inputs and, finally, the requirements on people and
technology for this process to work. This is a valid approach, although it lacks an
established arrangement and we identify a gap between the source identification
and how this source could use the defined channels for notification.

In 2017 Matt Swann introduces, at Microsoft BlueHat Israel conference, the
concept of a blue team cyber kill chain as a defender–centric version of the stan-
dard, offensive, cyber kill chain, as shown in figure 5.4; this approach defines the
chain of actions a defender needs to go through to find and evict attackers. The
author discusses the proposed stages and its window of opportunity in relation
to the offensive kill chain, and it also presents a “response pyramid” which goes
from the protected assets inventory to the ability to collaborate with third parties
to disrupt campaigns. Although this approach relies mainly on incident response
capabilities, it is an interesting starting point for the identification of SOC tactics.
However, it has not been improved in other works, so it has not evolved since 2017;
for example, the last step, contain, would have to be adapted to a more generic
response approach.

Gather Aggregate Analyze Identify Triage Investigate Contain

Figure 5.4: Blue Team Cyber Kill Chain
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MITRE Shield is an active defense knowledge base that captures and organizes
what they are learning about active defense and adversary engagement. While
MITRE ATT&CK provides the attacker’s tactics and techniques, MITRE Shield
provides tactics and techniques available to defenders. These TTP are linked to the
active defense concept, understood as [452] the employment of limited offensive
action and counterattacks to deny a contested area or position to the enemy.
MITRE Shield focuses on the tactics to respond to a hostile operation once it has
been detected, not on the previous, mandatory steps to detect this operation. In
this sense, we miss in the framework the identification of tactics for a SOC to
monitor infrastructure and raise alerts.

Finally, as we have stated before, Mandiant Attack Life cycle is a relevant ap-
proach and reference for our work. It focuses on the detection of the activities
of a hostile actor against an infrastructure. This approach, although useful for
defensive teams (it focuses on what can be detected) is not accurate for the global
modeling of threat actors; it is again focused on activities performed by the at-
tacker, and so has been used in many works in both IT [227] [407] and OT envi-
ronments [149], [264]. Nevertheless, it does not focus on what the defensive team
must do to detect an operation.

None of the identified approaches among literature defines a formal arrangement
of tactics, in the form of a kill chain model, to be performed by a SOC. This is, as
we have stated before, no defensive kill chain model has been ever proposed. Most
of the analyzed proposals focus on pure incident handling methodologies, which
should be considered particular response techniques not suitable for all alerts a
SOC handles daily. Some of them do not even propose tactics to be executed, but
only an abstract model without delving into what activities a SOC has to perform.
The closest approach we have found is Matt Swann’s blue team cyber kill chain,
which has not evolved in last few years and, as we will defend in section 5.6 lacks
mandatory tactics and also focuses on incident handling, not on the whole cycle a
SOC must follow to achieve its goals.

5.5 Our proposal

We define the SOC Critical Path (SCP) as the sequence of mandatory actions to
detect and enable the neutralization, of a threat, as shown in figure 5.5. We can
see SCP as a defensive version of a cyber kill chain. The SCP starts with the
generation of a log record in a particular system and ends with the appropriate
response to a detected incident. This incident can be raised by any threat, not
only by adversarial ones.

As stated before, in our approach we propose the SCP steps as shown in figure
5.5. These steps are partially equivalent to those defined in the Intelligence Cycle
[454] and we have adopted a similar nomenclature for them where applicable.
Each of these steps represents a tactic that specifies what the SOC must perform
to achieve its goals, and each of them comprises different techniques to achieve the
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Planning Acquisition Processing Analysis Alert Response

Figure 5.5: SOC Critical Path

particular tactic. Please note that the proposed arrangement is mandatory: it is
not possible to raise an alert if there is no data analysis, there is no data analysis
without basic or complex processing, and there is no processing if we are not able
to acquire relevant data. In addition, for some of the identified tactics, we have
proposed specific sub–tactics; these sub–tactics are not mandatory in all cases,
but they are recommended and, in today’s SOCs, their execution is a common
approach. We have not gone into them in depth, as their details are outside of the
scope of this work.

The SCP starts with the planning tactic, which will identify what needs to be
monitored for alert raising and how these data must be processed and analyzed in
order to detect and respond to security incidents. In this step, it is mandatory to
analyze potential hostile operations and techniques against our protected assets,
to understand how threat actors will try to damage us, to identify attack surfaces
in our infrastructures, and to establish guidelines on what and how monitoring
will be performed. The planning tactic, as the first step of our approach, will
guide all the activities executed by a SOC to detect and neutralize threats, and it
will receive feedback from the rest of the tactics of our model, especially from the
Response one.

Once the global monitoring and response strategies are defined, data Acquisition
is the next SCP step, where relevant data is acquired from the monitored infras-
tructure and sent to a central repository, typically the SIEM platform. Monitored
infrastructure generates logs, and some or all of them are selected for detection
purposes. In order to detect malicious activities, it is mandatory not only to send
those logs regarding special actions, but also those related to usual activities on
the monitored infrastructure. In this tactic we identify two particular sub–tactics:
Extraction, regarding what information is mandatory to acquire, and Transporta-
tion, regarding what mechanisms must be used to send the acquired data from its
data source to the central repository.

When received by the SIEM, logs are processed and converted into events. This
processing includes, at least, some kind of standardization and the storage and re-
tention of the normalized data in the SIEM. Depending on the SIEM technology,
it can range from simple to complex processing mechanisms, but in any case it
is a must, as without proper processing, the events cannot be analyzed, which is
the next step of the SCP. Most technologies include a normalized format for infor-
mation (logs) received from multiple, hybrid sources, such as firewalls, endpoints
or proxies, as well as predefined retention capabilities that can range from a few
hours to months or years, with deletion and the cold storage being the last step
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of the data processing. Please note that, in this context, the deletion of data does
not necessarily mean its real removal, but its elimination from a warm site and
its storage in a cold site that cannot be exploited for detection but for forensic
purposes. In this tactic we identify three sub–tactics: Reception, regarding the
mechanisms that enable the correct receiving of the data, Normalization, regard-
ing what approach is followed to convert hybrid data to a common format, and
Storage, regarding what strategies the SOC must follow to store the received and
normalized data in a way that allows the next step of the SCP, the Analysis.

Once processed, SIEM technologies also provide the capability to analyze events,
which is the next step in SCP. This analysis can be performed both automatically
and manually. SIEM can usually perform automatic reduction, aggregation and
correlation. They also provide specific capabilities for manual analyses, ranging
from simple queries to the stored data to particular, platform–dependent lan-
guages. As in classical intrusion detection schemes, the goal of this analysis is to
identify misuses and anomalies that can lead to an incident, so in the Analysis
tactic we identify two mandatory sub–tactics: misuse analysis and anomaly anal-
ysis. Please note that the particular techniques that compose these sub–tactics
are those regarding intrusion detection approaches, such as expert systems, neural
networks or statistical anomaly detection.

When a misuse or an anomaly is detected, an alert is raised, usually on a ticketing
platform. The alert generation can be automatic, from pre–defined use cases in
the SIEM platform, but also manually, when an analyst defines a new hypothesis,
customizes it and identifies a misuse or an anomaly not known before. Although
alerting could be included in a global analysis tactic, we consider it apart, as
for us it is not pure analysis but its result; it is equivalent to the dissemination
step of the intelligence cycle stated before. In addition, please note that on the
ticketing platform, related to these manual alerts, we can manage both alerts from
SIEM data but also alerts from particular situations outside the SIEM scope,
such as user calls. In this platform, the SOC must centralize all incident–related
actionable events. We do not identify any sub–tactics for the Alert tactic, as it is
a simple one, but only particular techniques to achieve it in an effective way, such
as alert numbering schemes or alert data enrichment.

Through the ticketing platform, analysts respond to the alert that has been
raised. All alerts require an appropriate response that can be automatic or man-
ual, and given that all alerts on the ticketing platform require a response, a SOC
objective is that all of them are real incidents. This response starts with the iden-
tification of the incident and, in case it is a real one (true positive), it continues
with specific actions that are performed in order to neutralize the threat. Inside
the incident response process these actions can range from deception to contain-
ment, and from simple actions to complex methodologies. The incident response
process is well defined among many methodologies [1] [134]; a summary can be
found in [614]. Many works define the particular sub–tactics, after the incident
identification, such as containment, eradication, recovery and lessons learned [35],
with little variation from this approach [2]. In any case, as we have stated before,
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SOC particular response activities depend on multiple factors, so these sub–tactics
do not always apply; for example, a particular agreement with a customer may
define the response to a specific incident type just as the notification of the action,
or by automatic network block without further investigation or activities. For
this reason, these sub–tactics are outside of the scope of this work, and cannot be
considered mandatory in all cases.

To perform the response tactic, analysts may have to acquire and contextualize
data from different sources, including their own ticketing platform, the SIEM,
particular relevant systems of the organization or third–party repositories. If the
incident is not a real one (false positive), the response tactic will not consider all
the steps related to pure incident response, but the SOC will close the related
ticket; in these cases, that a SOC has to minimize, it will also be an improvement
to the process by refining correlation rules, use cases or acquisition exceptions.

Finally, please note that as in many processes SCP will improve global detection
and response capabilities by giving appropriate feedback to the planning stage
from all of the steps of the SCP, which will be produced by the analysis of all of
the tactics role in detecting and neutralizing a threat, from the acquisition to the
response one; in the same way, the improvements achieved will be applicable to
all the tactics of the SCP.

5.5.1 A practical example

To provide a practical result for our proposal, we have analyzed a particular tech-
nique performed by threat actors in their operations and how our model helps
a SOC to detect and neutralize it. We have chosen the Command and Control
(C2) tactic stated by MITRE ATT&CK, in particular the T1071.001 technique,
related to command and control through web traffic protocols. While using this
technique, adversaries may communicate using application layer protocols asso-
ciated with web traffic to avoid detection and network filtering by blending in
with existing traffic. Commands to the remote system, and often the results of
those commands, will be embedded within the protocol traffic between the client
and server, as MITRE ATT&CK framework states. Please note that choosing
any other tactic or particular technique for our example would follow the same
structure and provide the same results.

In order to be able to detect this C2 technique, first of all the SOC team must
analyze how threat actors perform it. As stated before, they communicate with the
command and control system through web traffic, this is, through the legitimate
navigation of the users inside the compromised infrastructure. In this way, a
malicious HTTP/S hit is hidden inside the whole, legitimate web traffic. As the
amount of data to be analyzed in order to detect this malicious hit is very large,
this technique allow the threat actor to go easily unnoticed. In addition, this
technique evades network traffic filtering mechanisms, as outgoing web navigation
protocols are usually allowed in all organizations.
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Once the technique is analyzed, following our proposed kill chain, the SOC team
must approach the first step: Planning. This is when the SOC plans the rest of
the relevant tactics and techniques that will be later executed, so defining all the
mandatory tasks for all of the SCP steps. First of all, the SOC must plan how
to acquire relevant information for the detection and neutralization of the threat
actor. In this case, as we are dealing with HTTP/S command and control, the
main data source will be this kind of traffic, which can be acquired by different
techniques, such as passive acquisition (for example, sniffing network traffic and
dissecting the particular protocols) or through the parsing of proxy logs. The
SOC team must analyze the pros and cons of the different techniques that can
be applied to the acquisition, in order to identify and put into practice the most
suitable approximation. This planning not only has to consider technical aspects,
but also economic, legal or human ones.

In relation to the processing, the SOC team must consider elements such as
the storage of the acquired data, its retention period and, most importantly, the
usability and agility of the SIEM platform where this data is processed. As it is
mandatory to process all navigation traffic, not just specific alerts such as blacklist
navigation attempts, the parameters to estimate the processing capabilities, such
as the amount of needed storage, the computing power or the events per second
rate, must be adjusted in order to provide SOC analysts a suitable environment
for their work. The processing requirements will depend on the acquired data, so
the proper arrangement of the proposed tactics we are defending is mandatory.

The next step in our model is related to the analysis of the data in the SIEM
platform. This analysis can be performed through different techniques, both au-
tomated and manual, and its goal is to identify misuses and anomalies that can
lead to an incident. Following our model, the SOC team will identify and put
into practice analysis techniques suitable for the detection of web command and
control channels, such as the use of black lists (misuse) or statistical or knowledge
based anomalies, the so called “hunts” in threat hunting terminology. Please note
that without a suitable processing, analysis can not be accomplished, confirming
once again the mandatory arrangement for the tactics of the SCP.

Once data has been analyzed and particular conditions are met, the SOC will
raise an alert if a suspicious activity has been detected. This alert will be sent to
a ticketing platform, global for the SOC incident management processes, and it is
mandatory to define how the alert will be generated in this platform, taking into
account parameters such as classification, criticality or service level agreements for
each type of alert.

Finally, when an alert is generated, some action from the SOC is required, reach-
ing the last tactic of the SCP: the Response. The SOC team will respond, in one
way or another, to the potential incident. In this last step, the SOC will follow the
established operating procedures for each particular case. These procedures can
range from a simple notification to the affected organization to a whole incident
response deployment, following in this last case the usual sub–techniques: iden-
tification, containment, eradication and recovery. Again, the alerting, and thus
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the response tactics, must be executed after the analysis of the acquired and pro-
cessed data, so we must stress one more time the relevance of the arrangement of
the proposed tactics.

As we have stated, each of the tactics of the SOC Critical Path will provide
feedback to the planning step, starting again the SCP in order to improve over
time the SOC detection and response capabilities. In our example, this feedback
is especially based on the analysis of the incidents that have not been properly
detected, identifying which tactic or tactics have not been fully accomplished and
improving them. This continuous improvement is mandatory for a SOC, as hostile
actors modify their techniques over time and their detection and neutralization
will always be the SOC’s goal.

In this practical example, we have followed our proposed model to provide a
suitable detection and response to a particular technique inside a hostile operation.
We have identified particular tasks inside each step and justified the arrangement
of our proposed tactics, thus providing SOC teams an example on how to apply
the SCP to a real detection case. In order to present the improvements of our
approach over previous techniques, we can compare the SCP to an equivalent
kill chain model. But as we have stated in this work, it is hard to provide this
comparison, as no direct, equivalent model has been identified during our research.
SOC Critical Path is a novel proposal, being Matt Swann’s blue team cyber kill
chain the closer approach, but not having a direct equivalence.

Comparing our model to the blue team cyber kill chain, in Swann’s work we find
in first place the Gather step, which is equivalent to our acquisition, but without a
proper, previous planning. This absence of a Planning tactic as a primary manda-
tory task can lead the SOC to execute subsequent steps lacking a clear, defined
goal. Without identifying the relevant data sources that enable the identification of
a particular offensive technique, without planning which processing requirements
are mandatory and without a proper identification of analysis techniques, it is not
possible for a SOC to provide an accurate detection capability.

The Blue Team Cyber Kill Chain’s next step is the Aggregation one, a phase in
which the defensive team joins the gathered data from multiple sources. In our
model, we consider it a specific step for processing in which aggregation is set.
But in opposition to the blue team cyber kill chain, inside the SCP Processing
tactic, aggregation is just one of the particular techniques that a SOC can consider,
together with other approaches just as reduction or, simply, storage of the acquired
data. A processing tactic is much more suitable for a kill chain model, and inside
this tactic, aggregation is a specific technique, but not the only one.

Next, the blue team cyber kill chain defines analysis and identification, which are
equivalent to the analysis and alert steps in our model. The rest of the blue team
cyber kill chain defined steps are triage, investigation and containment. We con-
sider these tactics incorrect for a general model, as they focus on particular tasks
not performed by a SOC in all cases. Triage and investigation can be considered
particular techniques for our response tactic. If this response is a global incident
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response, these steps should be included in a general identification step, as they
define tasks to perform this identification. In addition, containment is a tactic
suitable for this global incident response, but in this case it should be considered
together not only with identification, but also with eradication and recovery, as
most incident response strategies define [306] [135].

Being hard to compare the SOC Critical Path to an equivalent model, as we
have presented a novel approach, differences and benefits over the blue team cyber
kill chain are clear. Our proposal provides a technology–agnostic arrangement
of tactics for a defensive team to detect and respond to threats. Comparing this
arrangement to the blue team cyber kill chain, we advocate that our model not only
covers the whole cycle for a SOC to perform its task, but provides a homogeneous
point of view of the mandatory tactics without considering particular techniques
for any of them. This abstraction allows analysts to follow our model and, when
needed, to go down into the techniques to perform their task. We consider this
fact increases global detection and response performance, as the difference between
what the SOC has to execute (the tactic) and how it has to be executed (the
technique) is clear at all times. Also, giving feedback to the Planning tactic,
which in the SCP is mandatory to enhance all the SOC work, closes the cycle and
provides a continuous improvement element to our model.

5.6 Discussion

We have proposed a model for the SOC Critical Path, the sequence of mandatory
actions to detect and enable the neutralization, of a threat. This model provides
the arrangement of tactics that a SOC must perform to achieve its goals. In this
sense, our approach gives analysts not only a kill chain equivalent for defensive
cyber operations, but also a set of mandatory tactics to be considered in a center
that provides cyber defense capabilities. Each of the defined tactics can be more
or less complex, depending on the SOC maturity, but we defend all of them to
be mandatory for a SOC to accomplish its goals. In addition, please note that
this model is suitable not only for the detection and neutralization of adversarial
threats, but is a common approach for all types of threats.

For the proposed tactics of the SCP we have chosen terms close to those used in
the Intelligence Cycle, as we have stated before. We defend that SOC activities are
in fact related to counter intelligence activities, as the SOC goal is the prevention,
detection and neutralization of threats. Of course, these terms could be largely
discussed (for example, the Planning tactic could be called the Preparation tactic),
but we consider this is pure nomenclature. We have actively avoided terms used
by the Cyber Kill Chain® as we consider it especially relevant to distinguish both
approaches, one with an offensive perspective and the SCP with a defensive one.

As we have stated, all reviewed approaches for kill chain models are focused
on the offensive point of view; these models provide the mandatory, arranged
tactics for an attacker to achieve their goals. However, unlike in the offensive
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perspective, previous defensive proposals do not focus on tactics and techniques,
neither on a critical path (kill chain in offensive jargon) to achieve a defensive
actor’s goals. Different studies analyze SOC processes with special emphasis on the
incident response capabilities, thus not giving the mandatory importance to tactics
to provide analysis or acquisition capabilities, and also considering a homogeneous,
not real, work for a SOC day to day. As we defend, a global incident response is
only a particular kind of response of all of the possibilities a SOC can provide to
its customers.

The absence of a defensive kill chain model makes it hard to compare our ap-
proach with equivalent proposals. In fact, this absence is a real problem, as SOC
activities are in many cases unstructured, not correctly formalized nor arranged,
making it difficult to improve capabilities over time and thus giving adversaries rel-
evant advantages to succeed. Different proposals have been analyzed in this work,
none being suitable for the definition of mandatory tactics and their arrangement
in the form of a defensive kill chain. The closest approach we have found, the blue
team cyber kill chain, lacks important tactics and, as most of the frameworks,
focuses on global incident response without taking into account relevant aspects
such as the planning or proper acquisition of data, as we have stated in the prac-
tical example shown in section 5.5.1. For this reason we have proposed a novel kill
chain model which sets all the relevant steps and their correct arrangement for a
successful detection capability.

Future research lines would include to deepening into each of the presented
tactics, in order to define sub–tactics inside the defined tactics. Those sub–tactics
would not be mandatory to accomplish the global SOC goal, but recommended.
In the cases where these sub–tactics can be identified in a specific order, they
could be considered a more specific approach to the SCP. In our approach, we
have provided sub–tactics for the main identified tactics, but we consider this to
be an ongoing work. It is also important to note that in some cases the internals
of some of the proposed tactics are well structured in the literature and have been
discussed in our work, for example regarding the response tactic, while in other
cases the potential sub–tactics are not so well structured, such as in the acquisition
one.

In addition, an interesting future research line would be the specification of
techniques for each tactic we have presented in this work. Although we provide a
high–level description for SCP, we consider our research as the first proposal that
has to be improved. These techniques would define how a specific tactic can be
executed, and its structure could be similar to the MITRE ATT&CK approach,
but considering the defensive point of view.

5.7 Conclusions

In this work we have presented the SOC Critical Path (SCP), a sequence of manda-
tory actions to appropriately detect and respond to security incidents, which is the
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main goal of Computer Network Defense, executed by centers such as a SOC. The
SCP is equivalent, from a defensive point of view, to models such as the Cyber Kill
Chain, which are focused on the attacker’s perspective. Although this offensive
point of view has been discussed in many works, the defensive one presents an
important lack of research, so we have addressed an issue not largely analyzed in
spite of being a must for a SOC to accomplish its goals: to prevent but, especially,
to detect and to neutralize security threats. In this sense, our approach provides
a kill chain equivalent to a SOC team.

We have proposed an approach based on the definition and arrangement of the
tactics that must be implemented in any defensive center. Our goal was to identify
these tactics from a global perspective, from the generation and registration of
interesting activities in a protected IT asset to the analysis of data, alerting and
final incident response. Although many studies focus on this later step, the one
related to the incident response, we have tried to consider all mandatory tactics
to achieve the SOC goals at the same importance level. For each identified tactic
we have discussed and proposed sub–tactics that, in a particular arrangement,
conform to the global tactic to achieve.

Finally, we identified some future research lines mainly related to the specifica-
tion of sub–tactics and particular techniques in each of the identified tactics in our
research. We consider this future work as a mandatory enhancement of this first
approach to the process of detecting and neutralizing security threats.
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Chapter 6

Key Requirements for the
Detection and Sharing of
Behavioral Indicators of
Compromise

Related to the detection of Advanced Threat Actors, one of the main problems
we must face nowadays is the detection of their techniques. These techniques,
in the form of behavioral indicators of compromise, are harder to modify for the
actor, so being able to detect them provides organizations valuable intelligence for
the detection. In this chapter we analyze the main problems of the detection and
sharing of these indicators, identifying the key requirements to face these problems.

This chapter was published as: Villalón-Huerta, A.; Ripoll-Ripoll, I.;
Marco-Gisbert, H. Key Requirements for the Detection and Sharing of
Behavioral Indicators of Compromise. Electronics. 2022, 11, 416.
http://doi.org/10.3390/electronics11030416
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Cyber Threat Intelligence feeds focus on atomic and computed indicators of
compromise. These indicators are the main source of tactical cyber intelligence
most organizations benefit from. They are expressed in machine–readable formats
and they are easily loaded into security devices in order to protect infrastructures.
However, their usefulness is very limited, specially in terms of time of life. These
indicators can be useful when dealing with non advanced actors, but they are easily
avoided by advanced ones. To detect advanced actor’s activities an analyst must
deal with behavioral indicators of compromise, which represent tactics, techniques
and procedures but that are not so common as the atomic and computed ones. In
this paper we analyze why these indicators are not widely used and we identify key
requirements for a successful behavioral IOC detection, specification and sharing.
We follow the intelligence cycle as the arranged sequence of steps for a defensive
team to work, thus providing a common reference for these teams to identify gaps
in their capabilities.

6.1 Introduction

Indicators of Compromise (IOC) are a key piece in Cyber Threat Intelligence
(CTI), as they enable and speed the detection of malicious activities in tech-
nological infrastructures. They allow to specify both the usage of technological
capabilities, such as tools or artifacts, and the tactics, techniques and procedures
(TTP) developed by threat actors. However, this last use case, the specification of
TTP, is not extended among threat intelligence providers. These providers focus
on the sharing of basic indicators, which provide an immediate result when loaded
into security platforms but which present an important problem: their time of life.
As they are easily modified by hostile actors, their usefulness is limited. In other
words, most of the IOC shared today in threat intelligence sharing platforms are
not the best ones, but the easiest to use ones.

We need cyber threat intelligence sharing to detect and respond to hostile actors
activities. We usually get indicators that allow us to achieve this goal in two main
fronts: compromised hosts, with indicators such as hashes, filenames or mutexes,
and networks, with indicators such as IP addresses or domain names. In fact, it
is usual to differentiate indicators based on where they are seen [11]: network and
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host–based ones. However, apart from the problem of false positives with these
atomic and computed indicators of compromise [510], those simple IOC, as we
have stated before, have a limited usefulness. For this reason, we must focus on
the effective detection and sharing of behavioral IOC to face advanced threats, as
these indicators are harder for a hostile actor to modify.

In this work we analyze this situation and we identify the key requirements for
the effective detection and sharing of behavioral indicators of compromise; these
kind of IOC represent the tactics, techniques and procedures of threat actors, and
their value is much higher than the one of the basic indicators. By not exploiting
and sharing them, defensive teams present an important gap in the detection of
malicious activities.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To analyze the problem of specification, detection and sharing of behavioral
indicators of compromise.

• To extract the key features of cyber operations from advanced threat actors.

• To identify and structure the key requirements, from an intelligence perspec-
tive, for the detection and sharing of behavioral indicators of compromise.

• To identify current efforts to fulfill those requirements and the gap to achieve
them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background, Section 6.2,
provides concepts regarding indicators of compromise and the Intelligence Cycle.
In Section 6.3 we assess the problem of the detection and sharing of indicators
of compromise. Section 6.4 analyzes the different identified approaches to tactics,
techniques and procedures specification and sharing. In Section 6.5 we identify the
key requirements for this specification and sharing among actors and we discuss
those requirements and the current status in Section 6.6, where future research
lines are also identified. Finally, Section 6.7 highlights the main results of our
work.

6.2 Background

6.2.1 Indicators of compromise

In CTI, an Indicator of Compromise is defined [259] as a piece of information that
can be used to identify a potentially compromised system. This piece of informa-
tion can range from a simple IP address to a complex set of tactics, techniques
and procedures. In all cases, this information meets the definition of IOC: it can
be used to identify a potentially compromised system.

Most researches [521] [441] [579] follow the classification of IOC stated by [141]
and [284]. This classification defines the following three categories for IOC, based
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on their complexity and related to the granularity of data represented by them:

• Atomic. Atomic indicators are those which cannot be broken down into
smaller parts and retain their meaning in the context of an intrusion. Ex-
amples of atomic indicators include IP addresses and domain names.

• Computed. Computed indicators are those which are derived from data
involved in an incident. Examples of computed indicators include hash values
and regular expressions.

• Behavioral. Behavioral indicators are collections of computed and atomic
indicators, often subject to qualification by quantity and possibly combina-
torial logic. An example of a complex behavioral indicator could be repeated
social engineering attempts of a specific style via email against low–level em-
ployees to gain a foothold in the network, followed by unauthorised remote
desktop connections to other computers on the network delivering specific
malware [521]; a simpler example could be a document file creating an ex-
ecutable object. Such indicators are captured as Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures, representing the modus operandi of the attacker [579].

While behavioral indicators of compromise are related to operational threat intel-
ligence, atomic and computed ones are related to tactical threat intelligence. All
those indicators are relevant to detect compromises, but tactical intelligence has
a shorter time of life than operational intelligence, and it can also be more easily
evaded, so in general terms it is less useful. In figure 6.1 the relationship between
indicators of compromise and intelligence levels is shown.

STRATEGIC
Very high value

Very low quantity
Very long time of life

OPERATIONAL
High value

Low quantity
Long time of life

Behavioral IOC:TTP

TACTICAL
Low value

High quantity
Short time of life

Atomic and computed IOC

Figure 6.1: Indicators of Compromise and intelligence levels.

Although being less useful than behavioral ones, atomic and computed indica-
tors of compromise are considered by many organizations the most valuable pieces
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of threat intelligence [90]. The main justification for this perception is related to
the fact that the indicators representing tactical intelligence are usually expressed
in machine–readable formats, so they can be easily loaded into security devices,
providing an immediate result. On the other hand, operational or strategic intel-
ligence feeds in most cases require a manual processing.

In today’s interconnected world, it is not possible to deal with security in an iso-
lated box; incidents are not unique, and organizations conform a security ecosys-
tem with common threats, vulnerabilities, risks and capabilities. So in order to
enhance one’s own security it is mandatory to share cyber threat intelligence with
other parties such as private companies, interest groups or law enforcement agen-
cies. And of course, inside this scheme, IOC are a key piece: they are in fact
the most shared type of threat intelligence. However, the major part of available
shared data regards atomic and computed indicators [294] [631] [322] such as IP
addresses, file hashes or domain names. Data related to higher level threat in-
telligence, the most useful one, is by far less shared, so it is less used. In fact,
when dealing with indicators of compromise, it is usual to refer only to atomic and
computed ones [671].

6.2.2 Intelligence cycle

NATO [454] defines intelligence as the product resulting from the directed collec-
tion and processing of information regarding the environment and the capabilities
and intentions of actors, in order to identify threats and offer opportunities for ex-
ploitation by decision–makers; the same work also defines the intelligence cycle as
the sequence of activities whereby information is obtained, assembled, converted
into intelligence and made available to users. Although there are different versions
of this cycle, we can summarize them in the following five steps:

• Direction. Determination of intelligence requirements, planning the collec-
tion effort, issuance of orders and requests to collection agencies and main-
tenance of a continuous check on the productivity of such agencies.

• Collection. The exploitation of sources by collection agencies and the delivery
of the information obtained to the appropriate processing unit for use in the
production of intelligence.

• Processing. The conversion of information into usable data suitable for anal-
ysis.

• Analysis. Tasks related to integration, evaluation or interpretation of infor-
mation to turn it into intelligence: a contextualized, coherent whole.

• Dissemination. The timely conveyance of intelligence, in an appropriate form
and by any suitable means, to those who need it.

A sixth step for the intelligence cycle [449] would be the evaluation and feedback:
all steps, but specially the dissemination of the final product, feed a new iteration
of the cycle, as shown in figure 6.2.
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DIRECTION

COLLECTION

PROCESSINGANALYSIS

DISSEMINATION

Figure 6.2: Intelligence Cycle.

Intelligence as a product is regarded as the final result of a set of actions, which
are sequentially launched; this set of actions, the intelligence cycle, is a simple
explanation of a complex intelligence process. It starts when someone, such as
an authority or a government, has particular information needs in order to make
the best decision about a subject. At this point the cycle starts, identifying the
requirements and planning the acquisition of the information that will be later
processed and analyzed, in order to generate intelligence.

Once planned, the next stage is to acquire information, and this acquisition can
be performed through different intelligence collection disciplines [80] commonly re-
ferred as “the INTs”: SIGINT (Signals Intelligence), OSINT (Open Sources Intel-
ligence), MASINT (Measurements and Signature Intelligence), HUMINT (Human
Intelligence) and GEOINT (Geospatial Intelligence). The essential elements of
these INTs are not formally defined [139], neither are them consensuated between
authors, but they define the families of sources the information can be gathered
from: for example, a simple public website, a satellite, an intercepted artifact or
a mole.

With the information gathered, processing and exploitation turn the information
previously collected into a form suitable for the production of finished intelligence
[520]; this stage includes tasks such as decryption, translation or data conversion
and, as a part of the cycle, it is mandatory to the next one: analysis, in which
the intelligence, the final product, is generated. This analysis must include the
information gathered and processed no matter which collection discipline it comes
from. In this sense, we can refer to all–source intelligence, defined [38] as the
intelligence products, organizations and activities that incorporate all sources of
information and intelligence, including open–source information, in the production
of intelligence.

Finally, once the intelligence as a product has been generated, it is delivered
to the customer , the entity which had the information needs stated before, in a
suitable form for its use and by a variety of means. This product will be used
to help the decision making process and, possibly, to start a new iteration of the
intelligence cycle.
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6.3 The issue

6.3.1 Threat specification

In CTI, many efforts have been made in order to characterize threats, campaigns
and particular attacks by indicators of compromise, specially to establish a struc-
tured and standardized information sharing scheme between actors. Back in 2007
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defined [165] IODEF (Incident Object De-
scription Exchange Format), an XML data representation that provides a frame-
work for sharing information commonly exchanged about computer security in-
cidents. Although it is fairly static [100], during these years IODEF has been
extended for different needs, such as the reporting of phishing events [104].

Private companies have also developed well–known standards to enable threat
information sharing. Mandiant’s OpenIOC is an extensible XML schema designed
to describe the technical characteristics of evidences of compromise [388]. It pro-
vides indicators about files (such as full path, imports and exports, or compile
time), hosts and networks (such as DNS or URI), processes (such as handles or
paths), registry entries (such as names or text), services (such as name or DLL)
and signatures (such as Snort or Yara), among others.

Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX) is a language and serializa-
tion format used to exchange cyber threat intelligence whose goal is to identify
and represent all the elements of cyber threats in a flexible, automatable and
human-readable way. Upon a standardized language, in XML format, the stan-
dard provides a common mechanism for addressing structured cyber threat infor-
mation improving consistency, efficiency, interoperability, and overall situational
awareness into a unified architecture that structures and links all those elements
of a threat, from its lower level, observables or indicators, to the higher one, cam-
paigns and actors [56]. STIX was defined in 2012, sponsored by US Department
of Homeland Security, and in 2015 all the intellectual property and trademarks
associated with STIX were licensed to OASIS, a nonprofit organization focused on
the development and integration of open technological standards.

From its release 2.0, STIX integrates Cyber Observable eXpression (CybOX),
a structured language for cyber observables also developed by MITRE. In STIX
2.1, the latest version at the time of this writing, the standard defines three types
of core objects to represent cyber threat intelligence; one of them, SCO (STIX
Cyber–observable Object), is used to characterize host–based and network–based
information. SCO has been introduced in STIX 2; in previous versions cyber–
observables could only exist as objects within an Observed Data object. SCO
represents observed facts about a network or host that may be used and related
to higher level intelligence to form a more complete understanding of the threat
landscape. STIX 2.1 defines the Cyber–observable objects shown in table 6.1, each
of them with its corresponding properties.

Although both of them are still available and extensions can be done, Ope-
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Table 6.1: STIX 2.1 Cyber–observable objects.

Artifact Autonomous System (AS) Directory

Domain name Email Address Email Message

File IPv4 Address IPv6 Address

MAC Address Mutex Network Traffic

Process Software URL

User Account Windows Registry Key X.509 Certificate

nIOC and IODEF are today considered legacy formats [507]. STIX has been
widely adopted, being its particular applications explored in different works, from
malware detection [409] to critical infrastructures and industrial control systems
protection [3] [619]. It has been extended to detect more complex patterns [628],
and it can be used to provide improvements to other formats, being able to em-
bed not only IODEF extensions but also other formats such as OpenIOC or Yara
rules [616] [628]. In this way, STIX can be considered the most accepted CTI
standard among security community and the de facto one for describing threat
intelligence data [550] [237]. The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity
(ENISA) [556] has recommended European Union states to implement STIX as
a globally accepted standard.

6.3.2 Real–world IOC

Despite all the efforts for the characterization of threats exposed in the previ-
ous section, the most shared indicators of compromise are still the simplest ones.
STIX is a complex standard but it is mainly used to share atomic and computed
indicators. The identification of the most used and shared types of indicators of
compromise is a key question, as they will be the ones that hostile actors will try to
evade in first place. IP addresses and file hashes are considered the most shared in-
dicators of compromise in current literature [518]. Other authors progressively ex-
pand this list to domain names [294], URL [236] or malware signatures [631]. [617]
also includes in this list file names, dynamic link libraries, registry keys, e–mail
addresses, message objects and attachments or links inside a message.

We have processed all the information (available events) from some private MISP
(Malware Information Sharing Platform) instances used in public and private Se-
curity Operations Centers. Hashes such as MD5, SHA1 or SHA256 represent
the most used type of indicator (23,23%), followed by IP addresses (21,10%) and
domains and hostnames (19,75%). All the other types of indicators analyzed rep-
resent the remaining 35,92% and their presence is far from these numbers (as an
example, mutexes represent only 0,03% of global indicator types). These results
are consistent with the hypothesis stated in [228] about the types of indicators
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generally available, and of course they are aligned with our own experience.

Hashes are mainly linked to implants, while IP addresses and domain names are
linked to Command and Control (C2) or exfiltration servers. This means that,
theoretically, only with these kind of indicators we could detect most activities on
the persistence stage of an attack. In spite of the fact that most of the shared indi-
cators among the community belong to these three classes, this security perception
is not real. Being all of them easily changed by a hostile actor, the discovery of
hashes, IP addresses and domain names causes little pain in the attacker, as the
“Pyramid of Pain” [71] states. Any hostile actor who wants to evade detection will
defeat, at least, these three types of IOC, as they are the most used ones. If an
actor is able to cheat these indicators, it will be able to evade approximately 65%
of the defender detection capabilities.

As main IOC types are almost useless when facing advanced threats, analysts
have to look for alternatives to detect intrusions. Different approaches to provide
other atomic and computed indicators of compromise have been developed, but
they are not commonly shared among intelligence groups, so their usage is not
as extended as it should be. In many cases this is mainly due to the lack of
automatic tools to load intelligence and to get an immediate result. For example, to
identify minor changes between objects, which of course produce different hashes,
fuzzy hashes [470] [213] have been used. Through algorithms such as ssdeep or
sdhash, this approach is able to detect similarities between files, helping the analyst
to identify those changing objects. However, in any case this similarity hashing
provides just another computed indicator that again can be easily evaded by an
advanced actor.

To provide a more accurate detection capability, CTI must deal with the detec-
tion and sharing of behavioral indicators. This approach would allow analysts to
detect the tactics and techniques of attackers, no matter which atomic or computed
indicators they use in a particular campaign (this is, no matter which hash, which
IP address or which domain name). However, CTI sharing is mainly focused on
those simple indicators of compromise, that are easily evaded. In [25] the authors
state that hashes, IP addresses and domain names are the easiest indicators to
trace, to identify and to exploit quickly. As all of them can be easily expressed in
machine–readable formats, for example a simple blacklist, many security devices
can be configured to load them automatically, so they provide an immediate re-
sult. In fact, such types of indicators focus on immediacy [313], while upper ones,
those related to goals or TTP, provide a richer analysis but with a longer time to
process.

6.4 Approaches and limitations

The detection of behavioral indicators, in front of atomic or computed ones, has
been largely studied in the malware field [297] [365]; the so called behavioral signa-
tures are applied in dynamic malware analysis and rely on the malware behavior to
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identify patterns through multiple means, from the monitoring of system calls to
temporal logic formulae [59]. These methods extend the classical static signature
detection, complementing or superseding them. However, if we do not focus on
such a specific piece of an attack, the malware, and we try to expand this detection
approach to the tactics, techniques and procedures of an attacker, the work gets
complicated.

STIX “Attack Pattern” SDO describes the tactics, techniques and procedures
that the adversaries develop to compromise targets: this is, just what behavioral
indicators represent. This SDO contains textual descriptions of the pattern along
with references to external objects; it relates to other SDO, such as “Indicator”, but
these ones are, again, pure atomic or computed indicators of compromise. So al-
though STIX allows the specification of tactics, techniques and procedures, it does
not provide a common vocabulary for describing TTP, making STIX not suitable
for a machine–readable specification of behavioral indicators of compromise.

In [283] the authors present TTPDrill, a tool to extract threat actions from
CTI unstructured text; it is the first approach to represent TTP in a structured
form, in this case from published threat intelligence reports. However, although
TTPDrill provides a novel model to identify threat actions in a machine–readable
format from unstructured text, it relies on specific observables, not providing a
general capability for the use of behavioral signatures.

Representing how an adversary works in an operation is not standardized among
the CTI community, so this information has to be manually handled in most cases.
As the relevant security information is usually consolidated in a SIEM (Security
Information Event Management) platform, these technologies are the place where
this information must be analyzed to detect indicators of compromise. Microsoft
has developed Kusto Query Language, used in Azure both to monitor and to
perform threat hunting [169], which is a non–standard language that can not be
used as is outside the Microsoft ecosystem; in addition, providers such as Elastic
have defined their own open rules and language (EQL, Event Query Language)
to query Elastic SIEM. Both examples are proprietary ones, and their particular
specifications can not be shared with other technologies.

An important effort towards the normalization of a language that allows an-
alysts to query SIEM technologies in order to detect all kinds of IOC has been
done with SIGMA rules. SIGMA1 is a generic and open signature format to de-
scribe relevant log events in a straight forward manner. In other words, SIGMA
is to SIEM events what Snort is to network traffic or Yara is to files. Although
SIGMA goal is not to standardize a format to describe behavioral indicators of
compromise, the language can be used to query SIEM events and provides a full
coverage for all kind of indicators, from atomic to behavioral. For example, Turla
Advanced Persistent Threat group executes different lateral movement techniques
in compromised Windows system, identified as T1059, T1077, T1083 and T1135
by MITRE ATT&CK; ATT&CK, Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common

1https://github.com/Neo23x0/sigma
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Knowledge, is a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and tech-
niques based on real–world observations. The following SIGMA rule allows to
query a SIEM for these lateral movement techniques, looking for the execution of
particular commands in Windows systems that are registered by sysmon and sent
to the SIEM:

action: global
title: Turla Group Lateral Movement
id: c601f20d-570a-4cde-a7d6-e17f99cb8e7f
status: experimental
description: Detects automated lateral movement by Turla group
references:

- https://securelist.com/the-epic-turla-operation/65545/
tags:

- attack.g0010
- attack.execution
- attack.t1059
- attack.lateral_movement
- attack.t1077
- attack.discovery
- attack.t1083
- attack.t1135

author: Markus Neis
date: 2017/11/07
logsource:

category: process_creation
product: windows

falsepositives:
- Unknown

---
detection:

selection:
CommandLine:

- ’net use \\%DomainController%\C$ "P@ssw0rd" *’
- ’dir c:\\*.doc* /s’
- ’dir %TEMP%\\*.exe’

condition: selection
level: critical
---
detection:

netCommand1:
CommandLine: ’net view /DOMAIN’

netCommand2:
CommandLine: ’net session’

netCommand3:
CommandLine: ’net share’
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timeframe: 1m
condition: netCommand1 | near netCommand2 and netCommand3

level: medium

This simple example does fit into the category of behavioral IOC, and of course
the language allows to specify more complex rules. SIGMA has become the de
facto standard to query SIEM events, but it does not provide full coverage for
the specification of all behavioral procedures. This standard must be improved
and complemented with post processing capabilities or equivalent over the stored
data to be able to specify a full range of behavioral indicators of compromise.
In addition, although SIGMA is supported by most SIEM technologies such as
QRadar or Splunk, it is not the native query language in these technologies. This
fact, in addition to the limitations of the language, forces analysts to maintain
queries in different platform–dependent query languages if they want to explode
to the maximum the SIEM capabilities.

User behavior and entity analytics, UEBA, sometimes referred simply as UBA,
User Behavior Analytics (an elder concept superseded by UEBA), is also an effort
to track behavioral indicators with own tools and with the integration into SIEM
technologies; UEBA offers [101] profiling and anomaly detection based on a range
of analytic approaches, usually using a combination of basic (e.g., rules that lever-
age signatures, pattern matching and simple statistics) and advanced analytics
methods (e.g., supervised and unsupervised machine learning). UEBA strengths
are related to the advanced methods but, although these could be efficient ap-
proaches in many cases, machine learning has not been proved to be a practical
solution for the hunting of advanced actors. The problems in the anomaly detec-
tion field are clear and identified years ago [220], and in the case of the detection
of advanced actors, many of them are linked to the stealth attacks these actors
usually perform, as well as to the complexity to identify anomalies by establish-
ing a user or entity behavior baseline. Although UEBA is a promising approach,
it still lacks maturity while regarding advanced actors and, in any case, it does
not provide a suitable standard to share behavioral indicators between different
technologies or platforms.

6.5 Key requirements for behavioral IOC detec-
tion and sharing

By adopting the intelligence cycle as a working model we have identified key re-
quirements for the detection and sharing of behavioral IOC. In this section we
provide those requirements in each of the steps of the cycle. They all should be
considered in the planning stage, to establish the direction of the process from
the collection of data to the dissemination of intelligence in the form of behavioral
IOC. Our final goal is to generate behavioral IOC that can be shared and used
in an effective way to detect threat actors TTP. These requirements are focused
on the detection and sharing of behavioral IOC: they must be considered together
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with other requirements for a Security Operations Center to perform threat hunt-
ing activities in an effective way. For example, we will not make emphasis on
requirements as automatizing or false positive reduction, as they are not focused
on behavioral IOC detection but on general detection capabilities.

During our research we have analyzed threat actors cyber operations, available
both in frameworks like MITRE ATT&CK and in intelligence reports about par-
ticular threat actors such as [292] [428] [629] or campaigns such as [569]. Particu-
larly, we have analyzed the activities of different advanced persistent threats from
Russia (APT28, APT29, Turla...), China (APT1, APT17, Ke3chang...) and Iran
(APT33, Clever Kitten...). This analysis allows the identification of key features
of advanced offensive cyber operations, including not only their techniques but
also characteristics related to their goals, targets or artifacts. The most relevant
identified features are shown in table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Key features in offensive operations.

Feature Description

Multiple
targets

Advanced threat actors target a wide spectrum of victims,
including sectors such as military, government, technology,
energy or even non–profit organizations

Broad range
of techniques

Advanced threat actors achieve their goals through a broad
range of techniques. These techniques are usually stealth,
in order to go unnoticed, and one single threat actor can
execute different techniques linked to the same tactic, even
in a single operation against a particular target

Tailored tools
and artifacts

Advanced threat actors can use multiple tools and artifacts
in their operations. These tools and artifacts range from
specifically developed malware to legit system tools, and in
many cases the threat actor is aware of the deployed counter
measures in the target and knows how to evade them

Potential
indicators

Hostile activities leave traces in targeted systems and in-
ternal network traffic. In addition, the target perimeter
security must be monitored in order to detect connections
to Command and Control or exfiltration servers

Compromises
spread over
time

Once a target is compromised, this compromise spreads
over time in most operations, thus giving the threat actor
the ability to control its target for months or years

The fact that a single threat actor targets multiple victims from different sectors
is directly linked to the targeting of multiple infrastructures, protected by multiple
security technologies. These technologies are provided by different vendors, and
each of them uses its custom logging formats and data. In order to guarantee an
accurate detection and response capability, this data must be normalized regardless
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of its technological data source through a common format that allows analysts the
searching of hostile activities regardless the technology where they are performed.
This data must be analyzed through a common platform–independent language
that can be shared through different defensive teams and exploited no matter
which technologies are monitored and which specific analysis platform is used in
each case.

As advanced threat actors can achieve their tactics through different techniques,
even in the same campaign, defensive teams must be able to search hostile be-
haviours regardless of the mechanisms used in each case. This means that the
analysis tool, usually the SIEM [338] [339], must provide these teams the abil-
ity to specify all previously identified techniques as well as the new ones that
are discovered during a particular analysis. This specification must be quick for
the defensive team, in order to provide agility to the investigation of potential
compromises.

The employment of tailored tools and artifacts, including legit tools provided by
operating systems, is related to the stealth techniques executed by threat actors.
Being covertness a must in hostile operations most movements will not generate
any alert in security systems such as antivirus software or firewalls. This situation
forces the defensive team to identify not only misuses, but especially anomalies, so
it is mandatory to analyze, so to acquire and process, normal activities in systems
and networks and, in most cases, to establish a baseline or a reference to define
the normal behaviour of the users and infrastructures.

Hostile activities leave traces in different points of the targeted infrastructure:
the compromised systems and the network traffic. In fact, as we have stated before,
atomic and computed indicators of compromise are usually divided into host or
network based. A particular sub set of network indicators are those related to
domain names and IP addresses, which are usually seen on the network perimeter.
This distribution of indicators forces the defensive team to analyze data from
multiple sources, establishing relationships between them in a central repository
where this data is received and stored. Although not particularly focused on
the detection of behavioral IOC, works like [406] or [47] reflect the requirement to
analyze, so to acquire, this multi source data. In fact, ATT&CK matrices available
online from MITRE define the mandatory data sources for the detection of each
technique, being most of them multi source.

Once a threat actor compromises its target, this compromise spreads over time;
persistence periods range from months to years in many cases. For example, a
threat actor such as APT1 can maintain access to victim networks for an average
of 356 days, being four years and ten months the longest persistence period [398].
For this reason, to make a whole picture of the operation, the defensive team must
be able to analyze, so to store, historical data in order to identify the initial entry
point, the hostile activities performed and the internal systems that have been
compromised.

To deal with the identified features of advanced offensive cyber operations, we
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have identified the key requirements for effective behavioral IOC detection and
sharing. Following each of the steps of the intelligence cycle, in table 6.3 we
summarize these requirements. Please note that they are applicable not only
in Information Technology infrastructure, but also in Industrial Control Systems
environments, where cyber threat intelligence is also a must [4] [648] and where
all the problems we have identified in our work are also present.

Table 6.3: Key requirements for TTP detection.

IC Stage Key Requirements

Acquisition Acquire data from multiple, relevant sources

Acquire not only alerts, but regular events

Processing Central data repository where relationships can be established

Common format for stored data

Long term retention

Analysis Platform–agnostic implementation

Full native coverage for all techniques

Correlation of data from multiple sources

Comparison of correlated data against a reference

Dissemination Machine readable and exportable format

Standard query language among providers

6.5.1 Acquisition

For an effective TTP detection it is mandatory to acquire information from mul-
tiple data sources, those where main TTP can be identified. Taking as a reference
the MITRE ATT&CK framework [596], where tactics and techniques are analyzed,
we find the different data sources that enable the detection of each particular tech-
nique. Summarizing these data sources, we identify three main points to acquire
data from:

• Endpoint, including not only user endpoints but also servers, where processes
are created, files are opened and threat activities are performed at last; this
data source includes global infrastructures for endpoints, just as Windows
Active Directory.

• Network, including payload and net flow, where threat movements, both
lateral and external, are performed.

• Perimeter, where input and output of data between the threat actor and its
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target is performed, including network devices such as firewalls, Data Loss
Prevention systems or Virtual Private Network servers.

In all cases, the mandatory information to acquire is that related to regular
activities, not only the one related to alerts. Although we identify this key re-
quirement, this global, regular data acquisition is not widely extended [508], thus
impacting on the quality of later steps of the intelligence cycle and in the final
intelligence product. A suspicious behavior is an event or a sequence of events,
being in most cases each of these events not suspicious by itself. In other words,
a behavioral indicator of compromise is not simply a set of atomic or computed
ones. Thus, while atomic and computed indicators of compromise can be detected
by rule–based systems such as Snort (for network indicators) or Yara (mainly
for host indicators), many of the behavioral ones can not be identified this way.
These systems provide specific misuse detection capabilities, so it would be hard
for them, especially for Yara, to allow an analyst to identify tactics and techniques
represented by behavioral indicators of compromise. This is an important point,
as most tactics can not be detected laying only in the security alerts from a data
source: as stated before, most threat actors will not generate security alerts in their
regular activities. In fact, from a classical intrusion detection systems perspective,
alerts could be considered “misuse detection”, which has to be complemented with
“anomaly detection” through the processing and analysis of the acquired regular
events.

6.5.2 Processing

We have also identified particular requirements for the detection of behavioral IOC
in the processing stage, once the analysts have acquired specified data. In first
place, to achieve this detection, it is mandatory to have a centralized point where
data can be collected; this point is usually a SIEM, where logs from multiple
sources are stored in a common format. Related to the data acquisition from
multiple sources requirement detailed before, in the processing stage it is a key
requirement to receive and store this data, as it will be later correlated in the
analysis stage.

Although this one would be also a requirement for the detection of all kinds
of IOC, in the case of behavioral ones the requirement of having a centralized
point with a common format for logs from multiple sources is especially relevant,
as it allows the correlation between events from these different sources. As we
will detail in next section, unlike the detection of atomic or computed indicators,
techniques to detect behavioral IOC are usually based on the correlation of data
from multiple sources, so we must consider this particular requirement as a key
one.

In addition, as we will detail on the analysis stage, long–term retention is a
must for a successful behavioral IOC detection. In fact, it is a must, from a
forensic point of view, to detect all kind of IOC: when a threat intelligence feed
is received, analysts must look backwards for its presence in the stored events.
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However, when dealing with behavioral IOC, apart from this forensic approach,
long–term retention is mandatory to identify stealthy behaviors. The detection of
these stealthy techniques requires the analysis of events far in time, to compare
them, and to establish relationships to identify the behavior of a threat actor.
Without this long–term retention it may not be possible to identify techniques
linked to advanced threat actors. Of course, to enable this kind of retention, and
considering that an identified key requirement is to gather not only alerts, but
also regular events from different sources, big data architectures that can handle
all this information are a must, not only for the processing stage, but for all of the
activities of the intelligence cycle [663] [421].

6.5.3 Analysis

The analysis stage is perhaps the most important one in the intelligence cycle,
although it can not be accomplished without proper acquisition and processing
activities. The requirements we have stated in previous steps of the intelligence
cycle are mandatory for a successful analysis, thus enabling different capabilities
for analysts to work, especially through the SIEM.

The first identified key requirement for the analysis is to be able to specify the
behavioral IOC in a technology–agnostic way. This requirement implies that the
IOC can be used regardless of the SIEM deployed in each case, but also that the
same IOC specification regarding particular data sources can be used regardless
of the technology of these data sources. For example, given a particular firewall
(data source) and SIEM technologies, an IOC to detect a malicious behaviour on
this firewall, by analyzing the data on this SIEM should be able to be loaded in
any other SIEM and to provide the same results analyzing the data from other
firewall technology in the industry. As we will see later in this section, it is a must
to be able to load shared behavioral IOC from third parties.

This IOC specification capability has to provide native full–coverage for all iden-
tified techniques; this coverage can be achieved through a common query language,
such as SIGMA, or through a common format for stored data and a suitable API
to query this data. As we have detailed in section 6.4, the first option is the
most extended among SIEM providers, being in this case the problem on each
particular language and its incompatibility with the rest of approaches. Follow-
ing this identified requirement, in the case of SIGMA it is mandatory to expand
the language to provide full–coverage for all techniques, or to give SIGMA post
processing capabilities to generate results in a format suitable to be managed by
common programming languages.

Most techniques can not be identified by analyzing events from a single data
source [479]; in fact, only about ten particular MITRE ATT&CK techniques (out
of 185) can be detected using a single data source. So as we have stated before,
the ability to establish relationships between events from different sources is a
must. To achieve this requirement, SIEM technologies have to provide this capa-
bility, specially through the normalization to a common format of the information
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received from different data sources.

To identify most behavioral indicators it is also mandatory, in the analysis stage,
to establish a relationship between events or alerts by comparing them against a
specific reference; this relationship is usually a temporal one, but it can also be
based on dependencies or simply on a comparison against a normality model. For
example, a parent–child process match that can be considered suspicious.

SIEM environments are the main repository to store events from relevant sources
from a security perspective; they collect not only misuse alerts, for example from
systems such as intrusion detection systems or antivirus, but also “normal” events
from all kinds of data sources, from endpoints to firewalls. They also provide the
ability to establish relationships between events, so as we have stated before, SIEM
should be the right place to identify all types of indicators of compromise.

6.5.4 Dissemination

At this point, successful detection of behavioral IOC could have been performed
in a Security Operations Center. However, as we have stated before, threat in-
telligence sharing between defensive centers is a must: without a proper sharing,
no single center can detect most hostile operations, especially those performed by
advanced actors. For this reason, organizations collaborate to define defensive ac-
tions against complex attack vectors by sharing information about threats [492].
So now we will approach the last stage of the intelligence cycle, that related to the
dissemination, to the sharing, of the final intelligence product.

As with atomic or computed indicators, behavioral ones must be usually shared
by uploading them to a threat intelligence sharing platform such as MISP. To
do so, behavioral IOC must be exportable as a single intelligence unit, commonly
called “hunt”. This implies that a single behavioral IOC generated in one platform,
for example in a specific SIEM, can be exported from this SIEM in the form of
intelligence unit.

In this dissemination stage, another key requirement for sharing behavioral IOC
is that the intelligence unit has to be machine readable: this is, it has to be
actionable when loaded into a SIEM. As with atomic and computed indicators of
compromise, whose extended use mainly relies on the fact that they can be loaded
into security devices and generate immediate results, as we have stated before [25],
with behavioral IOC we identify the same requirement in order to be effectively
shared.

To achieve this last requirement we also identify, as a previous mandatory re-
quirement, a common accepted language for the specification and sharing of be-
havioral IOC among providers. Without such a capability, the effort that has to be
done to translate TTP from natural language to specific, sometimes proprietary,
technical standards as the ones referenced in this work, is not acceptable. With
the current lack of a common language analysts have to iterate the specification
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among many platforms, with independent and non–compatible specification lan-
guages, thus multiplying their work not only for the initial specification but, which
is most important, to its maintenance and upgrade.

Please note that in this section we have focused on the technological requirements
for behavioral IOC sharing; other relevant aspects, such as legal or human matters,
are out of the scope of our work, and in fact are common to all CTI sharing
approaches [526] [649], not specifically to the dissemination of behavioral IOC.

6.5.5 A practical example

To provide a practical result for our proposal, we have analyzed a particular tech-
nique performed by threat actors in their operations and how the different re-
quirements we have identified must be fulfilled. We have chosen the Command
and Control (C2) tactic stated by MITRE ATT&CK, in particular the T1071.001
technique, related to command and control through web traffic protocols. While
using this technique, adversaries may communicate using application layer proto-
cols associated with web traffic to avoid detection and network filtering by blending
in with existing traffic. A malicious HTTP/S hit is hidden inside the whole le-
gitimate web traffic. Commands to the remote system, and often the results of
those commands, will be embedded within the protocol traffic between the client
and server, as MITRE ATT&CK framework states. For our example we have cho-
sen a particular implementation of the technique, in which the hostile actor buys
and uses domains whose name contains strings related to legit sites, trying in this
way to go unnoticed. We must highlight that this technique implementation is
behavioral, so it is not possible to detect it through the use of atomic or computed
indicators of compromise.

The detection of this particular technique requires in first place to acquire, pro-
cess and analyze information from a main data source: the web proxy or equivalent,
where navigation logs are stored. These logs must be analyzed with a mechanism
that is able to detect the use of legit strings inside malicious web names; a simple
approach can be looking for pre identified legit strings related to existing compa-
nies, such as “google”, “microsoft” or “adobe”, into the domain names that have
been navigated from the organization.

Once a suspicious navigation has been identified, a set of actions must be per-
formed by the analysis team. These activities are shown in figure 6.3 in the form
of playbook. In first place, the analysts will query intelligence sources to check if
the domain is suspicious or not, for example by confirming that it is registered by
the original company or by a third party entity. In this last case, as the domain
will be considered suspicious, the analysts will look for more hits in the historical
navigation records (for example, in the stored proxy logs with the available re-
tention period) with the goal of identifying the time period the domain has been
connected from the organization.

By analyzing data from these historical records, the analyst will identify the set
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Figure 6.3: Playbook for the analysis of suspicious HTTP hits.

of endpoints that contacted the suspicious domain; for all of them, and by the
analysis of endpoint activity logs, the executable that performed the suspicious
connection will be identified, in order to extract and analyze it in a malware lab-
oratory. If this last analysis confirms that the executable is malicious, an incident
will be raised; otherwise, it will be considered a false positive and the investigation
will be closed. If an incident is detected, it is mandatory to specify the detection
of the technique in the form of behavioral IOC, to automate its detection not only
in the organization, but also to share it with other interest groups.

With this simple example, we can confirm the mandatory requirements for the
detection of a behavioral IOC. In first place, it is clear that data from multiple
sources must be acquired to enable the detection of the technique: in this case,
from the navigation logs and from the endpoint activity. None of these sources
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can provide by itself the full picture of the situation to the analyst, as they log
different types of information that must be considered together for the whole
detection scheme. In addition, as an anomalous domain web hit is not a security
violation by itself, it does not generate an alert in any security mechanism. In this
way, if we register only alerts, these anomalous hits will go unnoticed.

Regarding the Processing step, we face in first place the retention of the data;
we must have a long term retention scheme to identify historical records that
help us to draw the global picture of our investigation: the whole of endpoints
contacting to the suspicious domain, the time this domain was first seen in the
organization or the frequency of hits. In addition, when dealing with medium or
large organizations, it is mandatory to centralize information from multiple sources
in a single repository and with a common format. This requirement will enable
analysts to establish relationships between events from these sources; otherwise,
these relationships would have been manually established, which is not possible in
most organizations.

The Analysis step is performed in the SIEM platform. This platform must
provide mechanisms for the full analysis of all data from multiple sources, as it
has to centralize all the information from these sources and provide the capability
to exploit it. In this exploitation, correlation is mandatory for the analysts to
establish relationships between different data sets, as it is the establishment of a
common reference (usually a temporal one) for all the data. A platform–agnostic
implementation is also a must for two main reasons: the first one, to compare
data from different technologies across the organization. A single organization can
have proxies, firewalls or EDR (Endpoint Detection and Response) from multiple
vendors, each of them generating logs in its own proprietary format. The second
one is perhaps the most important: to be able to automate and share, as we will
see in next step, the specification of the technique among multiple organizations
that will surely have different security technologies.

Finally, in the Dissemination step, to be able to share the specification of the
technique with other security groups, and also to receive and exploit specifications
from these security groups, the two key requirements we have identified must be
fulfilled. The technique must be specified in a standard language among technology
providers, particularly SIEM ones, as not all the organizations use the same SIEM.
In addition, this specification must be exportable, to allow sharing and, most
important, it must be machine readable to load it automatically in security tools
to detect the identified technique.

We have provided a practical example for the detection of a particular tech-
nique and identified the fulfillment of all the key requirements we have proposed.
Although we have chosen a simple technique used by advanced threat actors, our
findings can be applied to all kind of techniques; if we face more complex techniques
against large organizations, the fulfilling of all the requirements is also mandatory.
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6.6 Discussion

The most used types of indicators in CTI sharing are atomic and computed ones:
in particular, file hashes, IP addresses and network domains. However, as these
indicators of compromise are easily changed by a threat actor, they can be evaded
with little or no effort. While they are definitely not the most useful ones, they
are the most used and shared, mainly because they can be expressed in machine–
readable format: this feature allows these indicators to be automatically loaded
into security devices, thus providing an immediate result for the customer. But
this situation represents a problem for security analysts, as most of the shared
intelligence is easily evaded by hostile actors, rendering it useless. This problem
must be addressed with the detection and sharing of behavioral indicators of com-
promise. In this work we have identified the key requirements for both of these
activities and discussed them to detect hostile techniques, providing a practical
example.

All but one of the key requirements we have identified in our work are today
fulfilled with most SIEM technologies. The main unfulfilled requirement is the
definition of a standard query language among providers. There are some efforts
to fill this gap, mainly aligned with MITRE ATT&CK and especially in SIEM
technologies, being the most relevant the SIGMA language. However, until now
there is not a commonly–accepted standard suitable for sharing behavioral sig-
natures between analysts using different technologies. This lack motivates two
problems: the inability to share, thus the difficulty to detect, and the effort to
translate TTP from natural language to specific vendor–dependent formats, not
compatible between them.

These two main problems can be only addressed by the specification of a com-
monly accepted standard that provides full behavioral detection capabilities to
SIEM or to any technologies and products focused on the detection of advanced
threat actors. The definition of such standard will enable the use of these indi-
cators among analysts using different technologies, and as a direct consequence,
this usage will enable information sharing between analysts. As this standard
becomes accepted and used, and behavioral signatures can be shared and auto-
matically loaded into security systems, the detection capabilities for security teams
will increase significantly.

Although there are many efforts to characterize threats among the CTI com-
munity, including their behavior, little progress has been achieved to define a
machine–readable format accepted as an standard. In this sense we have iden-
tified two main references to be considered: STIX and SIGMA. STIX provides
capabilities to define TTP as SDO, but it does not allow to specify behavioral
signatures; the specification of TTP is based on atomic and computed indicators
of compromise, so if an attacker changes them, the particular TTP will not be
detected. SIGMA language is the closest approach for such a standard, but it has
to be improved to expand its capabilities. In addition, at the time of this writing it
is not natively supported by many SIEM technologies, so SIGMA queries must be
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turned into specific SIEM signatures through a converter. This fact introduces two
main problems: complexity in the management of SIGMA queries among multiple
SIEM providers and dependency on the capability of those converters.

As we have stated before, from a technical point of view the only unfulfilled
requirement to detect and share behavioral indicators of compromise is the defi-
nition of a standard query language among providers. However, being technically
fulfilled does not mean that all defensive teams are able to perform this detection
and sharing. The complexity of our work relies on the identification of a structured
methodology suitable for the analysis of the lessons learned after an incident, as
well as on this particular analysis. We adopt the Intelligence Cycle as we defend
this identification of hostile operations is a counter intelligence activity, so it has
to be structured and analyzed in this way. The highlight of requirements and their
arrangement based on a consistent model provides a homogeneous framework to
identify gaps on the detection capabilities provided by CERT teams. The analysis
of the lessons learned to identify the mandatory requirements for the detection
and sharing of behavioral indicators of compromise has its own complexity. This
kind of analysis after an incident is not usually public, so we have partially based
our research in our own experience in incident handling.

We identify as a future research line the measurement of the quality of indica-
tors of compromise. Although behavioral indicators have a longer time of life and
provide a more accurate detection capability, the analysis of the quality of IOC,
in order to decay them, is an ongoing work. We defend that, in general terms, a
behavioral IOC is more useful than an atomic or a computed one, but this gen-
erality has exceptions, and the quantification of this usefulness must be analyzed
in all cases.

Another relevant research line is the use of behavioral indicators of compromise
in emerging or changing applications and technologies in which security is a es-
pecially relevant issue. In this sense, we identify research fields such as smart
contracts [478], smart cities [193], internet of things [380] [563] [355], 5G com-
munications [601] or crypto currencies [437], as well as the combined application
of these trends. In all of them, the application of all kinds of IOC, including
behavioral, is a key issue for the detection of security compromises.

6.7 Conclusions

A relevant problem in cyber threat intelligence is the sharing of behavioral indi-
cators of compromise, those that specify the tactics, techniques and procedures of
hostile actors. The fact that atomic and computed indicators of compromise are
the most shared and exploited ones reduces the detection capabilities for defensive
teams: these indicators are easy to evade, which leaves a window of opportunity
for threat actors.

In this work we have analyzed this problem and identified the key requirements
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for the detection and sharing of behavioral indicators of compromise. To struc-
ture our requirements we have followed the intelligence cycle, so we identify these
requirements in each of the stages of the cycle. This identification is based on the
analysis of threat actors and their campaigns, from where we extract the main
features of these hostile operations. The detection of any type of IOC has to be
performed through a SIEM, where the information gathered from different sources
is normalized and centralized. Nowadays, most SIEM technologies provide the
mandatory technical capabilities and fulfill all the identified requirements. How-
ever, the main barrier to the detection and sharing of behavioral indicators of
compromise is the lack of a common machine–readable format to specify behav-
ioral signatures and share them among different SIEM providers.

This lack must be addressed in short term through the definition and acceptance
of such a standard, a common format to describe behavioral indicators of com-
promise. Until the security community does not define and accept this standard,
these indicators will not be massively used, so they will not be massively shared,
and the ability to detect the TTP of advanced actors will remain residual. In this
sense, we identify SIGMA as the main current effort, but its acceptance among
technology providers has to be increased.

Once this common standard has been designed and accepted among the commu-
nity, the rest of the work will rely in each particular team defensive capabilities,
from acquisition to dissemination. The identified key requirements are mandatory
for an effective detection of behavioral IOC, but all of them can be fulfilled with
current technologies. In this sense, our proposal, structured in the form of intel-
ligence cycle, can be used to measure and compare the capabilities of different
defensive teams.

Although the value of a behavioral indicator of compromise is usually higher
than the value of a computed or atomic one, in some cases a simple IOC can
provide a high quality detection. Regarding the measurement and quantification
of the quality of an indicator of compromise, the type of IOC (atomic, computed or
behavioral) is of course relevant, but many other parameters must be considered,
such as the source reliability or the last time the IOC was seen. We identify this
measurement as a relevant research line for future works.
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Discussion

7.1 Advanced Threat Actors in cyberspace

Cyberspace is a global domain within the information environment consisting of
the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures and resident
data, including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and
embedded processors and controllers [160]. The employment of cyberspace for all
kind of activities in modern societies is questionless, and it increases exponentially,
from electronic banking to video conference systems, remote working capabilities
or general entertainment (streaming, online gaming, etc.). In this way, global
dependence on cyberspace for common activities also increases exponentially for
particulars, organizations and even whole countries and societies. An example of
this situation was shown in 2020, when the global COVID–19 pandemic increased
our dependence on online systems for many of our daily activities [464] [373] [203].

However, cyberspace is not only used for legitimate purposes. All kind of
threat actors also exploit the benefits of working in cyberspace. In fact, dur-
ing COVID–19 pandemic, where our dependence on cyberspace was especially
relevant, hostile activities increased dramatically [665] [457], mostly cyber crime
related ones [97] [324]. It is important to highlight that, from a threat actor’s
perspective, cyberspace provides enormous benefits, such as:

Accessibility Access to cyberspace capabilities is easy in front of access to ground,
air or naval ones. This fact boosts asymmetric conflicts.

Plausible deniability Cyberspace operations are hard to link to a real physical
threat, such as a nation–state. For this reason, while classical operations can
have direct consequences for the hostile agents, such as diplomatic conflicts
or even personal losses, cyberspace operations are easy to deny for an actor.

Geographical offshoring In front of classical conflicts, cyberspace operations
are not easily linked to a specific geographical context, so in some cases it is
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difficult to face them, as defenders do not have a localized enemy who can
be responded.

All of these benefits for a threat actor, in terms of money, information, or de-
niability, increase the probability of being the victim of hostile activities through
cyberspace. On the other hand, from a target’s perspective, dependence on cy-
berspace increases day by day. As exposed before, today it is difficult to find
activities that are not performed through technological resources, so when these
resources are compromised, a whole organization or even a society can be damaged.
For this reason, the associated impact of an hostile activity through cyberspace is
also increasing day by day.

With high probability and high impact, the risk of being targeted by hostile
activities through cyberspace is also high. The number of hostile operations has
increased dramatically during last years, as well as their sophistication and the
range of potential targets: from small companies to whole countries. For most
organizations, being targeted by a nation–state threat actor or by a cyber crime
gang is a real fact. Hostile activities through cyberspace represent a threat not
only for private or public organizations, but for the whole society.

Not all hostile activities through cyberspace are relevant for this work, focused
on advanced threat actors. By this concept, I refer to threat actors with high
capabilities (technical, economical, etc.) that perform hostile activities through
the cyberspace. Although most of these hostile activities are performed by nation–
state actors, during the last years different cyber crime gangs, not sponsored by
governments, have evolved their tactics, techniques and tools to reach, in some
cases, high capabilities. For this reason, nowadays it is possible to find two main
types of advanced threat actors: nation–state and non–state ones.

Related to nation–state threat actors it is mandatory to refer to cyberspace
operations, a term which is usually linked to the military [450] [625], defined as
the employment of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve
objectives in or through cyberspace. Although the most common activities are
related to cyber espionage, these cyberspace operations include all kind of offensive
information operations, ranging from electronic warfare to influence campaigns, as
well as destructive actions (cyberspace attack). The number and impact of these
last ones is particularly increasing during last years, with cyber physical systems
being connected to Internet [144] [181] in critical infrastructures.

In addition to purely military cyberspace or nation–state operations, when deal-
ing with advanced threat actors, non–state activities must be considered, particu-
larly cyber crime related ones, where the hostile agent has an economic goal. Not
only governments use the cyberspace as a medium to achieve their goals, but also
criminal gangs do, and some of them have deployed advanced capabilities that are
a serious threat for all organizations. Human Operated Ransomware groups are
an example of advanced threats linked to criminal gangs, whose techniques and
tools are in some cases similar to those of nation–state actors.
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7.2 Categorization of Advanced Threat Actors

The approaches to threat actors’s categorization are based on different attributes
of the actor. These attributes, such as funding or motivation, are always a common
starting point for their categorization. In this way, different classification schemes
for the categorization of threat actors have been defined in literature. In [321]
Dimitrios Kavallieros et al. classify threat actors into three groups: internal to
the organization, external to the organization and mixed; the authors also provide
a taxonomy of seven categories of cyber crime actors, from coders to criminals.
Alternative classifications are provided in [539], [389] or [198], where Youngsup
Shit et al. propose an automated classification scheme for threat actors based on
the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

However, the assessment of the threat actors’ attributes is in some cases impossi-
ble. For this reason, most accepted industry categorizations rely on the attributes
whose assessment is more reliable. For example [7] and [395] rely on attributes
such as motivation and capability to establish a classification for threat actors.
Capability can be specified in features such as expertise, knowledge, time or equip-
ment [531]. In real offensive cyberspace operations, these terms are reflected in
the form of observables, from low–level ones to tactics, techniques and proce-
dures [105]. In this work, I defend that capability is linked to the characterization
of the threat actor, not to its categorization, so we must discuss the motivation of
advanced threat actors in order to establish a categorization for them.

For this reason, in this work the approach for categorization for threat actors
is based on their motivation: on what the threat actor wants to achieve through
its hostile activities. Following this approach, we can find actors such as nation–
states performing espionage or cyber war actions, hacktivists, cyber terrorists,
etc. Of course, not all of these actors can be considered advanced ones. As I have
stated in this work, it is possible to find two main families of advanced threat
actors: mostly nation–state sponsored ones, as well as specific non–state actors
performing advanced cyber crime operations with an economic goal. The rest
of types of hostile threat actors in cyberspace, such as hacktivists or even cyber
terrorists, can not be considered advanced ones. Their tactics and techniques,
their tools and their general capabilities are not advanced. However, this fact does
not mean that the impact of their hostile activities can be high.

When referring to advanced threat actors it is common to focus on Advanced
Persistent Threats and, more specifically, on Advanced Persistent Threats perform-
ing cyber espionage operations. These state–sponsored actors and their operations
have become one of the biggest threats for all types of organizations. However,
nowadays we can identify as advanced threat actors both state–sponsored ones
(usually referred as strategically motivated, or S–APT) and criminal gangs (usu-
ally related to operationally motivated APT, or O–APT), without entering into
the potential relationships that both of them can maintain in certain countries.
In addition, state–sponsored threat actors perform not only cyber espionage or
even cyber attack actions, but a whole range of Information Operations through
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cyberspace: cyberspace operations.

Related to nation–state actors, most of their activities are related to cyber es-
pionage, as previously stated. However, these actors have been involved in cyber
attack campaigns, influence operations and even non–strategically motivated ac-
tions, such as direct economical benefit [334] [251]. Although these ones are not
as common as cyberspace operations, their impact can be enormous for an orga-
nization not only in economical terms, but also in reputation. On the other hand,
criminal gangs, threat actors linked to cyber crime activities, have improved their
technical capabilities by the employment of powerful tools and tactics, techniques
and procedures that in some cases are difficult to differentiate from the ones used
by state–sponsored actors. The goal of these actors is purely economic, targeting
all types of organizations. Their modus operandi, although less stealth, is very
similar to that of nation–states actors.

Regardless of their motivation, it is important to highlight that the impact of a
hostile activity performed by an advanced threat actor is usually high. Particularly,
when the targeted infrastructure is a critical one, those which provide essential
services to the society: in these cases, a whole country can be seriously damaged.
Advanced threat actors have not only the capabilities, but also the intent to target
a victim, so their success rate is high. For this reason, it is important to delve
into their general knowledge and particularly into their characterization. And it
is even more important to be able to detect and to neutralize their activities in an
efficient manner.

In this section the motivations of different threat actors are analyzed and dis-
cussed, in order to establish which of them can be considered advanced ones. Two
main families of these advanced threat actors are defined: nation–state and non–
state actors, delving into their operations in the cyberspace. Finally, I analyze the
impact of these operations in critical infrastructures, as a key target for all kinds
of threat actors, including advanced ones.

7.2.1 Motivation of Advanced Threat Actors

The motivation of threat actors has been largely addressed in different works [256]
[523] and it provides a clear classification for threat actors. A commonly accepted
model for threat actors’ categorization is a fivevold classification based on the
motivational factors of these actors [357] [223]. Although different classifications
for threat actors have been presented, including more complex approaches [539], I
consider the fivevold model is simple and valid enough for an initial classification.
This model defines cyber activism, cyber crime, cyber espionage, cyber terrorism
and cyber warfare as the main motivations for threat actors and states a commonly
accepted categorization for them [607]:

• Cyber activism mainly consists of vandalism and hacktivism, although the
difference between these activities is not clear in some cases. It is related
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to different forms of activism where the cyberspace is the base or allows the
enhancement of online actions [643].

• Cyber crime is defined [72] as criminal acts committed using electronic com-
munications networks and information systems or against such networks and
systems.

• Cyber espionage is [414] about gaining access to a computer systems and
retrieving information from them. It is defined as Computer Network Ex-
ploitation in military doctrine.

• Cyber terrorism is defined [488] as the premeditated attack or threat thereof
by non–state actors with the intent to use cyberspace to cause real–world
consequences in order to induce fear or coerce civilian, government, or non–
government targets in pursuit of social or ideological objectives. Real–world
consequences include physical, psycho social, political, economic, ecological,
or otherwise that occur outside of cyberspace.

• Cyber warfare has no universally accepted definition [527], although it is a
widely used term to describe the operations of state–actors in cyberspace in
order to gain superiority over an adversary.

Nowadays, advanced threat actors are mainly linked to nation–states, but also to
some criminal groups that have enough capabilities to perform complex operations.
State–actors are not only performing cyberspace exploitation, cyber espionage,
but a whole range of Information Operations in the cyberspace. From an offensive
point of view, these operations include cyberspace exploitation, cyberspace attack,
psychological operations on the cyberspace, or electronic attack. Other IO core
capabilities have a defensive role, as shown in figure 7.1.

Offensive Defensive
EWES EPEA

MILDEC

CNOCNA CNE

OPSEC

PSYOP

CND

Figure 7.1: Defensive and offensive Information Operations.

As I have previously stated, it is mandatory to highlight that, apart from nation
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state actors, cyber crime actors have dramatically increased their hostile capabil-
ities during the last years. Although their goals are related to economic gain, in
some cases their techniques are so complex and stealth that it is hard to differ-
entiate them from nation state actors. This situation involves that when dealing
with advanced hostile cyberspace operations, nowadays we face not only those re-
garding Information Operations performed by nation–state actors, but also those
related to cyber crime.

Cyber terrorism and the capabilities of cyber terrorist groups have been largely
addressed in many works from late nineties [514] [215] to nowadays [528] [156] [20].
At the moment of this writing, the use of Internet by terrorist groups is limited
to actions regarding recruitment, radicalisation, fundraising or propaganda [207]
[45] [630]. No terrorist action with a relevant impact has been performed through
cyberspace [551] [270] [358]. However, cyber terrorism must be considered as a
growing threat, and cyber terrorists could be considered advanced threat actors
in short term. As terrorist groups increase their “know how” about cyberspace
operations, a terrorist action on cyberspace is more likely to occur, especially
targeting critical infrastructures. In this sense, these infrastructures are not only
on risk by cyber warfare offensive operations, but probably also by cyber terrorism
ones in a short or middle term.

Finally, cyber activists can not be considered advanced threat actors in general
terms. Cyberspace as an arena for political activism and social movements is
increasing its importance [542]. However, the modus operandi of cyber activists is
usually not advanced. In most cases they do not have a defined strategy and clear
goals, although some advanced strategies have been adopted by these actors [247].
Their tactics and techniques are not well structured and their activities are not
stealth. In addition, they do not employ advanced tools, malware or exploits [382]
[131]. However, please note that these elements do not imply that their hostile
activities can have an enormous impact on their targets.

Despite the fact that advanced threat actors are a real threat, it is important
to note that just as in every other instance of human conflict, they are composed
of human beings and have properties in common with all other types of adversary
[378]:

• They have goals and objectives.

• They have resource limitations.

• They engage in mission planning, practice, development and testing.

• They translate their behavior into Computer Network Operations.

Summarizing, nowadays we face two main types of advanced threat actors (based
on their motivation): state–sponsored and non-state actors. The first ones are en-
gaged in a whole range of offensive cyberspace operations, although in some cases
they also have a operational economic goal. Non-state actors are engaged in eco-
nomic crime through operations such as Human Operated Ransomware (HOR).
In figure 7.2 this summary is shown. This data is consistent with the analy-
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sis of motivations of Advanced Persistent Threats performed by different groups
and researchers [14]; for example, ThaiCERT periodically publishes [610] a re-
port regarding Advanced Persistent Threats where elements such as attribution,
motivation or operations are described. Analyzing this report, it is possible to
confirm that most of these groups are motivated by information theft and espi-
onage, a much reduced set of the is motivated by financial gain/crime and, finally,
less than fifteen groups are devoted to sabotage and destruction. None of them is
performing hacktivism or terrorist activities.
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Figure 7.2: Threat actors’ categorization and motivation.

7.2.2 Nation–state actors

Nation–state actors represent a serious threat to the technologies and to the in-
formation of most organizations. If an organization handles relevant information
(this is, information which a high value from any point of view, from economic
to diplomatic or military), it is a clear target for nation–state actors. This in-
cludes high–technology companies, international non–governmental organizations
(NGO) and, especially, all kind of critical infrastructures (see section 7.2.4), from
public administration to banking or utilities. Comparing with other threat actors,
nation–state ones have a fixed interest in their targets, as well as the resources
(both human and material) and the time to execute their operations.

In section 1.4.6 the concept of Advanced Persistent Threat, or APT, was intro-
duced. Usually, APT groups are linked to states, and they are engaged in differ-
ent offensive information operations, as stated before. Cyber espionage activities
are the most common ones among APT groups, including the groups performing
other types of offensive information operations, such as APT28, a Russian APT
which performs not only cyberspace exploitation, but also disruptive operations,
especially against critical infrastructures as noted in section 7.2.4, and even psy-
chological operations [543] [369] [560]. However, it is important to highlight that
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there are cases of nation–state actors performing economic operations to finance
their states, such as North Korean Lazarus [471] [664]. Although this is not a
common trend, some nations need to bear the expenses for their cyber espionage
operations through economic crime: they have the knowledge, the resources and
the intent.

As previously stated, cyber espionage activities are the core ones for nation–state
groups. Most unveiled operations are related to cyberspace exploitation, and most
of the identified groups perform only exploitation activities [610]. The vast ma-
jority of published reports regarding APT groups are focused on cyber espionage
operations [398] [292] [192] [632]. As their own name states, these operations are
focused on intelligence gathering. When performed through cyberspace, these ac-
tivities have less risk for the threat actor than information gathering through other
means, and in many cases their results are better. For this reason, nation–state
actors not only engage in such activities, but also work in programs to overtly
leverage commercial products’ design, making systems exploitable by inserting
vulnerabilities and overt intelligence collection capabilities. The SIGINT Enabling
Project [53] [65] [606] is an example of such programs.

Regarding cyberspace attack, few groups are known to be engaged in destructive
operations [125] [209] [244] [428]. Among them, we can find Sandworm Team and
APT28, linked to Russian GRU [309] [245] [383], APT37, APT38 and Lazarus,
linked to North Korean Reconnaissance General Bureau [512] [471] [273] and
Gamaredon, linked to Russian FSB [161] [108]. As we can guess, Russian offensive
capabilities in cyberspace are strong, far away from the known capabilities of other
actors, with the exception of United States [224]. I must highlight that destructive
operations are commonly linked to cyber war. This association is wrong, as in a
potential cyber war we would see both attack, exploitation and of course defence
operations. Until now, no cyber war has ever been formally declared. However,
it is common to refer to cyber warfare, a different concept than cyber war: while
cyber warfare is an activity, cyber war is a state [527]. As I have stated before,
cyber warfare has no universally accepted definition. However, in this context it
can be considered [243] as an extension of policy by actions taken in cyberspace
by state actors (or by non–state actors with significant state direction or support)
that constitute a serious threat to another state’s security, or an action of the
same nature taken in response to a serious threat to a state’s security (actual or
perceived). Attending to this definition, cyber warfare is a term closer to a whole
range of information operations in cyberspace than to purely destructive actions.

Finally, an interesting discussion is the employment of non–state actors in cy-
berspace operations performed by nation–state actors. As in classical warfare,
these non–state actors are usually know as proxies [423]. Although the use of
proxies has operational and legal drawbacks [572], there are different benefits to
use them in cyberspace operations [162], such as cost savings, plausible deniability,
skills and specialization and punitive power [206]. The use of proxies is obviously
not publicly known in most cases; however, it is apparently a rising trend for
state–actors [555].
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7.2.3 Non–state actors

The main rise of non–state actors, and the development and improvement of their
tools, tactics and techniques, is in most cases linked to financial motivations.
Advanced groups engaging in criminal activities for their own financial benefit are
referred as Operationally Motivated APT (O–APT) [14], in front of Strategically
Motivated ones, or S–APT. Economic cyber crime is a growing threat that all
kinds of organizations must face nowadays [455], and these actors are continuously
improving their technical capabilities in order to increase their revenues [463].
In this sense, as I have stated before, Human Operated Ransomware tools and
techniques are the closest ones to these linked to nation–state actors, and Human
Operated Ransomware (HOR) groups are considered advanced actors in many
cases [234] [467]. Although end users were the primary target for ransomware
gangs, in the last years organizations have become their main victims. These
target organizations are chosen in advance, and the goal of the threat actor is to
cause maximum disruption to get a big ransom payment [467].

HOR criminal groups, such as HIVE [117], CONTI [622] or DARKSIDE [445]
target all kinds of organizations, from academic to government. However, critical
infrastructures are becoming key victims, as detailed in section 7.2.4: in these
cases, the impact of a ransomware operation is very high for a whole society, so the
requested ransom and the probability to get paid increases. However, HOR is not
the only type of threat actors that, under certain circumstances, can be considered
advanced. From 2013 to 2015 cyber criminals targeted financial institution through
the Carbanak remote backdoor [416], initially designed for cyber espionage. This
campaign exposed different advanced techniques, linked to nation–state actors,
used in cyber crime operations [242].

In addition to the activities of criminal gangs, the cyber crime marketplace is
evolving over time. Cyber crime as a Service (CaaS) operations involve distributed
denial of service attacks, credit card fraud, compromised systems selling and many
other types of cyber crime [645] [287]. In the particular case of Ransomware
as a Service (RaaS), criminal groups rent from packers and algorithms to social
engineering capabilities [323]. However, advanced tools do not make advanced
actors. Different factors, such as the lack of advanced tactics and techniques in
the end user, and the absence of trusted marketplaces, for obvious reasons, make
Ransomware as a Service a modest threat [402] in comparison with the activities
of ransomware groups directly attacking their targets.

Finally, it is important to highlight that not all threat actors linked to cyber
crime operations can be considered advanced ones. There are a lot of cyber crime
gangs performing not advanced operations, but still being successful. Electronic
mail frauds [473] [87], cyber stalking [486] [320] and even different financial crimes
such as banking phishing [12] [319] do not require advanced tools or techniques to
be executed. In these cases, the modus operandi of the threat actor is based on
mass–targeted operations, not on directed ones. In this way, with basic tools and
techniques, targeting millions of people, the global revenue is high: low investment
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and high benefits.

7.2.4 Critical infrastructures

When facing hostile actors’ activities, a key asset to protect are critical infras-
tructures: infrastructures so vital that their incapacitation or destruction would
have a debilitating impact on defense or economic security [419] [420]. As its own
definition states, the security of these infrastructures influence the life of partic-
ulars and the normal operation of any sector critical for the operation of whole
societies [50]. Although these sectors are defined by national laws, they commonly
include energy, water, telecommunications, banking or government facilities and
services, among others [48]. As an example, in figure 7.3 the twelve strategic
sectors defined in [170] by the Spanish Government are shown. Due to their rele-
vance for the society, critical infrastructures are a key target for different groups
of threat actors, particularly for advanced ones: nation–states (cyber espionage
and cyberspace attack) and cyber crime [362] [61] [66]. And not only from a
cyberspace operations’ perspective, but also from a pure physical one [37] [505].

Government Information & Communication 
technologies Space Nuclear

Financial

Research Transport Energy Health

Food
Water Chemical

Figure 7.3: Spanish strategic sectors.

Related to nation–state threat actors engaged in cyberspace operations, crit-
ical infrastructures are a target both for cyberspace attack and for cyberspace
exploitation actions. From a cyber espionage perspective, critical infrastructures’
operators handle sensitive information of interest for foreign countries. This infor-
mation can be targeted for cyber espionage with multiple purposes, from military
and diplomatic to pure industrial espionage. In addition, as stated before, all cyber
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attack operations, or at least the advanced ones, require a previous cyberspace ex-
ploitation, this is, a mandatory information acquisition action to plan and execute
a tailored attack.

On the other hand, from a cyberspace attack perspective, critical infrastruc-
tures are especially vulnerable to sabotage operations. Particularly, those that
are based on Industrial Control Systems (ICS), the so called cyber–physical sys-
tems [132] [676]. They are a key target for threat actors due to their vulnerability
level and to the impact an hostile action can have. Disruptive attacks to critical
infrastructures are analyzed in [401] from a military approach, where strategy, op-
erational and tactical considerations are considered. In fact, different disruptive
threats, such as APT28 (Russian GRU), are linked to military intelligence services
or units, not to civilian ones. Focusing on ICS, in [296] Eduardo Izycki and Ed-
uardo Wallier Vianna detail seven cyberspace attack operations targeting critical
industrial infrastructures. All of them are attributed to nation–state actors such
as Iran, Russia, Israel or US.

Related to cyber crime gangs, money is a key motive behind operations on
critical infrastructures [587]. Human Operated Ransomware groups have hit dif-
ferent critical infrastructures, mainly in the health sector during COVID-19 pan-
demic [328] [491]. As in every sector or industry, ransomware also affects critical
infrastructures. However, in this case, with individuals and whole societies rely-
ing on the proper operation of these infrastructures, the impact of a ransomware
operation is enormous. Criminal gangs are aware of this fact and target critical
infrastructures, from particular industrial ones [32] [150] to country–global tech-
nologies, such as in the Costa Rica 2022 incidents [107] [33].

7.3 Characterization of Advanced Threat Actors

As previously stated in section 1.4.7, the characterization of threat actors is the ex-
traction and analysis of threat actors’ features, in order to identify their interests,
goals or operations, among others. Although this characterization can be per-
formed through all the intelligence gathering disciplines, SIGINT and TECHINT
are the most relevant ones in most cases, as the characterization usually starts
by direct observables that are turned into indicators of compromise. However,
to discuss the whole characterization of threat actors, we must consider both di-
rect observables and non–observable elements, such as goals, strategy and even
attribution. As these ones are not directly seen in an operation, they must be in-
ferred from an intelligence analysis, apart from the purely technical aspects of the
operation. This analysis, outside of the scope of this work, will deduce, with an
associated probability, why a threat actor is conducting a hostile operation against
a particular target. The identification of goals, strategies and attribution provides
valuable information to establish tailored security countermeasures to face specific
threat actors.

In table 7.1 the main families of features regarding threat actors are summarized.
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We must differentiate between observable features (those that can be directly seen
on an operation) and non–observables ones (those that are not directly seen, so
they must be inferred or acquired by external intelligence). Low–level observables
are linked to tactical intelligence and TTP are linked to operational intelligence;
both of them can be expressed in the form of indicators of compromise. On the
other hand, non–observables are linked to strategical intelligence. All of them
are relevant for the correct characterization of a threat actor, although strategical
intelligence is rarely actionable.

Table 7.1: Threat actors’ features.

Non–observables
Attribution

Goals and strategy

Observables
TTP

Low–level indicators

In this section, the characterization of threat actors through their observable
and non–observable features is discussed. This approach starts with low–level
observables and ends with the attribution, one of the main relevant problems
that threat intelligence analysts face nowadays. All of the discussed features are
important to the whole characterization of a threat actor, from its arsenal to its
interests. However, I defend that the characterization of advanced threat actors
must be mainly approached by the analysis of their tactics and techniques. They
are the most valuable observables in the context of a cyberspace operation. This
value is linked to the fact that lower level observables, such as atomic indicators
of compromise, or even tools or artifacts, are easily modified by an actor, so their
value is limited. On the other hand, features such as goals and strategies, or even
attribution, are not direct observables in a hostile operation and in most cases they
must be inferred from the operational and tactical levels, where observables are
usually found. For this reason, this work has delved into the tactics and techniques
of advanced threat actors to improve their characterization.

While tactics represent what a threat actor executes during an operation, tech-
niques represent how tactics are performed. Most common tactics and their ar-
rangement are consensuated among the cyber security industry and academia. In
this context, it is mandatory to refer to MITRE ATT&CK as the main frame-
work for the identification of threat actors’ tactics and techniques, as this work
has detailed. In addition, proposals such as the Cyber Kill Chain®, also dis-
cussed in previous sections, establish a common arrangement for tactics in hostile
operations.

However, to be effective, tactics and techniques must be represented in a machine–
readable format that can be loaded into security devices and automatically pro-
vide accurate results. I consider this is one of the biggest challenges we must
face today. As I have discussed in chapter 6, different formats and languages
have been developed in order to allow this specification, as well as the sharing
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of tactics and techniques in the form of actionable intelligence. However, the
lack of a common standard is a current problem, as most of these formats are
vendor–dependent. Without such a common standard, actionable intelligence is
based nowadays mostly in atomic and computed indicators of compromise, easy
to consume but with a very short time of life.

MITRE ATT&CK represents an enormous effort to characterize threat actors
and their activities. However, this framework must be improved over time. In
this sense, this work provides the dissection, in the form of taxonomy, of the tech-
niques linked to different tactics. This dissection delves into the particularities of
each tactic and allows analysts to establish a suitable classification for the asso-
ciated techniques, thus improving not only previous characterization approaches
but, which is most important, to identify and deploy appropriate countermeasures
to face hostile activities. Particularly, three key tactics for advanced operations
through cyberspace have been analyzed: delivery, persistence and impact. Both
delivery and persistence are mandatory tactics in advanced cyberspace operations.
If tactics are arranged in the form of kill–chain, these tactics are always performed
in the early stages of the operation, so their knowledge and dissection are critical
for an accurate detection capability.

Although it is not mandatory in all operations, Impact is a especially relevant
tactic in which this work delves into. This tactic is linked to destructive and
manipulative activities in Cyberspace Attack operations. Most cyberspace opera-
tions are related to cyber espionage, and few of them include impact techniques; in
fact, in the context of cyber espionage, destruction or manipulation techniques are
linked to the covering of the actors’ tracks. However, the relevance of Computer
Network Attack, or Cyberspace Attack, is dramatically growing during the last
years. Particularly, with the rise of cyber physical systems, elements connected
to Internet controlling physical processes, from nuclear plants to hospitals, the
impact of these operations is very high, shutting down all kind of organizations
and even whole countries.

7.3.1 Low level observables

Threat actors’ tools and artifacts represent the lowest level of observables in an
offensive cyber operation. Their associated indicators of compromise are usually
atomic and computed ones, such as IP addresses, file hashes, mutexes or domain
names. They are linked to tactical intelligence, and their exploitation allows the
immediate detection of an operation. However, their time of life is short, as their
related indicators are easy to modify for an advanced threat actor, as discussed in
chapter 6. For example, a hash value associated with an implant can be changed
at many steps of the generation of this particular implant, from source code to the
executable itself (preprocessor, compiler, assembler, linker). Techniques such as
domain fronting [208], in which the attacker abuses a trusted third party domain
to hide the real identity of the command and control server, can easily hide the
real command and control domain name or IP address. For this reason, although
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low level observables are usually a mandatory first line of analysis and defense, an
important goal for all analysts is to rely not only on them, but also in the detection
of the tactics and techniques of threat actors. The characterization of a threat can
not be performed on a pure technical basis, this is, with focus on elements such
as command and control infrastructures, malware analysis or communications’
forensics. When possible, it is mandatory to identify, with a given probability,
higher level elements such as goals or attribution.

In an offensive operation, advanced hostile actors employ different types of tools.
Their arsenal can range from commercial or open–source applications to capabili-
ties developed by the own threat actor, and even legitimate system utilities. This
arsenal comprises all of the mandatory capabilities to complete the mission, from
the reconnaissance step to the final actions on the target. The execution of pieces
of the arsenal on the targeted infrastructure leaves traces on this infrastructure,
and most of these traces represent the lowest level indicators of the compromise.
Actions such as process execution, network connections or user access leaves traces
that must be monitored in order not only to detect hostile operations, as detailed
in section 7.4, but also to characterize threat actors, as the first line of observables.

When referring to offensive tools, a common term among literature is offensive
cyber capabilities (OCC) [585] [584] or cyber weapons. In [522] Thomas Rid and
Peter McBurney define cyber weapon as computer code that is used, or designed
to be used, with the aim of threatening or causing physical, functional or mental
harm to structures, systems or living beings. From this definition, cyber espionage
tools and capabilities can not be considered cyber weapons. Most cyber weapons
are designed to attack critical infrastructures [480], being Stuxnet the most well–
known example of cyber weapon until now [146] [96]. Other examples include
malware such as Petya [133] [16], WannaCry [133] or Sunburst [167]. Please note
that all of these examples are destructive capabilities used in cyberspace attack
operations, not in cyber espionage ones. Although cyberspace exploitation is an
offensive discipline, the tools used in these operations are not considered cyber
weapons. However, this work considers not only destructive capabilities, but the
whole range of tools and artifacts used in both cyberspace attack and cyberspace
exploitation operations.

Related to the vulnerabilities that advanced threat actors exploit, it is important
to highlight that they rarely rely on zero–days and typically use public known
vulnerabilities for their operations [177]. This is an interesting discussion, as in
this context “advanced” does not mean to use technically advanced techniques,
tools or exploits, but only that the actor has knowledge enough to decide if tools or
exploits have to be “advanced”, because the target is well–protected (hard target),
or not, if the target is not hardened (soft target).

Not all hostile operations rely on malware to be successful. As stated in chapter
3, malwareless operations are those that do not use malicious code, but legitimate
system utilities. These common utilities are abused by the threat actor in order
to achieve its goals in the targeted infrastructure, such as lateral movement or
data exfiltration. Although they do not leave artifacts in the environment, the
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usage of these legitimate tools leaves traces as well, traces that must be acquired
and analyzed in order to detect the malicious activities. In addition, malwareless
operations examples include not only the use of legitimate tools such as psexec to
perform specific movements, but also the abuse of leaked credentials that grant
access to a direct corporate server, where the threat actor is able to acquire the
required information from its victim. In these cases, where the threat actor abuses
legitimate credentials to remotely access webmails, remote desktops or virtual
private networks of the targeted infrastructure, the leaved traces must be also
acquired and analyzed to detect this malicious activity.

7.3.2 Tactics, techniques and procedures

This work has delved into the tactics and techniques of advanced threat actors.
These tactics and techniques are a key element for the characterization of threat
actors. While other observable elements, such as artifacts or tools, are easy to
modify by the hostile actor, their tactics and techniques are harder to change,
so they provide a more valuable intelligence for their characterization and detec-
tion. This intelligence, identified as operational, has a longer time of life than
tactical intelligence, based on simple observables that are usually changed in every
operation.

Tactics represent what a threat actor is doing, at the highest level of descrip-
tion, to accomplish a certain mission. In literature, they have been structured in
frameworks such as MITRE ATT&CK and in different kill–chain models such as
the Cyber Kill Chain®. Techniques specify how a tactic is implemented. From
an intelligence point of view, their value is very high for the characterization of a
threat actor, as well as for its detection. Finally, procedures are particular imple-
mentations of a given technique, linked to specific threat actors of even operators.
Being so particular, procedures are not useful for a global detection of an offensive
cyberspace operation, as in general terms they do not provide relevant information
that is not provided by their superior techniques, so they are out of the scope of
this work.

Tactics and techniques, operational intelligence, describe the modus operandi of
a threat actor and they are a key element for its characterization, as they are not
easily modified. However, we face a relevant problem when dealing with tactics
and techniques: they are difficult to specify in a machine–readable format. For
this reason, their sharing is not as common as the one of low level indicators, a
fact that directly impacts on the detection of hostile operations. In section 7.4
I will delve into this problem and into the different approaches proposed in this
work to address it.

Being tactics and techniques the key element for characterization, in this work
the main techniques for well–known tactics linked to advanced threat actors have
been analyzed. MITRE ATT&CK is the main industry framework for the struc-
turing of tactics and techniques [262]. However, it has a relevant problem in its
structure: the framework provides a plain alignment for all the techniques linked
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to a particular tactic. This fact impacts in the modeling of the activities of ad-
vanced threat actors, hindering both their detection and the implementation of
countermeasures to face their activities. For this reason, this work has proposed
a dissection and a taxonomy for techniques linked to different tactics, such as
Delivery, Persistence or Impact (this one regarding destructive operations). Such
taxonomies provide not only a valuable knowledge about advanced threat actors,
but also an accurate characterization for them. The definition of taxonomies for
techniques linked to other relevant tactics, such as Exfiltration or Command and
Control, is an ongoing work.

In the case of Delivery, in chapter 2 an accurate taxonomy for delivery tech-
niques, which allows the detection of novel techniques and the identification of
appropriate countermeasures, is provided. Delivery is a key stage in offensive cy-
berspace operations, as it is the first moment in which a threat actor interacts
with its victim in a hostile way. My proposal allows the accurate classification of
techniques, overcoming the identified problems in current approaches and allow-
ing both the discovery of new techniques and the detection of gaps in deployed
countermeasures. It follows a logical structure that can be easy to expand and
adapt, and it can be directly used in commonly accepted industry standards, such
as MITRE ATT&CK.

After the Delivery, one of the main goals of an advanced threat actor is to main-
tain persistence over time. In chapter 3 a taxonomy for persistence techniques is
proposed. This approach allows the detection of novel techniques, as well as the
identification of appropriate countermeasures. A platform–agnostic model that
structures persistence techniques through persistence points is provided. Persis-
tence points are a novel concept introduced in this work as the core of the proposed
taxonomy. The identification of these points is an useful tool for analysts, helping
them to identify, classify and detect compromises and significantly reducing the
amount of effort needed for these tasks. As with the Delivery tactic, my work
follows a logical structure easy to expand and adapt, and which is aligned with
MITRE ATT&CK as the main framework for threat actors’ TTP identification.

Related to the Impact tactic, in chapter 4 destructive and control operations
are analyzed and a global approach for these operations, that can be used to
map real–world activities, is proposed. I identify the main Impact tactics (this
is, degradation, disruption, destruction and manipulation) and, for each of them,
a suitable structure for their associated techniques is proposed. In this way, a
novel doctrine for these operations is defined, with two main goals: the modeling
of advanced threat actors and, especially, the identification of proper countermea-
sures to face offensive cyberspace operations. This approach provides the basis
for the identification of techniques in destructive and control operations. As with
previous tactics, it is aligned with MITRE ATT&CK to ease its usage in a com-
monly accepted framework; in fact, it improves MITRE ATT&CK, given that this
framework does not identify accurate tactics and techniques for destructive and
control operations, grouping all of its techniques under a global umbrella tactic
identified as “Impact”.
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The proposal for the structuring of offensive cyber operations’ tactics and tech-
niques, and the improvement of current approaches, significantly reduces the
amount of effort needed to identify, analyze, and neutralize hostile activities from
advanced threat actors. No previous global approaches to an accurate structure for
techniques, aligned in all cases with industry standards such as MITRE ATT&CK,
had been done until this moment. In this sense, it is mandatory to continue defin-
ing those structures, in particular for the rest of tactics that advanced threat actors
develop in their operations.

7.3.3 Goals and strategy

When facing an operation, an advanced threat actor has a set of specific goals
and a defined strategy or strategies to accomplish them. They represent what the
hostile actor wants to perform on the target. It is important to highlight once
again that advanced threats are not casual actors, and that they have clear and
defined motivations for their operations, from strategic (geopolitical, diplomatic,
military, etc.) to operational (especially economical).

The threat actor’s goal represents a condition that the threat actor would like
to achieve [681] [677], although it can not be always achieved. Its strategy defines,
at high–level, how this goal can be achieved. A goal can be achieved through
different parallel or sequential strategies, and both elements are non–observables:
they can not be directly observed on the target infrastructure, so they must be
inferred or acquired through external intelligence. In section 7.4.1 the role of this
intelligence in the detection of threat actors’ operations is discussed.

From an intelligence perspective, goals and strategy may not be shared with the
threat actor’s staff. The threat actor works at a tactical or operational level, while
these features are at strategical one. This fact is especially relevant, and it is based
on a need to know approach: few people know the whole picture of an operation, so
if some information is leaked, the threat actor, or its sponsor, is not fully damaged.
In cyberspace exploitation operations, and following the intelligence cycle exposed
in section 1.4.3, from particular information needs as a starting point, a threat
actor will plan a particular operation. This planning will include specific goals
and defined strategies to accomplish these goals. The threat actor’s operators
will deploy particular techniques to acquire the mandatory information from the
target, and once acquired this information will be sent to potentially different
teams to process, analyze and disseminate the intelligence. Unfortunately, there
is no equivalent to the intelligence cycle regarding other offensive information
operations, such as cyberspace attack or psychological operations, so we must
consider this point as an interesting research line.
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7.3.4 Attribution

A relevant element for the characterization of advanced threat actors is attribu-
tion. Attribution is defined [662] [501] as the process to determine the identity
or location of an attacker or an attacker’s intermediary. The attribution process
tries to answer a key question regarding cyberspace operations: the identity of
the threat actor [521]. Attribution is particularly relevant for the characterization
of a threat actor, not only to identify a culprit, but especially to determine the
threat actor’s interests. If we return to the Detection Maturity Level, exposed in
1.4.8, attribution is useful for the identification of goals and strategies of a threat
actor, thus contextualizing targeted operations. And most important, it is useful
for the prioritization of countermeasures [590], to formulate actions against the
threat actor [453] [280] and even to create deterrence [422].

Attribution is one of the counterintelligence challenges in cyberspace operations
[280] [590]. It is a complex task that faces many problems, both legal [94] [554] and
technological [524]. From a legal point of view it is considered the most important
practical obstacle to applying the law of jus ad bellum [576], this is, the criteria to
be consulted before engaging in offensive actions, in order to determine whether
they are permissible, so the response is a just one. The technical challenges are
discussed in [272], [485] and specially in [590].

Attribution can be performed at three levels [366]: machines, human opera-
tors and the ultimately responsible party, a specific adversary. This last one is
particularly important, as it implies legal, political, diplomatic or even military
issues to a much greater degree. In [469] Timea Pahi and Florian Skopik propose
the Cyber Attribution Model (CAM), a novel model to address the technical and
socio–political sides of attribution. This model is based on the Diamond Model
for Intrusion Analysis, exposed in section 1.4.8. It combines the cyber threat actor
profiling with the cyber attack investigation indicators, in both cases from a tech-
nical and socio–political point of view. With this combination, the CAM proposes
an approach to the attribution of cyberspace operations, including the analysis of
false–flag ones.

To guide analysts towards a timely and accurate attribution, the US Office of
the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) identifies [453] five key indicators:

• Tradecraft. The behaviour of the actor, considered the most important
indicator: habits are more difficult to change than technical tools.

• Infrastructure. The communication structures used during the attack,
from delivery to command and control.

• Malware. Malicious software designed to enable unauthorized functions on
a compromised system.

• Intent. The actor’s commitment to carry out certain actions based on the
context.
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• Indicators for external sources. External information used by the Intel-
ligence Community to get information or hypotheses about the perpetrator.

In all of the characterization elements, but especially in the attribution of hos-
tile cyberspace operations, it is important to refer to probabilities. In section
1.4.3 Words of Estimative Probability were introduced, as an approach for the
homogenization of terms. As this work has stated, in threat intelligence, as in in-
telligence, it is very difficult to have a complete certainty about a particular fact.
From atomic indicators and artifacts, to strategies and goals, and of course tactics,
techniques and procedures, we must consider elements with a given probability. In
fact, it is especially relevant when dealing with observables: an IP address, a file
hash or even a particular technique we are observing during an investigation is a
fact, but we must always consider that an advanced threat may want us to watch
these observables, so their usage must be carefully exploited.

Finally, it is important to highlight that although it is not a common tactic [590],
nation–state actors can be engaged in false flag and no–flag cyberspace operations.
A false flag operation is a diversionary or propaganda tactic of deceiving an ad-
versary into thinking that an operation was carried out by another party, while a
no–flag one is an operation conducted while being undeclared and when the opera-
tives are either scantily marked or entirely unmarked [279] [484]. In both of them,
the threat actor deceives or misguides attribution attempts, including the actor’s
origin, identity, movement, and exploitation [580]. To achieve this, the threat ac-
tor can distort from atomic indicators of compromise to tactics, techniques and
procedures, and even goals and objectives. These operations can be used to sup-
port influence campaigns [84], such as TV5 Monde cyber attack, performed by
APT28 facing as IS “Cyber Caliphate” [84] [152] [261], to launch or reinforce par-
allel conflicts, to generate noise as a diversionary tactic [466] or to test offensive
capabilities [95].

7.4 Detection of Advanced Threat Actors

The detection of advanced threat actors’ operations is not an easy task. In front of
actors with low capabilities, whose operations are usually not well structured, and
they can be detected and neutralized with easier countermeasures, and even influ-
enced with more or less basic deterrence mechanisms [658], advanced threat actors
must be faced with accurate technical and non–technical detection and response
capabilities. However, the final goal for a defensive team is not the characteriza-
tion of threats, but the detection and response to these threats. For this reason,
characterization efforts and improvements are focused on this final goal, and they
must provide better detection and response capabilities. The modeling of tactics
and techniques, the identification of goals and strategies, and even attribution
hypotheses, can be interesting discussions, but they have no real value if this mod-
eling is not put in practice through detection capabilities in Security Operations
Centers.
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Nation–state actors usually perform stealth offensive cyberspace operations [122],
both related to exploitation [669] [654] and attack [116] [214] actions. The oper-
ations of non–state actors on targeted infrastructures are less stealth than these
of nation–state actors, although their arsenals and capabilities are growing in fea-
tures to keep them unnoticed [460]. Due to this stealthiness, most countermeasures
and security tools are not fully useful to face nation–state actors. Chapter 6 has
delved into the identification and sharing of behavioral indicators of compromise.
These indicators specify the tactics, techniques and procedures of advanced threat
actors, and they are a key element for the detection of their hostile operations.
As discussed, the detection of behavioral indicators is mandatory for an accu-
rate detection capability, mainly because lower–level indicators, such as atomic
or computed ones, are easy to change for an advanced threat actor, thus render-
ing detection schemes useless. As behavioral indicators are harder to modify for
the actor, they have a longer time of life, so their usefulness is higher. However,
one of the main conclusions of this work is that although these indicators are the
most useful, they are the less shared ones. This is an interesting point: as there
is not commonly–accepted standards to specify behavioral indicators of compro-
mise, they are not actionable intelligence, so their sharing is limited. For this
reason, I consider the inability to specify and share behavioral IOC in a common
platform–independent format, one of the main problems for the detection of hostile
activities, especially when dealing with sophisticated cyberspace operations.

This section, in addition to discuss the requirements for the detection of ad-
vanced threat actors and the role of intelligence and intelligence sharing, delves
into the detection process. This process, as stated in chapter 5, is one of the
main contributions of this work, and will allow defensive teams the identification
and definition of mandatory tactics and techniques for an accurate detection. I
have provided the mandatory tactics to accomplish this detection goal with a
novel kill–chain model. This model defines and arranges the tactics that must
be implemented in defensive centers. In addition, for each identified tactic differ-
ent sub–tactics have been discussed and proposed. Further work should complete
these sub tactics, as well as identify particular techniques to achieve each tactic
or sub tactic. This model enables defensive teams, such as a SOC or a CSIRT,
to accomplish their goals: this is, to detect and respond to threats. Although
most works focus on the pure incident response approaches, I have considered all
mandatory tactics to achieve the SOC goals at the same importance level. I de-
fend that this approach is the MITRE ATT&CK equivalent for defensive teams,
as previously discussed, so MITRE has been contacted in order to collaborate in
the establishment of such a commonly–accepted defensive kill-chain.

7.4.1 The role of intelligence

The detection and the later analysis of an offensive cyberspace operation can
be performed through all of the intelligence gathering disciplines that have been
exposed in section 1.4.3, from HUMINT to MASINT. All of the information ac-
quisition disciplines are relevant to identify features of an operation, from the
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strategical to the tactical ones. In this way, all of them are helpful to characterize
the operation, and through this characterization all of them allow the detection of
hostile activities. Especially, through operational and tactical intelligence speci-
fied as indicators of compromise (both low level ones, atomic and computed, and
behavioral ones, tactics and techniques). This process is summarized in figure 7.4.

Attribution
Goals and strategy

Tactics and techniques

Low level observables

SIGINT

MASINT

GEOINT

OSINT

HUMINT

Strategic

Operational

Tactical
Specification

Indicators of Compromise

Intelligence gathering Characterization Detection

Figure 7.4: The role of information gathering disciplines in threat detection.

However, not all of these disciplines have the same weight on the detection equa-
tion. The main intelligence gathering discipline in cyber intelligence is SIGINT,
recognized as the primary driver for operations within the cyberspace operating
environment [212] [446]. In fact, many of the services or units historically fo-
cused on SIGINT activities are nowadays tasked with cyber operations, such as
US NSA [372] [341], UK GCHQ [22] or IL IDF Unit 8200 [151]. Cyberspace has
become the main way to communicate, and interception and gathering of network
signals muddies the traditional notion of SIGINT [519]. Most detection approaches
are based nowadays on SIGINT capabilities: this is, on the detection of anoma-
lous activities in one’s own infrastructure, through the monitoring of systems and
networks. Usually, SIGINT provides tactics, techniques and procedures of im-
plants communicating laterally and externally (C2 and exfiltration), as well as the
relevant atomic indicators regarding these communications.

MASINT, specifically TECHINT, also plays a key role in the cyberspace domain.
In the kinetic sphere, TECHINT refers to the collection and analysis of adversary’s
equipment and materiel; in cyberspace, media and software, particularly malware
[200], are the equivalent to this equipment and materiel. TECHINT provides
relevant information not only in the tactical level, but also in the operational and
strategical, from the most technical indicators of compromise to aspects such as
an adversary’s budget or interest in its target.

HUMINT remains fundamental for understanding threats’ capabilities and in-
tentions [230] in cyberspace, not being replaced by any of the other acquisition dis-
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ciplines. While non–human sources provide vast volumes of intelligence, HUMINT
provides excellent (not vast, but excellent) information about adversaries. Differ-
ent services have shown interest in deploying cover HUMINT capabilities, targeting
units in hostile services or telecommunications industries (GCHQ Human Oper-
ations Team, HOT, could be an example [186]). In addition, overt capabilities
among interest groups to get effective information sharing regarding cyber ca-
pabilities, interests or activities of potential adversaries is also a key element for
HUMINT approaches [91]. An example of an overt cyber intelligence sharing effort
could be the European Government CERT (EGC) group [290].

Although OSINT is a big player in cyber intelligence, its usefulness for the de-
tection of hostile operations is limited. However, nowadays open source is usually
a synonym for Internet source and OSINT is seen as monitoring, analysis and re-
search of information coming from the Internet [351]. A global monitoring schema
must include open source monitoring for the tracking of adversarial capabilities.
This monitoring will be more useful for the prevention than for the detection of
hostile activities: an eminent role is [475] the analysis of social opinion and sen-
timent. OSINT provides useful information about general trends that could be
relevant to intelligence analysis, but as in classical intelligence, from an analytic
perspective, one of the main problems to face in OSINT is the reliability of the
source where information is gathered from [589] [236].

Finally, GEOINT regarding cyber is clear in military operations, but its role in
cyber intelligence is usually not as relevant as the one of SIGINT or MASINT.
GEOINT is mostly exploited in cyber Situational Awareness solutions [336] [680].
[39] states that cyberspace can be viewed as three layers (physical, logical, and
social) made up of five components (geographic, physical network, logical network,
cyber persona, and persona). The lowest of these three layers, the physical one,
includes the geographic component, referring to the physical location of elements
of the network and denoting a physical aspect tied to the rest of components.
Being commonly accepted that information cannot exist without a physical in-
frastructure to support it, and that cyberspace has been created as a domain by
this infrastructure and has a relevant geospatial component [605], there have been
some efforts to “visualize” cyber using intelligence fusion and GEOINT techniques,
trying to connect the “bits and the bytes” with the “bricks and mortar” [493]. To
ensure this connection it is mandatory to geolocate network activity, tracking ac-
tions in both network time and space [212] towards cyber–physical spatialization
in order to detect hostile operations.

As stated before, all information gathering disciplines are relevant for the detec-
tion and analysis of hostile activities. Although SIGINT, MASINT and HUMINT
are the most exploited ones, all of them can provide strategical, operational and
tactical intelligence. For this reason, an accurate security approach must consider
all of these disciplines, not only for the pure detection but for the whole analysis
and modeling of the threat actors’ activities and interests. All of them provide the
mandatory intelligence for the characterization of threat actors and their activities,
so all of them can enable the detection of hostile activities in our infrastructures,
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as figure 7.4 summarizes.

7.4.2 Indicators of Compromise

Being SIGINT the main information gathering discipline for the detection of hostile
activities, most of the current approaches to this detection rely on the specification
and sharing of atomic and computed indicators of compromise. These indicators
have a limited value and time of life, as they are easily modified by threat actors.
As stated in chapter 6, for an effective detection capability it is mandatory to work
at the operational intelligence level, this is, the one regarding tactics, techniques
and procedures: behavioral indicators of compromise. For this reason I have delved
into these tactics and techniques for advanced threat actors.

Nowadays, intelligence sharing, from strategical to tactical, is a must for threat
detection, as in most cases we face global threats and there is a consensus that no
intelligence actor can successfully act alone [312]. Collaboration between organiza-
tions is a key point to prevent, detect and neutralize threats. As an example, it is
possible to refer to formalized information sharing and collaboration groups, such
as FIRST or TF-CSIRT [337], US ISAC [394] or UK WARP [495]. Intelligence
must be shared among a community, a group of trusted stakeholders who work
together to address shared threats or vulnerabilities [667], usually with common
interests; the formalized groups referenced below are examples of communities.
Inside each type of community, elements such as the trust model or the sharing
intelligence policy define how intelligence is shared.

To be considered valid threat intelligence, information shared must meet three
requirements [164]: it must be relevant, actionable and valuable. As previously
stated, nowadays most shared intelligence is in the form of low level data [476],
especially atomic indicators [550]: this is, a very tactical approach that focuses on
elements such as malicious IP addresses, DNS domains or URL. Operational, and
even strategical, intelligence is much less shared, although it is more valuable than
tactical one.

To share intelligence, nowadays it is mandatory to establish exchange mecha-
nisms over a technological platform that can be deployed in many forms, for ex-
ample as centralized or peer to peer exchange approaches. [550] states that there is
no common definition of threat intelligence sharing platforms, being most of them
focused on the exchange of tactical intelligence in STIX format. In fact, what we
usually call threat intelligence sharing platforms, such as MISP, are focused on
this kind of tactical and even operational intelligence, but they are not usually
suitable for strategic intelligence sharing.

In this work the key requirements for the detection and sharing of behavioral
indicators of compromise have been identified, as stated in chapter 6. One of the
main problems I have identified during this research is the focus on atomic and
computed indicators of compromise for the detection. These types of indicators
are easily avoided by advanced threat actors, so to improve the success rate of de-
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tection capabilities we must deal with behavioral indicators of compromise. These
indicators represent the tactics and techniques developed by threat actors, and
although their value is much higher than the one of low level indicators, they are
not widely used. For an accurate detection capability, the key requirements for
defensive centers, such as SOC or CERT, have been identified. They are shown in
table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Key requirements for TTP detection.

IC Stage Key Requirements

Acquisition Acquire data from multiple, relevant sources

Acquire not only alerts, but regular events

Processing Central data repository where relationships can be established

Common format for stored data

Long term retention

Analysis Platform–agnostic implementation

Full native coverage for all techniques

Correlation of data from multiple sources

Comparison of correlated data against a reference

Dissemination Machine readable and exportable format

Standard query language among providers

These requirements provide the main directions for an accurate detection of
advanced threat actors. However, they obviously do not guarantee success. In
fact, with current technologies and capabilities, the only unfulfilled requirement
for detecting and sharing behavioral indicators of compromise is the definition of a
standard query language among providers. The absence of such a standard gives a
competitive advantage to threat actors, as the inability to share knowledge about
their tactics and techniques hardens their detection.

A relevant research line I have identified in this work is the quantification of
the value of an indicator of compromise over time. This quality measurement is
mandatory to determine a quantitative value for a given indicator at a specific time.
Data quality is a especially relevant challenge in CTI sharing and exploitation
[575] [411] [10] [335]. However, although most researchers agree on this fact, few
work has been done to identify common metrics for a quality assessment of feeds.
Quality assessment of threat intelligence data from a quantitative point of view,
through specific metrics, is a complex problem [82]. In addition, it is also important
to decay indicators and rotate them in security technologies, removing useless
ones for efficiency reasons [288]. As the number of indicators, no matter their
type, grows every day, security and network devices such as firewalls, intrusion
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detection systems or even proxies are slowed down by a such an amount of data
to be processed [289].

7.4.3 The detection process

In addition to the identification of key requirements for the detection and sharing
of behavioral indicators of compromise, in this work a common kill–chain model
has been proposed. In this model, the mandatory actions to detect and enable the
neutralization of threats are structured and arranged. Different kill–chain models
have been developed from the threat actors’ perspective; however, the detection
process of an hostile operation must also have defined tactics and techniques in
an arranged model and, until now, no such model had been defined. This lack
causes not only problems such as unstructured approaches and conceptual errors
but, what is most important, inefficiency in the detection and response to threats,
as defensive tactics are not well identified. In this work, the SOC Critical Path
(SCP) has been proposed. It is exposed in chapter 5 and shown in figure 7.5.
SCP is defined as an arrangement of tactics that a SOC must perform to achieve
effective detection. SCP is a technology–independent kill–chain model that pro-
vides an arrangement of mandatory steps, in the form of tactics, to be executed
by Computer Network Defense teams to detect hostile cyber operations.

Planning Acquisition Processing Analysis Alert Response

Figure 7.5: SOC Critical Path

Following the SOC Critical Path, to perform an accurate detection of advanced
threat actors’ activities it is mandatory to plan the activities to be executed on
each step of the SCP. In this planning all the later steps of the cycle must be
considered, as well as the identified requirements (see chapter 6) for each of the
common ones. Please note that when facing advanced threat actors, it is especially
relevant to focus on the detection of tactics, techniques and procedures, although
atomic and computed indicators are always a must.

In the acquisition step, it is mandatory to identify the relevant data sources
whose information will be useful for an accurate detection. In [175] the authors
propose three families for data sources: network, payload and endpoint. As a data
source, network acquisition provides the upper–level picture of what is signaling
on the monitored infrastructure, from network flows [547] to protocol dissection
[103]. This initial data source must be complemented with payloads, as they take
one more step: payloads allow analysts to inspect the contents of traffic [644],
thus allowing the detection and neutralization of threats before they arrive to the
endpoint, which is the last data source. Endpoints can provide the most detailed
picture of what is executed and stored on the monitored infrastructure. Tools
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such as sysmon [390] or Google Rapid Response [472] can acquire most of the
relevant information to perform an accurate detection. In all of these data sources
it is especially important to acquire the relevant information, and this relevant
information includes the regular activities on all data sources. As advanced threat
actors’ activities are stealth in most cases, their detection is not possible relying
only on alerts generated by security devices.

Once the relevant information has been acquired, Processing is identified as
the next step of the SOC Critical Path. In this case, an accurate format for
stored data and, of course, storage capabilities, are key elements of the processing
tactic [537]. When dealing with advanced threat actors, we face stealth operations
that extend over time. For this reason, to achieve their detection, it is mandatory
to handle acquired information with a long–time retention period (in some cases,
for months). In addition, the stealthiness of these operations involves a mandatory
analysis of data acquired from different data sources, so data normalization is
a must [34] [558] to establish relationships between information acquired from
multiple data sources.

Although it is obviously a mandatory tactic, processing is not usually the core of
the cyberspace defense operations, being in some cases even out of the scope of the
SOC security team. Analysis is the next key tactic in the SOC Critical Path for
an accurate detection and response. In this case, apart from the key requirements
that have identified in chapter 6, it is especially important to highlight the need for
automated analysis. The amount of data acquired and stored in previous steps is
hard to handle for a human being. For this reason, automated misuse and anomaly
detection approaches are put in place in all defensive schemes. Misuse intrusion
detection systems are a mandatory countermeasure, but due to the nature of their
stealth operations, they are not fully effective when dealing with advanced threat
actors. Anomaly detection approaches are needed to identify compromises, in a
process usually called threat hunting [67] [298]. In this sense, knowledge–based
approaches to anomaly detection [204] and, specially, machine learning ones [258]
are found. Machine learning approaches [258] have been identified as one of the
most effective strategies to face cyberspace threats [564], as they can detect not
only known threats and techniques, but also novel ones.

Once the analysis detects a potential incident, it is mandatory to raise an alert
to be handled. This handling involves the expert examination of the alert and its
associated data, in order to confirm if the alert is a false or true positive. One of
the goals of a defensive team is to reduce the false positive rate [691] [434] [536],
as each of these false positives introduces a needless cost and, most important,
increases alert fatigue. The alert fatigue problem is caused by a large number of
security alerts that finally causes security operators to become desensitized to these
alerts [55]. As this is a relevant problem in most Security Operations Centers, it has
been addressed through different approaches, from isolation forests [29] [30] [15]
to data provenance analysis [263] or automatic context data aggregation to the
raised alert [93].

An accurate response to the raised incident is the final step of the threat actors’
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detection process. The goal of this final tactic is the neutralization of the threat,
which is in fact the goal of the whole detection process. As stated in chapter 5, al-
though the pure incident response cycle is a well–known process, not all responses
involve a whole incident response approach. This response will depend on mul-
tiple additional factors such as contractual and economic agreements, technical
capabilities or service level agreements, and it is out of the scope of this work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The threat from advanced actors is a real fact. Being targeted by one of these ac-
tors is easy. Every organization with valuable information, every critical operator
for basic services and even every single citizen is a potential target. We face two
types of advanced threat actors: those linked to nation–states and those linked
to criminal gangs. Both of them have the budget, the intent, the time and the
capability to perform hostile activities. This is a growing trend that is expected
to increase for years: cyberspace provides to threat actors enormous benefits, in
front of classical operations.

Nation–state actors engaged in cyberspace operations are very active in cyber
espionage and cyberspace attack campaigns. Among others, they target organiza-
tions with military, political, technological, environmental, diplomatic or scientific
interest, as well as the infrastructures that support them. In addition, they are
able to perform psychological operations, particularly influence ones, through cy-
berspace, targeting particular citizens. Definitely, nation–state actors benefit from
cyberspace capabilities to perform all types of information operations through
cyberspace, turning information into power: our data and infrastructures are a
valuable asset.

In addition, in our daily basis we have to deal not only with these nation–state
groups, but also with cyber crime actors that also target all kind of organizations,
in this case with a pure economic goal: this is, to earn money. Their hostile oper-
ations are usually not as advanced as the ones linked to nation–state actors, but
their complexity is growing day by day, as their revenue is very high. In fact, in
the early stages of an incident handling, in many cases it is difficult to differentiate
between nation–state actors and non–state ones: although their goals differ, most
of their tactics and techniques are becoming similar day by day. Related to these
actors, it is mandatory to highlight Human Operated Ransomware groups such
as CONTI or HIVE. Their modus operandi is similar to that of cyber espionage
operations: they target an organization, infiltrate it, move laterally and take con-
trol of the infrastructure. Once the target is fully or almost fully compromised,
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they exfiltrate the relevant information and, finally, they encrypt all data. At this
point, they ask their target for a ransom for not to publish the exfiltrated data
and to get the decryption key to recover the compromised information.

In this work, the categorization of advanced threat actors has been discussed,
and I have delved into their characterization through the detailed analysis of their
tactics and techniques. In addition, approaches to improve the detection of hostile
activities through their analysis and through a novel kill–chain model for defensive
tactics have been proposed. As stated in section 1, the main contributions of this
work are as follows:

• To analyze and dissect key tactics for hostile operations performed by ad-
vanced threat actors, providing taxonomies for them. This contribution sig-
nificantly improves not only the knowledge about advanced threat actors,
but also the identification of their actions, thus providing accurate detection
capabilities.

• To improve the main framework for the analysis of tactics and techniques of
advanced threat actors, MITRE ATT&CK, easing not only the detection of
these tactics and techniques but also the identification of hostile capabilities
of the actors.

• To identify the key requirements for an accurate detection of hostile activities
regarding advanced threat actors. The stealthiness of these activities makes
them harder to detect, so approaches for an improved detection scheme fol-
lowing common intelligence models are proposed.

• To define the mandatory tactics to detect and respond to security incidents,
providing a novel arrangement for them in the form of kill–chain model. This
common set of tactics allows defensive centers the planning and continuous
improvement of their work.

With the dissection of particular tactics, and with the identification of suitable
taxonomies for their techniques, this work not only helps to improve the char-
acterization of advanced threat actors, but also to establish accurate detection
capabilities, thus improving global security for all kind of organizations. In ad-
dition, the proposed approaches are fully compatible with MITRE ATT&CK, so
they can be directly used in this framework to provide an in–depth view of particu-
lar tactics. Of course, future research lines might include the equivalent dissection
and taxonomy proposals for the rest of MITRE ATT&CK tactics.

This work on the detection of advanced threat actors definitely helps to improve
the defensive capabilities of security teams. The novel kill–chain model that has
been proposed provides a homogeneous detection process for all security centers,
no matter their budget, sector or constituency are. This common process improves
not only technical capabilities, but it also allows the detection of monitoring gaps
and the measurement of the detection controls. This measurement is a must for
the continuous improvement of quality of the detection scheme. Together with
the identification of key requirements for the detection of TTP, I consider that
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these proposals help defensive centers to provide a globally improved detection
approach, standardized, repeatable and measurable.

From a global point of view, this work helps analysts to categorize and charac-
terize advanced threat actors, particularly through the in–depth analysis of their
tactics and techniques. And most important, it helps analysts to detect hostile
operations, as a first step to their neutralization. Improving the knowledge about
the tactics and techniques of these actors is a step forward towards a better de-
tection capability. In addition, with the requirements for an improved detection
scheme, and the definition of the arranged tactics for detection and response, I
consider this work as a relevant piece in Computer Network Defense. However,
it is an ongoing work that must be completed with a detailed structure for other
mandatory threat tactics, such as exploitation or exfiltration. Together with pre-
vention mechanisms, out the scope of this thesis, we must achieve a global better
protection not only for our information, but also for our lives.

As stated before, future research lines on the characterization of advanced threat
actors include the dissection and taxonomy proposals for the tactics not covered in
this work, mainly those identified in MITRE ATT&CK. Related to the detection
of their activities, I identify the measurement of the quality of all kind of indicators
of compromise as a key research line, as well as the definition and classification of
techniques associated to the main defensive tactics I have proposed.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

APT Advanced Persistent Threat

ATT&CK Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge

CAPEC Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification

CERT Computer Emergency Response Team

CMO Civil–Military Operations

CNA Computer Network Attack

CND Computer Network Defense

CNE Computer Network Exploitation

CNO Computer Network Operations

CSIRT Computer Security Incident Response Team

COI Capability, Opportunity and Intent

COMINT Communications Intelligence

COMCAM Combat Camera

CI Counterintelligence

CCI Cyber Counterintelligence

CYBINT Cyber Intelligence

CKC Cyber Kill Chain

CTI Cyber Threat Intelligence

CO Cyberspace Operations

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

CVRF Common Vulnerability Reporting Framework
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CWE Common Weaknesses Enumeration

CybOX Cyber Observable eXpression

DMIA Diamond Model for Intrusion Analysis

DML Detection Maturity Level

EA Electronic Attack

ELINT Electronic Intelligence

ENISA European Union Agency for Cybersecurity

EP Electronic Protection

ES Electronic Warfare Support

EW Electronic Warfare

FISINT Foreign Instrumentation Signals Intelligence

GEOINT Geospatial Intelligence

HOR Human Operated Ransomware

HUMINT Human Intelligence

IA Information Assurance

IC Intelligence Cycle

ICS Industrial Control Systems

IDS Intrusion Detection System

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IMINT Imagery Intelligence

INSA Intelligence and National Security Alliance

IOC Indicator of Compromise

IODEF Incident Object Description Exchange Format

IO Information Operations

IT Information Technologies

MASINT Measures and Signatures Intelligence

MILDEC Military Deception

MISO Military Information Support Operations

MISP Malware Information Sharing Platform

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NSA National Security Agency

OCC Offensive Cyber Capabilities
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OSINT Open Source Intelligence

OPSEC Operations Security

OSVDB Open Source Vulnerability DataBase

PA Public Affairs

PLC Programmable Logic Controller

PSYOP Psychological Operations

SCO STIX Cyber–observable Object

SCP SOC Critical Path

SDO STIX Domain Object

SOC Security Operations Center

SIEM Security Information Event Management

SIGINT Signals Intelligence

STIX Structured Threat Information Expression

TAXII Trusted Automated Exchange of Intelligence Information

TECHINT Technical Intelligence

TI Threat Intelligence

TTP Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

UEBA User Behavior and Entity Analytics

WEP Words of Estimative Probability
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